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Last year began with students and staff coming 
to terms with our immense sense of sadness 
and loss at learning of the sudden death of Sixth 
Form student, Matthew Rea. 2015/16 was a year 
we will not forget.

It was remarkable how Matthew’s year group 
and close circle of friends drew  together in 
support and care of one another, staff members 
and the Rea family in a time of great need. 
We experienced first-hand Lagan College’s 
integrated community and caring spirit, 
embracing us all, as we coped with the difficult 
situation.  

Senior students organised ‘The Mattie Rea 
Football Tournament’ and other fundraising 
events throughout the year with all proceeds 
going to PIPS and FASA, organisations who 
support adolescent mental health and 
wellbeing. To say we are proud of the Year 14 
students and the Form Team, led by Mr Strain 
and Mr Hare, is an understatement. 

During the Year 14 Leavers Ceremony in June, 
Head Boy, Paddy Smyth and Head Girl, Emma 

Carville spoke affectionately of their time 
in Lagan College during seven years, but 
on a more personal level referenced the 
strength and importance of relationships 
formed with friends and staff as they grew 
up. They left their audience in no doubt 
that we are never alone in Lagan College, 
someone is always here to help, to smile, 
to share a kind word with. They remarked 
that one stands alone but two stand 
stronger together.

It was going forward together, that we 
experienced a busy, fun and exciting 
school year. We enjoyed meeting 
Mr Matthew Barzun, the American 
Ambassador to London, Dr Sabri 
Saidam, the Palestinian Minister for 
Education and a plethora of local 
politicians in the run up to the elections.  
A highlight for the Politics Department 
was proudly watching Clare Bailey, 
founding student of Lagan College, 
being elected to represent the Green 
Party in the new government and 

not to be outshone, the PE Department enjoyed 
watching Matthew McGovern sailing in the 
Olympic Games. 

Lagan College students headed off on their 
travels around the world to Vejer, Berlin, skiing in 
Italy and the World Challenge team explored the 
exciting delights of Nicaragua and Costa Rica. 
We hosted students from our partner school 
Doane Stuart, New York, senior students won 
the Young Enterprise Competition and we were 
pleased to welcome a boys’ football team from 
George in South Africa.

It was indeed, another successful year and our 
staff and students enjoyed learning and working 
together. Lagan College’s Staff Bake Off raised 
£502 for Action Cancer and the overall star 
baker was Mr Michael Smyth (Reprographics 
Manager). Michael produced a show stopper 
cake that both Mary and Paul would be proud of 
- no soggy bottoms in Lagan, except on the odd 
“Sponge the Staff” occasion, which supported 
our South Africa Appeal in raising a staggering 
£10,000 over three years.

We were delighted that our A level results were the 
best ever and congratulated GCSE students on their 
impressive personal outcomes, which  included the 
likes of Frederic Mathieu being awarded  11 A*s and 
Emma Carlisle with 7A*s and 3 A grades. 

It is fair to state that Lagan College never stands 
still.  We strive to be a progressive and vibrant 

learning community. This was certainly evidenced 
last year when the school and families invested 
in the Year 9 iPad programme. The pace of ICT 
development in education and employment 
has grown exponentially. We are most definitely 
living in the age of technology and school staff 
really feel it when our students regard cassette 
players and OHPs with bemused wonderment, 
and Amstrad computers, chalk boards and Nokia 
phones as retro collector items. Who knows what 
the future of e-Learning will look like, maybe the 
teleporter in Star Trek will no longer be a matter of 
fiction and make believe.

As the year concluded, we acknowledged 
and thanked a number of staff members who 
took early retirement including Mr Maxwell, 
Mr Patton, Mrs Hamilton, Mr Farrimond and 
Mr Gamble. We also bade a sad farewell to 
Mr McFadden, who was the longest serving 
member of staff leaving, having joined the 
school in 1983. Gary had seen much change 
and development throughout his time which 
had spanned four decades. Our much loved 
Senior Teacher  dedicated his life to his family, 
his faith and his vocation as a teacher in Lagan 
College, to which students and staff,  past and 
present, owe him a great deal of gratitude.

Finally the term ‘shared education’ appeared 
on the educational landscape.  The term 
shared education is one that refers to a new 
governmental bill, a continuum, with every 
school in Northern Ireland at a different stage 
of their journey. Thankfully we are blessed that 
Lagan College’s founding students, their families 
and the All Children Together Movement had the 
vision of shared education and foresight to tread 
a path un trodden by others and it has made all 
the difference to both them and us. 

In our incoming 35th Anniversary year we must 
continue to be committed as our predecessors 
in sharing our integrated message far and wide, 
and in speaking our truth, that children who 
attend integrated schools share not only in their 
learning of self and others on a daily basis, but 
can more readily build lasting peace as they 
know what it means to celebrate difference, 
diversity and unity. 

Many thanks to the Editor, Mrs Deborah Hill, and 
all those who have contributed to the Voices 
magazine. We trust you will enjoy reading it.

Mrs Amanda McNamee
Principal

PRINCIPAL’S
FOREWORD

Mrs Amanda McNamee, 

Principal.
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PRINCIPAL’S
FOREWORD

Welcome to the 2015/2016 edition of Voices, 
which reflects on yet another busy year of 
success and achievement. As we begin our 
35th year here at Lagan College, we extend 
a warm welcome to all our new Year 8, and 
new Sixth Form, students and their families, 
and trust that they are settling into College life.

Our goal at Lagan College is to bring together 
children and adults from Catholic, Protestant 
and other backgrounds.  We strive to achieve 
a religious balance of pupils, teachers and 
governors and we acknowledge and respect 
the cultural diversity they represent.  We aim to 
provide students with a caring and enhanced 
educational experience.  Empowering them 
as individuals is a priority so that, as they grow 
and mature, they’ll be able to effect positive 
change in the society we all share.  

We continually strive to educate our students 
in an environment where self-esteem and 
independence are developed as priorities 
and we strongly encourage self-respect 
and respect for others.  Our College ethos, 
Ut Sint Unum, (That They May Be One), is 
nurtured to ensure inclusion of students 
from different religions, cultures, genders, 

abilities and socio-economic backgrounds.  
We encourage open-minded attitudes 
amongst our students as well as building the 
confidence and ability to question, observe, 
listen and make informed decisions.

Children who attend an integrated school 
develop lifelong friendships by playing and 
learning together during their most formative 
years.  By being together in such a natural 
way, young people have the opportunity to 
learn with each other, from each other and 
about each other.  We believe that integrated 
education represents a positive choice for 
the future of our country and hope that, 
through time, there are enough integrated 
schools and colleges to meet demand.

Integration is not something to be feared, 
it is not about diluting ones beliefs but in 
essence it is about respecting difference, 
it is about celebrating difference and it is 

about embracing difference. It is the first step 
in creating a peaceful and a shared future for 
our children to grow.

We as the largest integrated school in Northern 
Ireland, celebrate all of our students’ traditions 
and indeed their achievements. We have close 
links with our alumni and it is wonderful to see 
the many varied pathways 
which they have chosen 
and the impact that an 
integrated education and 
ethos has had on their lives. 
Our Lagan family is spread 
across the world and it is 
heart-warming to hear 
how much of an impact the 
College is still having on 
their lives to this day. 

Miss Caroline Orr and 
I had the pleasure of 
catching up with past pupil 
Fiona Silcock in Australia 
over the summer (you can 
read Fiona’s story on page 
16) and it was wonderful 
to reminisce about past 
times and to hear Fiona 

talk about what an impact the staff she 
encountered when she attended the College 
had on her life. Another past pupil, Clare 
Gormley (see page 17), called in to see us 
last year when she visited the College with 
the Integrated Education Alumni Association 
(IEAA). The group was established in London 
three years ago to support the development 
of integrated education in Northern Ireland. 
At the time, Clare was living in London and 
working as a curator for Tate, however we 
are glad to hear that she has since returned 
to home soil and is now an intern curator for 
The Mac and has recently been appointed 
as Co-Director for Catalyst Arts. We in the Art 
Department hope to be seeing much more of 
Clare over the coming years!

We believe that Integrated Education 
represents a positive choice for the future of 
our country. In the last 35 years the number 
of children educated in integrated schools 
has grown from 28 pupils in Lagan College 
in 1981 to over 22,000 across both primary 
and secondary level schools today. This has 
only happened because parents stood up 
and said they wanted a different choice for 
education for their children. 

I would like to thank all the students, staff and 
parents who contributed 
to Voices this year and 
to past pupil Richard 
Sherry and his team 
at the Ulster Tatler for 
all their hard work. We 
look forward to another 
year and, hopefully, 
to a future which sees 
all children learning, 
playing and growing 
together, side by side, in 
an environment which 
safeguards individual 
traditions and ethos. 

I hope you enjoy reading 
this year’s edition of Voices.

Mrs Deborah Hill 
Editor

Mrs Deborah Hill, 

Editor.
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PRINCIPAL  Mrs A McNamee
VICE-PRINCIPAL  Miss J Atkinson 
   (Vice Principal Teaching and Learning/  
   Business Studies)
VICE-PRINCIPAL  Miss D Collins 
   (Vice Principal Pastoral Care)/Art) 
BURSAR   Mrs M Mackey
SENIOR STAFF  Mrs D Carlisle 
   (Head of Senior School)/Geography)
SENIOR TEACHER  Mrs L Grant
   (Head of Junior School)/English)

SENIOR TEACHER  Mr S Hare    
   (Head of Sixth Form)/RE)
SENIOR TEACHER Mr N McGuigan
   (Senior Teacher in Charge of Student   
   Progress, Assessment and Data/PE)
SENIOR TEACHER Mr M Montgomery
 (Head of Health and Safety/C2K/
 Timetabling/Science)
SENIOR TEACHER Mr U Walters
 (Head of Additional Educational Needs/ 
 English)

ART & DESIGN
Mr P Burch (Head of Art & Design/ 
Head of Moving Image Arts) 
Mrs G Cooke (R.E.)
Mrs D Hill (Technician/Co-Ordinator of the 
College Magazine and Newsletter)
Miss McConville (Moving Image Arts)
Ms E Niblock
Miss J Rogan (Head of Year 10)

BUSINESS STUDIES
Mrs A McAlorum (Head of Department)
Mrs S Connor (Spanish)
Mr C Gardner (Work Experience Co-
Ordinator)

CAREERS
Mrs K Bingham (Science/Head of Careers)

CHAPLAINS
Mrs H Killick (R.E./Music)
Mr G Sowney (R.E.)

DRAMA
Ms S Babra (Head of Drama Production/
Assistant Head Of Year 12) 
Miss M Quigley (Temporary)

ENGLISH
Mrs M Beckett (Head of Department)
Mrs R McBreen (Assistant Head of English)
Miss M Bell (Assistant Head of Year 11)
Mrs A Cowie
Dr Cummings
Miss R Jess (Temporary)
Mrs T Knipe (Maternity Leave)
Mrs S McCaughian (Maternity Cover) 
Mrs J Russell

GEOGRAPHY
Mrs H Smyth (Head of Geography)
Mrs N Major(Pupil Profi les Co-Ordinator)

HISTORY
Miss R Morgan (Head of History)
Mr P Mulholland (Head of Learning for Life & 
Work/Citizenship)
Mr P Rossi (Career break)
Mr J Wishart (Politics)
Mrs E Quinn (Temporary)

Home Economics
Miss L Ellis (Head of Home Economics)
Mrs C Eddy
Mrs M Evans (Careers)
Ms G Fairley
Mrs Y Manus (Technician)

ICT
Mr A McCanny (Head of Department)
Mr K Graham 
Mrs L Mulholland (Head of Year 9) 
Mr M Barry (E-Learning Technician)
Mr K Elliott (Audio Visual ICT Technician/
Marketing Co-Ordinator)

LEARNING SUPPORT
Miss C Burke (Assistant Head of Learning 
Support/Literacy & Numeracy)
Mr E MacManus (Head of Year 12/Maths)
Mrs C Charley – Peripatetic (Newcomer 
Support)
Miss G Almagro (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs L Alawi (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs S Bell (Classroom Assistant)
Miss T Brown (Classroom Assistant)
Miss C Cross (Classroom Assistant)
Miss K Conlan (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs G Damas (Classroom Assistant)
Miss E Dennison (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs D Dodd (Classroom Assistant)
Miss N Doran (Classroom Assistant)
Mr E Egan (Classroom Assistant)
Ms E Gomez (Classroom Assistant)
Miss R Gordon (Classroom Assistant)
Mr S Crew (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs J Hamilton (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs R Hewitt (Classroom Assistant)
Mr P J Houghton (Classroom Assistant)
Miss Claire Hughes (Classroom Assistant)
Miss T Irwin (Classroom Assistant)
Miss O Jancsurak (Classroom Assistant)
Miss L Keery (Classroom Assistant)
Miss S Kelly (Classroom Assistant)
Miss D Kirk (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs L Leddy (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs R Magee (Classroom Assistant)
Miss D Markwell (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs A Martin (Classroom Assistant)
Mr J McAlister (Classroom Assistant)
Miss R McAuley (Classroom Assistant)

Miss C McCrory (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs P McCullough (Classroom Assistant)
Miss F McMullan (Classroom Assistant)
Miss K Mill (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs A Moreland (Classroom Assistant)
Miss S Moreland (Classroom Assistant)
Mr A Mullan (Classroom Assistant)
Mr A Murray (Classroom Assistant)
Miss D Neill (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs I Popescu (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs L Reid (Classroom Assistant)
Ms M Reilly (Classroom Assistant)
Ms L Ruddy (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs K Smyth (Classroom Assistant)
Mr B Strong (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs K Walker (Classroom Assistant)
Mrs J Whitten (Classroom Assistant)
Mr D Williamson (Classroom Assistant)

MATHEMATICS
Mr D Mooney (Head of Department)
Miss M Cavanagh
Ms N Danter
Mrs G Diamond
Miss C Haughian (Temporary)
Ms M Leckey (Head of Examinations)
Mr C McCann (Head of Staff Cover/
Assessment & Reporting Manager)
Mrs S McKee (Head of Staff Development)
Mr D Strain (Assistant Head of Sixth Form/
Assistant Head of Maths)

MEDIA STUDIES
Mr JP Patton (Head of Department/
Environmental Co-Ordinator/English)

MODERN LANGUAGES
Miss A Bell (Head of Modern Languages/
French)
Mrs T Castillo (Spanish) 
Ms J Coudiere (Head of French/Spanish)
Mrs M Mills (Head of Year 11/French/English)
Mr M Navarrete (Head of Spanish)
Mrs L Quigg (Head of Irish/Assistant Head of 
Year 8/History)

MUSIC
Mrs O Donnelly (Head of Music and Musical 
Performance)
Miss M Hoy (Assistant Head of Music & 
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Orchestral Director)
Mr E Ward – Peripatetic (Guitar)
Dr G Crothers – Peripatetic (Piano)
Mr G Myles – Peripatetic (Woodwind)
Mr A Sykes – Peripatetic (Percussion)
Mr A Fulton – Peripatetic (Voice)
Mr P Ferguson – Peripatetic (Brass)
Mrs C Doherty – Peripatetic (Strings)

POLITICS
Mr F McGuckin (Head of Politics)

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Mr J McCloskey (Head of P.E./Head of Boys 
PE)
Miss J Kennedy (Head of Girls PE)
Mr G Connolly
Mr G McFadden
Mrs R McKnight
Miss S Toner (R.E.)

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Mrs S Lyon (Head of R.E.)
Mrs C Davison (Maternity Leave)
Mrs B Hasson (Temporary)
Miss C Orr

SCIENCE 
Miss M Wells (Head of Science)
Mr D Carleton (Technician)
Miss A Chipperfi eld (Temporary)
Mr D Ewart (Head of Physics/Duke of 
Edinburgh Co-Ordinator)
Ms D Fullerton (Head of Biology/Assistant 
Head of Examinations - vocational)
Mrs E Finnegan 
Mr L Mathison (Assistant Head of Year 10/
Student Leadership Co - Ordinator)
Dr C McConnell (Assistant Head of Year 9)
Mr B McCann (Technician)
Mr A Maxwell (Career break)

Miss K Wightman (Head of Chemistry/Head 
of Year 8)

SOCIOLOGY
Miss J Morgan (Head of Sociology)

TECHNOLOGY & DESIGN
Mrs C Taggart (Head of Technology & 
Design/Creative Crafts/Art/E Learning Co-
Ordindator)
Mr R Berry (Product Design Technician)
Mr D Platt
Mr P Privilege (Art/Creative Crafts)
Mr A McCann
Miss A Magee (Temporary)
Mrs G Shevlin

FOREIGN LANGUAGE ASSISTANTS
Miss E Boudant
Mrs S Rodriguez-Garcia
Miss Damas

ADMINISTRATION
Mrs C Baker (Principal’s PA)
Mrs H Cochrane (Senior Clerical Offi cer)
Ms F Hutchinson (Senior Clerical Offi cer)
Mrs B McMillan (Assistant Bursar)

LIBRARIAN
Mrs P Durkin

MEDICAL TEAM
Mrs N O’Loan (Nurse)
Ms U McCluggage (Nurse)

PASTORAL CARE ASSISTANT
Mrs L Thomson

REPROGRAPHICS
Mr M Smyth

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
NOMINATED BY DIRECTORS 
Mr Vincent Cafolla
Ms Sheina Rigg
Mr Graeme Kane
Mrs Helen Evans 
Mrs Siobhan Caseys 

NOMINATED BY MINISTER
Mr Francis Martin (Chairman)
Mr Arthur Savage
Mr Stephen Moore
Ms Georgina Campbell

ELECTED BY TEACHERS 
Mrs Helen Smyth
Mr Simon Hare

ELECTED BY PARENTS
Mrs Maureen Ellson
Mr Paul Herink
Mr Adam Turkington
Mrs Patricia Woods

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Dr Ken Dunn (Chairman)   
Dr Ian McMorris
Mrs Margaret Jellett   
Mrs Siobhan Casey
Dr Brian Lambkin    
Mr Kevin McVeigh
Mr Vincent Cafolla

SIXTH FORM STUDY SUPERVISORS
Mr J Farrimond
Mr B Gamble

MIDDAY SUPERVISORY ASSISTANTS
Mrs J Lilburn
Mrs M Templeton
Mrs B Falloon
Mrs H Prentice
Mrs L McMillan
Mrs B Irvine
Mrs J Johnston
Mrs R McKibbin

GRAHAMS FACILITIES MANAGEMENT TEAM
Mr W Murphy (FM Services Manager)
Mr T Kane (Caretaker)
Mr D McHugh (Caretaker)
Mr S McDowell (Caretaker)

CANTEEN STAFF
Mr R Fitzsimmons
Mrs N Bicker
Mrs R Boulter
Mrs S McMaster
Ms G Grieve
Mrs J Craig
Ms L Flynn
Ms C Brown
Ms P Rowan
Ms C Stewart

PARENTS’ 
COUNCIL
Parents at Lagan College have played 
a vital role in the life of the school since 
its formation. Today, Parents’ Council 
continues to support the school and aims 
to encourage strong partnerships between 
school, parents and pupils.

All parents are welcome to our meetings, 
which take place at 7pm, (in the school 
library), on the second Tuesday each month.

Please join us! Life is busy, so we keep 
the meetings lively. New faces are always 
welcome, so come on, get involved! We 
would love to see you!

Patricia Woods
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FAREWELLS...

GARY MCFADDEN
 Mr Gary Richard McFadden started teaching in 
Lagan College in September 1983, a pint of milk 
was 23 pence and a pint of beer was £1.10 with 
Stevie Wonder at number one with ‘I just called to 
say I love you’.  Gary would probably say that he 
too had not so much a calling but was defi nitely 
drawn to work in the fi rst Integrated school in 
Northern Ireland, which had begun a mere 2 years 
earlier.  A  pupil when asked to explain how a 
Christian should behave said ‘’ ..like Mr McFadden’’ 
and I think those of us who have worked with him, 
socialised with him or have been taught by him 
could not argue with that viewpoint.

When staff were asked to describe Gary in a 
word or two they said ‘honest’, ‘fair’, ‘friend’, 
’advisor’, ‘a confi dant’, ’integrity’, ’charismatic’ 

and ‘ handsome’ to name a few and I hope you 
are getting a feel of the type of man he is.

Gary was a PE teacher fi rst and foremost and 
a darn good one at that. Gary was keen that 
the pupils in his classes and in his teams not 
only improved their fi tness and skill levels, 
but that they developed into good citizens on 
and off the pitch or court.  After a great lesson 
Gary liked nothing better than explaining the 
lesson to others at break-time noting that it 
was a ‘masterclass’.  He also enjoyed relay 
races using fractions and multiplication to 
explain what happened next, as the children 
frantically worked out how many runs they 
were supposed to do (numeracy across 
the curriculum!) Other interesting strategies 
included calling out the strikes in softball in 

four languages, which included Irish and 
Ulster Scots- Mr. Integration!

Gary, himself, also fl ourished  at Lagan College, 
working in all roles from a Form Tutor, to Year 
Head, Dean of Discipline (later changed to 
pastoral care) Senior Teacher, Senior Leader, 
Head of Transport, trip leader and even as 
Acting Principal on the odd occasion.

At this stage we don’t want Gary to sound like 
an angel or as being Mr Perfect, as he has a 
good sense of humour, which he is now going to 
need!  He and others would admit that they are 
‘old school’ teachers but of course that doesn’t 
mean that you wear extremely old tight short 
shorts from the 1970s, which he still did!  Some 
of his groovy tracksuits were sent to the museum 
after the staff merchandise was introduced.  
Gary’s long beige trench coat which we called 
his ‘Columbo’ coat was pretty cool, however, his 
green speedos or his turquoise all-in-one ski suit 
were other times when the fashion police might 
have been called!  Mr McFadden also had some 
great sayings that he passed on to his younger 
colleagues like ‘ better looking at it, than looking 
for it’ when a bus arrived early or ‘ at the heels 
of the hunt’, describing when it was all over or 
how he had dealt with an ‘altercation’.  Other key 
sayings would be when describing how to get 
off a bus-‘disembark’ or to get on a bus ’alight’.  
Buses all leaving Lagan quickly and smoothly 
on a Friday afternoon was described by Gary as 
being like ‘a balletic movement’.

This piece could go on for pages and pages 
describing Gary, the many great times that 
he had at Lagan and how he infl uenced so 
many children and staff along the way but he 
would hate that, in fact, he would say in his 
stern tone ‘Stop!’ so we will.  Suffi ce to say, that 
when people talk about a Legacy they usually 
mean something that is tangible, extrinsic or 
touchable but Gary’s legacy is a better and 
stronger one as it is intrinsic.  Gary, through 
living out the core values of Lagan, those of 
respect, reconciliation, equality and service 
in his everyday vocation and in his dealings 
with all staff, children, governors, parents and 
friends, has touched all of us and made us 
better human beings because we have known 
him.  He is in the core of us and that is why we 
will never forget him. 

By Mr J McCloskey
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AUBREY MAXWELL
He is the king of pub quizzes. He has taken 

adult colouring in to a whole new level.  He 

should work for NI tourist board because he 

knows every inch, ditch, tree and family who 

live or have ever lived in Co. Down! He once 

successfully lifted Joe Killen up on top of a fi ling 

cabinet during one of Joe’s famous ‘dare ye, 

big man’ games which normally happened 

at break time in the old staff workroom; On 

my 25th birthday, he sent a pupil to my room 

every period with a box of chocolates before 

trailing me around the school site and opening 

classroom doors announcing my age.

Aside from Joe Killen, he has one of the most 

politically incorrect repertoire of ginger jokes you 

will ever discover. He loves daisies and sunsets 

and cloud formations and that beautiful hue that 

descends on the Mournes at dusk. I’ve never 

met a pupil yet who said a bad word about him. 

Past pupils speak of him with great affection and 

always ask about him.

Above all, this man was in his element sitting 

in a lab surrounded by little faces looking 

up at him in awe as he tried to explain how 

something happened or how it worked. He told 

kids they were beautiful people 

and always gave them a chance to 

redeem themselves.

After all these years, I am delighted that Aubrey 

is starting a new chapter and will have the 

opportunity to travel, take his photographs and 

continue to post them on Facebook at 4am 

(thanks for the automatic updates!)

Aubrey is a man of few words, but a giant of 

kind actions with a huge heart. You will not fi nd 

a more loyal or steadfast friend and it has been 

a privilege to work with him for over twenty 

years and be able to call him my best friend. 

By M Beckett

JEAN HAMILTON
For well over a decade, Mrs Jean Hamilton has 

been a familiar and welcoming fi gure in the 

classrooms and along the corridors of Lagan 

College. Throughout this time, Jean’s trademark 

beaming smile and her open and welcoming 

nature, without fail, had the effect of placing 

both the students and teaching staff alike 

at immediate ease.  It could be said, that 

she prided herself on supporting in equal 

measure, everyone with whom she came 

in contact.

Jean began her ‘Lagan life’ as a Support 

Supervisor, a role from which, soon after, 

she progressed to take up the position of 

Classroom Assistant within the Learning 

Support Department.  Jean not only 

consistently carried out with pride and 

precision the duties entailed within her role; 

but regularly went ‘above and beyond’ to 

secure the well- being and best possible 

outcomes for ‘her’ students. 

Many of us can testify to the strong 

relationships she built within the classes and 

across the subjects she supported. Many of 

us can testify to witnessing the high regard 

and respect she commanded from our 

students and of course, the personal and 

professional pride she felt in the students’ 

successes and achievements.

Never one to shy away from a challenge, 

Jean could ‘turn her hand’ to many a diverse 

task.  With her keen eye for detail, she often 

volunteered with craft projects and on many 

occasions could be found in the Library 

helping her good friend Mrs Durkin, our 

school Librarian, or the vicinity of a washing 

machine, assisting Mrs Manus in the Home 

Economics Department.

As she embarks upon the next stage of 

her life, we wish Jean a long and happy 

retirement with her husband, her son and 

daughter and her seven lovely grandchildren, 

all of whom, no doubt will benefi t from having 

a great more time to enjoy this lovely lady’s 

company. 

By Mrs U Walters



FAREWELLS...

In June the College said farewell to much loved 

Sixth Form Supervisors, Mr Jim Farrimond and 

Mr Barry Gamble. The two gentlemen will be 

sadly missed by the Sixth Form students who 

they have supervised in study over last few years. 

Mr. Farrimond hopes to travel, spend time with 

his family while still keeping up with his beloved 

rugby league team, St. Helen’s, while Mr Gamble 

will continue to follow Spurs and coach the Sixth 

Form football team. 

On behalf of the students and staff we wish Jim 

and Barry a long and happy retirement. Thank 

you for your loyal support and service. 

Mr S Hare 

JOHN PAUL PATTON
John Paul Patton arrived fresh faced to Lagan 

College - a clean cut, professional young man 

with a short, crisp crew-cut hairstyle, suited and 

booted for his role as an English teacher. Little 

did we know the Mr Patton who started here 

would morph into the Heavy Metal loving Eco-

warrior legend he became! During his time at 

Lagan, JP taught a mixture of subjects including 

English and Media Studies until his appointment 

as Head of Media. Some of his proudest 

moments include winning the Green Flag for 

the school three years in a row, organising the 

recycling initiatives on our campus and inspiring 

a generation of young people to take care of the 

environment. Aside from that, JP will always be 

remembered for his fun-loving, live-and-let-live 

nature. JP always saw the best in our young 

people and many benefi tted from his kind, 

encouraging words and infectious enthusiasm 

for projects and competitions.

We wish him well in his new adventures and 

hope that his dream of building an eco village 

in Ireland will come true. 

Mrs M Beckett

PETER O’CALLAGHAN
Peter O’Callaghan returned to his studies 

in Magee this September after spending a 

year with Lagan College, assisting the Music, 

ICT and Moving Image Arts departments. 

As a past pupil, Peter always had a great 

connection to Lagan College, and showed this 

throughout his year with us, working tirelessly 

with students and staff alike on everything 

from iBooks, the brilliant TeacherTec and 

ParentTec websites, music compositions, staff 

training, and even performing with the Staff 

Band! 

That Peter did all this work over the entire 

year, entirely as an unpaid volunteer, speaks 

volumes about the dedication he showed 

throughout his year with us. There will always 

be a welcome in Lagan College for Mr 

O’Callaghan, and we wish him all the best with 

the remainder of his studies!

Mr K Elliott  
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From left to right: Nicholas Jamison, Deputy Head Boy, Hayley Carson, Deputy Head Girl, 
Keeva Herink, Head Girl, and Callum McCloskey, Head Boy.

New Head 
Boy Head 
Girl Team 
2016/17
Congratulations to Callum McCloskey who 
was appointed as Head Boy for 2016/2017, 
and to Keeva Herink who was appointed as 
our new Head Girl 2016/2017. The roles of 
Assistant Head Boy and Assistant Head Girl will 
be taken on by Nicholas Jamison and Hayley 
Carson respectively. Mrs McNamee, Principal, 
commended all of the students who applied for 
the posts and said “all the students were a joy to 
listen to and spend time with”. We look forward 
to an exciting new year with our new student 
leadership team and wish them every success in 
their new roles!

Sixth Form

In March, the Head Boy and Girl Team attended a leader-
ship event at Campbell College, together with other young 
leaders from East Belfast. They participated in a series of 
workshops involving decision making and dealing with 
challenging situations. The morning event culminated in an 
inspirational talk given by Shane Logan, the Chief Executive 
of Ulster Rugby, who highlighted some of the leadership 
challenges he had faced in his career, not only as the CEO 
of Ulster Rugby, but also formerly as the Head of Coca-Co-
la for Central Russia and the chief executive of the Royal 
National Institute of the Blind.

mr S Hare
Head of Sixth Form

SixTH Form 
leaderSHip eveNT
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The Year 14 left in great 
style at the end of June.  A 
number of events took place 
during their last week that 
allowed them to reflect on 
their time at Lagan and enjoy 
saying goodbye to their 
teachers.  Year 14 began 
the week with a climb with 
their form tutors and Head 
of Year, Mr Hare, up to the 
ancient rath that overlooks 
the school. The walk was an 
opportunity to reflect on the 
place of the school in history 
and a time to look forward 
to the challenges they would 
face when leaving Lagan. 
The week culminated in 
the traditional fancy dress 
and barbeque which was 
enjoyed by staff and students 
alike. The final event of the 
year happened after the 
examinations when Year 14 
returned for a final assembly 
and to receive their record of 
achievement. Wearing their 
uniform for the last time the 
parents and staff celebrated 
the student achievements. 
Mr  Hare said that he was 
honoured to have been their 
Head of Year for seven years 
and encouraged the students 
to follow their dreams and to 
continue to be leaders.

Sixth Form Leavers
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Matthew Rea Memorial 
Football Tournament
In the autumn, our Sixth Form students 
organised a five-a-side football tournament in 
memory of their friend and classmate, Matthew 
Rea. The tournament was open to all senior 
students and staff. More than 30 teams entered 
the competition which raised over £800 for 
charity. Matches took place after school and 
inevitably teachers were quickly knocked out of 
the tournament. 

The semi-finals and finals took place on a bright 
but chilly Friday afternoon in December. The 
spectators from Year 11 upward were treated 
to a football spectacular. A winter barbecue 
warmed everyone up as Year 12 and Year 14 

met in the final match. Special thanks must go 
to the Home Economics Department, parents 
and staff as Year 14 prepared enough food for 
the 600 senior school students!

Before kick-off the two teams lined up in the 
centre of the pitch and together with all of the 
senior school held a moving minute silence in 
honour of Matthew. The final was a hard fought 
affair between two closely matched teams, 
fittingly, Year 14 gained the upper hand and 
won 3-1. Mrs. McNamee presented the cup 
to the successful Year 14 team which included 
many of Matthew’s close friends. 

All agreed that Matthew would have loved the 
competition. The tournament was a credit to 
the Year 14 students, who were determined to 
honour the memory of their friend and ensure 
that the school community could treasure 
Matthew’s memory both in a positive way 
and in a way we know Matthew would have 
appreciated. 

Thank you to all who watched, all who helped, 
all who donated and all who played, for making 
it such a memorable event. 

Mr Hare



school 
formal

New Slim Fit Tuxedo
New Navy Tuxedo

www.gowdysmenswear.com 02890 459052
info@gowdysmenswear.com
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Michael Bingham won the Habitat for Humanity 
Christmas Hamper.

Thanks to the continued support from pupils, 
parents and staff. We managed to raise 
£116.50.

The Year 14 Business Studies students also 
kindly donated £100 of their profi ts to our 
charity.

CHARITY

Habitat for 
Humanity Raffl e Habitat for Humanity 

Halloween Raffl e
Thank you so much for helping us to raise money for Habitat for Humanity in October, staff, 
pupils and parents were all extremely generous. We raised:

£72.58 with the sweet jar and 

£107.58 with raffl es for the Crumlin Road Gaol tickets and treats.

We had two Year 9 winners: Jake Hehir from 9BAB won the sweet jar with a guess of 840 
sweets (1 sweet off the 841 total). 

Carla Shaw 9MJR won the Halloween hamper and her sister collected the prize for her.  
We had an independent Halloween helper pick the winning raffl e ticket!

Well done to 
Emma McNulty 
and Mary 
Stevenson
Well done to Emma McNulty and Mary Stevenson (12CHN) 
on  their contribution to the Little Princess Trust. Both girls 
had their hair cut and donated it to this fantastic charity.  
The Little Princess Trust provides real hair wigs to boys and 
girls across the UK and Ireland that have sadly lost their 
own hair through cancer treatment.  A truly commendable 
act girls, well done!
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Lagan College 
Bake-Off
From September 2015 until June 2016, staff members 
participated in the ‘Lagan College Bake-Off’ in order to raise 
money for Action Cancer. Each month, the contestants were 
given a baking brief which was then tried and tasted by 
our group of ‘culinary experts’ (and I use that term in the 
loosest sense of the word!), Miss Mary Berry Rogan, Mr 
Paul Hollywood McCann, Ms Nigella Lawson McMillan 
and Ms Martha Stewart M Bell. The contestants were: Ms A 
Chipperfield, Miss D Collins, Mr M Barry, Mr M Smyth, Miss 
K Wightman, Mrs D Carlisle, Ms M Cavanagh, Mrs J Russell, 
Miss E Dennison, Miss M Hoy, Mrs G Diamond, Mr E Egan, Ms 
M McConville, Miss A Bell, Mrs A McNamee and Ms D Dodd.

Month after month the number of contestants was whittled 
down on account of soggy bottoms, rubbery textures and 
presentation fails (we’ll refrain from saying who was eliminated 
first!). In June, we were left with our three finalists, Mr Smyth, 
Mrs Diamond and Miss Hoy, who were given the challenge 
of baking a statement cake to celebrate Lagan College’s 35th 
Anniversary. All three entries were of a very high standard and 
the judges had a tough job in scoring them to decide the overall 
winner. The staff all assembled in the library during the last 
week of term in June and the winner was finally announced! 
Mr M Smyth, someone who had never baked before, was 
crowned the winner and received a voucher as his prize. The 
total amount of money raised for Action Cancer was £502.33. 
Well done to everyone who took part…especially to those 
judges who suffered food poisoning during the process (only 
joking!) and to the all the staff who very bravely entered and put 
their baking skills to the test. 

SERVE South Africa Programme
We are pleased to have recruited a fantastic team of fourteen sixth form pupils to take part in our 
second South African immersion programme with SERVE. SERVE is a development and volunteering 
organisation that Lagan College has had a partnership with for the past three years. In October 
2017, the student team and the chaplains will live and work with the Tsholofelo community near 
Rustenburg, a community which looks to improve the lives of people living in nearby squatter camps. 
Tsholofelo provides education, community development, healthcare and HIV treatment for young 
people in the camps, as well as working to improve local infrastructure. One of the key aspects of our 
programme is that our pupils will work in partnership with South African young people of the same 
age, and share their experiences of life in post-conflict societies. This is a unique chance to explore 
leadership, service and reconciliation in a different context. Over the coming year, the team will be 
organizing fundraising events for SERVE. We wish them every success!
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Where are they noW?

My name is Fiona Silcock. I am 37 years old 
and am currently living on the east coast of 
Australia, in a beautiful beachside suburb called 
Currumbin. Our home is surrounded by world 
class surf breaks, outdoor water activities and 
is enclosed by pristine subtropical rainforest 
mountains and not to forget the wineries, 
vineyards and breweries.  How did I get here? 
Well, let me tell you a wee story…

My journey started with Lagan College in 
September 1991 and ended prematurely in 1997.  
The year of 1991 was a privileged year as it was 
the transitional year for the opening of the first 
phase of the permanent school building. That 
said, I also had the pleasure of being taught in 
the good old ‘Lisnabreeny portacabins’.  I can 
still remember my first day.  I was an extroverted 
young school girl with a school bag larger than 
my own body mass index! 

My parents’ decision to send me to Lagan 
College was by far one of the best decisions 
made on my behalf. Coming from a 
predominately Catholic housing estate in West 
Belfast called Twinbrook, my parents were 
determined that I was educated in an integrated 
environment, in a school that provided for all 
abilities, with core values, that stay with me 
to this day: to respect everyone, to support 
reconciliation and to never accept inequality.

One of my fondest memories while being a 
pupil in Lagan College was when I received 
my GCSE results and, much to my surprise, my 
results were much better than anticipated. I 
remember the overwhelming genuine delight 
of my teachers. I remember in particular, the 
emotional telephone call from my Year Head, 
Mrs Áine MacParland, congratulating me on 
how well I had done. She listened to me as I 
sobbed at the thought of having to leave Lagan 
College, as at the time, as my only option if I 
was to stay was to go down the International 
Baccalaureate pathway. In the true Lagan 
College style, I had the full support of each and 
every staff member, from teaching staff to all the 
girls in the office, and I returned to Sixth Form to 
study for the International Baccalaureate. 

On reflection, as my GCSEs approached I 
studied hard, but I had not studied hard enough 
during my pre GCSE years and struggled 
with the work load in Lower Sixth.  If I had 
applied myself a few years earlier I have no 
doubt I would have seen the International 
Baccalaureate through to the end. During 
1997, one year after I began the International 
Baccalaureate, my journey with Lagan College 
unfortunately came to an end – or so I thought.

In 2001 I returned to Lagan College, but this 
time as a staff member, with the fancy title of 

Reprographics Officer (AKA chief photocopier). 
Yes – I stood there tirelessly at that photocopier, 
copying and collating day after day… I bet you 
all have ipads now.

Not giving up on my education, I enrolled in 
night classes to complete a Diploma in Science 
and Technology whilst working full time. 

At school I was a bit of a nightmare, to be 
honest. I had a cheeky nature and spent a 
lot of time in detention. If you have ever had 
detention on a Saturday, you can thank me for 
that. I believe I was the instigator of weekend 
detention (Sorry). 

However, to name a few, Miss Lavery, Mrs 
MacParland, Mr McFadden, Miss Orr and Mrs 
McClung all saw past my naughtiness and saw 
a young woman with potential. 

Many of you did not have the pleasure of 
meeting a teacher named Mary Lavery. She was 
my PE teacher who was always supportive and 
encouraging. A few years before she passed 
away, she helped me complete an application 
for Queen’s University School of Nursing and 
Midwifery. She had a huge influence on my life.

When I left Lagan College, the census at the 
time reflected that less than 5% of young adults 
in my age group from my area would attend 
university.  I am therefore, very proud to say that in 
2008, I completed a Bachelor of Science Degree 
in Adult Nursing and Midwifery and worked as 
a Registered Nurse at the Belfast Health and 
Social Care Trust in the Accident and Emergency 
Department. I have been very lucky that my career 
as allowed me to travel. In 2009 I travelled across 
America, Fiji, New Zealand and Australia. 

I have worked in the Royal Prince Alfred’s (RPA) 
Emergency Department, Sydney, where the 
reality television program is filmed, giving insight 

to the everyday workings of a major hospital in 
Sydney.  This is where I met my beautiful girlfriend 
Jane. Jane is a paramedic. We now live on the 
Gold Coast (near Byron Bay) and I work as an 
Intensive Care Clinical Nurse Specialist. We are 
currently planning to start a family and are very 
excited about the possibility of becoming parents.

Being an Irish immigrant living in Australia with 
a broad Northern Irish brogue, everybody in 
Australia believes Irish dancing is something 
that is ‘born and bred’ in us all. So far, I have 
been able to pretend that I can Irish dance by 
just kicking my legs around, however now at 
the grand old age of 37, I am actually learning 
how to Irish dance properly. As I reminisce 
about the good old days at Lagan College, I am 
kicking myself for not attending Mrs Donaldson’s 
céilí nights! I am loving my lessons and really 
enjoying my newly unearthed party piece. 

To Paul Burch – thank you for empowering me 
with the ability to improvise. After receiving 300 
lines to do on my 15 minute morning break I 
quickly realised the importance of team work – 
in other words, ask your friend in the locker room 
to help you– I waited 23yrs to confess! Sorry Mr 
Burch, but I didn’t write all the lines myself! 

A piece of advice I would like to pass on to 
present and future pupils: School matters (yep 
it REALLY does). Education matters. Science 
matters. Language matters. Sport matters. Art 
matters. History matters and most of all LIFE 
matters. Appreciate the power of introverts 
in a world that cannot stop thinking. Love life 
and love school. If it wasn’t for my parents and 
Lagan College I can honestly, hand on heart, 
say that I would not be the person I am today – 
Thank you LAGAN COLLEGE - Ut Sint Unum

Do not go where the path may lead, go instead 
where there is no path and leave a trail.
  Ralph Waldo Emerson

Name: Fiona Silcock
Started Lagan College: 1991
Further Education: Bachelor of Science - 
Queen’s University.
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Name: Clare Gormley
Started Lagan College: 1999
Further Education: BA degree in Fine Art.

I started Lagan College in 1999, and have 
many fond memories of the seven years I 
spent there.  Those were the days of the often 
very cold mobile classrooms, which we had 
to dash between in the wet and rain to get to 
our next lesson. A (rather cruel) highlight of the 
miserable winter days was seeing some poor 
fellow student who, in a rush to get some-
where, had braved one of the mucky slopes 
that linked certain classrooms, only to end 
up face first in mud. This was guaranteed to 
happen at least once a year. Despite the rather 
unglamorous conditions of the school campus 
back then, I always knew Lagan College was 
a special place to study and that, indeed, one 
of the amazing things about the school was 
the sheer will of all those who’ve been involved 
in its history to withstand the hardships and 
challenges faced in the pursuit of integrated 
schooling (mud hills and cold classrooms, I 
realise now, pale in comparison to the sacri-
fices made by those first pupils who entered 
Lagan College in 1981). The school’s status and 
significance was also made clear to me when 
during my time at Lagan College I was lucky 
enough to sing in front of the Dali Lama and Bill 
Clinton as part of the school choir. Particularly 
during these special occasions, on hearing in-
ternational dignitaries talk about Lagan’s place 
in the history books, I felt great pride in what 
the school had achieved and felt sure that I 
was part of something very important.

Much of my time at school was spent in the art 
department and my best memories of school 
are my last two years there, when I got to 
concentrate on the subjects I enjoyed and was 
at last able to give up maths, having scraped 
a pass in the subject at GCSE. Getting to spend 
a third of my week making art was amazing 
and confirmed for me that I wanted to study 
the subject at university. My art teachers were 

amazing in helping me prepare my portfo-
lio and, with their support, I got onto the BA 
course in Fine Art at the Glasgow School of 
Art. The degree was a wonderful experience, 
though during it I realised that although I did 
want to work in the arts, I didn’t necessarily 
want to be a starving artist. I worked incredibly 
hard during my final year and managed to 
achieve a First Class degree, which led to me 
getting a paid internship at an art gallery in 
London once I graduated. I ended up spending 
the next five years at the gallery, working my 
way up from lowly intern to Gallery Manager. 
As a first job out of university, it was a dream 
and taught me so much about the arts sector 
and business in general. My days at the gallery 
could be spent doing anything from meeting 
with potential clients and visiting artists’ stu-
dios, to painting walls and plinths in overalls as 
part of an exhibition installation, or doing the 
business accounts (the maths has been good 
for something). Despite what some may think, 
gallery work is incredibly hard graft and, along 
with the sometimes glamorous occasions and 
gallery openings, comes very long hours with 
pretty low pay. It is a hard industry to break into 
and you have to really love the job, as outside 
of that there’s not a lot of compensation. 
Luckily, I do really enjoy the work and felt like I’d 
found my professional calling.

After four years in this job I decided that to 
bolster my career options and try to break 
into curatorial work (the curator is the person 
in charge of programming exhibitions, and 
sometimes education and outreach pro-
grammes, at galleries and museums) I would 
need to pursue a Masters. I knew I wanted 
to go to a specialist Art History university in 
London called the Courtauld Institute of Art, 
and after applying one year and not getting in 
(perseverance is also key in the art industry!) I 
reapplied and was accepted onto the course 
the following year in 2014. It was an incredibly 
tough course, and I was working part-time 
on the side of a full-time degree. When I left 
however I immediately landed a job at Tate, so 
it was well worth the blood, sweat and tears. 
I spent a year and a half doing research on 
Tate’s art collection and organising a big inter-
national conference on performance art at Tate 
Modern. To work for the most visited gallery in 
the world – and somewhere I had gone on a 
school trip with my art class at Lagan when I 
was fifteen – was a professional dream 
come true.

In May of 2016 however, I knew it was time to 
move home to Northern Ireland when I saw a 
job come up in the curatorial department of the 
MAC in Belfast. When the gallery had opened 
just a few years earlier, I told numerous people 
it would be my dream place to work, and as 
soon as the opportunity came up I took it. 
In the few months I’ve been at the MAC I’ve 
been lucky enough to work on some amazing 
projects, including the recent David Hockney 
exhibition. I am also now a Director at another 
Belfast gallery called Catalyst Arts. A very 
different gallery to the MAC, a group of us run 
it collaboratively, putting on exhibitions and 
performances by local and international artists. 
I love being back in Belfast. It has become an 

incredibly vibrant and lively city in the ten years 
I’ve been away. It feels like a very exciting place 
to be right now!

Outside of my work in the art world, I have an 
ongoing engagement with the Integrated Edu-
cation movement and I am one of the founding 
members of the Integrated Education Alumni 
Association. The network was formed in Lon-
don back in 2013, when I was still living there, 
and from just a few of us has now grown into 
a huge group of past pupils from integrated 
schools across Northern Ireland. In addition 
to a large London cohort, the association now 
has active groups in Northern Ireland and 
Liverpool, with plans for further development 
in other cities. Primarily, it’s a voluntary network 
of past pupils of integrated schools who want 
to support and advocate for the growth of inte-
grated education in Northern Ireland. However, 
it is also a social network, and sometimes a 
professional network. As a member, I’ve been 
invited to dinners at Parliament and to drinks 
at the American Ambassadors in London, to 
name but a couple of events. I’ve found it a 
great way to connect with other like-minded 
people and now have a group of friends from 
across Northern Ireland that I would otherwise 
never have met. Moving back to Belfast from 
London especially I’ve seen the immense 
value in the association. I’ve been able to 
meet new friends through the group here and 
have already attended a number of socials 
and events. Last year the Alumni Association 
rolled out our first annual ‘Back to School’ 
event, where we visited a number of integrated 
schools across Northern Ireland to let pupils 
know about the network, and since then we’ve 
had numerous recent school leavers get in-
volved; a number of them from Lagan College 
I’m pleased to say! We’re hoping to do the 
‘Back to School’ visits again this year, bigger 
and better, so I’m looking forward to another 
visit back to Lagan College, to catch up with 
all of my amazing teachers and to seeing all 
of the achievement’s the school has made in 
the past year. For any current pupils interested 
in getting involved with the Integrated Alumni 
Association once they’ve left school, I would 
highly recommend it!

To all pupils at Lagan College I would say that 
you only realise what an amazing, and truly 
unique, experience you’ve had once you’ve 
left. I have mentioned Lagan College and my 
integrated schooling in job interviews, at fancy 
dinners, at networking events, and it never fails 
to amaze me how much our history and beliefs 
engage people from all over the world. It is a 
powerful experience to take with you wherever 
you go, so make sure to share it with those you 
meet along the way.

You can find more information on the 
Integrated Alumni Assosciation or get 
in touch with them at:
 
Email: alumni@ief.org.uk
Facebook: @integratedalumni
Twitter: @IntEdAlumni

Clare Gormley  
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Year 8

Poppy Fields

Stas Glinkowski

Megan McDowell

Christine Jones

Tanisha Islam

Sandra Kempinska

Rosa McCloskey

Jamie Hughes

Paintings inspired by the work of Austrian artist, Hundertwasser
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Year 9

Jack Terrins

Joshua Dickson

Lucy McShane

Marcus Gallagher

Alyssa McKibben

Beatrice Howard

Ian Deans

Paintings inspired by the work of Austrian artist, Hundertwasser

Sweet Memories Unit of Work
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Year 10

Victoria Scott

Georgia Hughes

Tori Mckay

Megan Sloan

Lucas Hindes

Ella Bolster Rory TurkingtonJade Hewitt

Molly Allan

Paintings inspired by 
the work of graffiti artist, Banksy
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Year 11

Konstancja Niscigorska Jessica Scott

Erin Todd
Tara Robinson

Saruttaya Thiankaew

Repeat pattern print making
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Year 12

Morgan Moffett Joshua Lynas

Rachel Currie Tara Armstrong

Rachel Currie Riley McNeill

Sian Horner

GCSE Artwork
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Year 14

Sara Burns

Katie Murphy

Curtis Andrews

Cara McColgan

A Level Artwork



Year 14

Katy Hill Kylie Goody

Ivy Kalungi

Joshua Stewart

A Level Artwork
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Year 14

Casey Smith

Rhys Robinson Rebecca Drysdale

A Level Artwork
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The Boardroom 
Gallery
The College’s Boardroom has been brought to 
life with a gallery of art work by our students. Vic-
toria Heathwood, Year 13, Owen Ritchie, Year 10, 
Lauren McCreight, Year 9 and Martyna Mis, Year 
8,  some of the students who created the work, 
were invited to the Boardroom for juice and bis-
cuits with the Principal and to see their art work 
on display. Many thanks to Sloane, from Graham 
FM, for his help in hanging the work.

Staff Art Exhibition
On Tuesday 1st December, the Art & Design Department held an exhibition of their work in the newly renovated Lisnabreeny House, 
which was originally used as the music building. The evening was well attended by staff, students, parents and friends of the 
College. It was particularly good to see past Lagan College art students, Christopher Burns and Lawrence Fay.
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Farm House Treats, Mossbrook Farm, 
20 Mossbrook Road, Carryduff  BT8 8AJ 

Tel: 079 1262 0177 Email: farmhousetreatsdesserts@yahoo.co.uk
Open on Friday and Saturday 9am to 12 Noon

OUR AWARD 
WINNING SHORTBREAD 

ISN’T THE ONLY TREAT 
ON OFFER.

We have a small home bakery on our own farm in Carryduff which is open on Friday 
and Saturday mornings from 9am to 12noon. Customers can drop in and purchase 
from our wide selection of desserts, traybakes, biscuits, jams, chutneys etc which 

are always available.

We also cater for private functions in the home or at your chosen venue, providing either 
hot or cold food, along with salads, homemade breads, and of course desserts and pastries. 

Catering for birthday parties, christenings, weddings, funeral teas etc we can take the 
stress out of organising food for your next event.

Celebration and wedding cakes are all homemade and we pride ourselves in offering our 
customers value for money. Our aim is that all cakes not only look great but taste delicious too.

We also provide our wide range of desserts to the catering trade. All desserts are made 
with fresh dairy cream, come pre portioned and are also suitable for freezing.

Home baked 
the traditional way!

Find us on

Delicious ShortbreadUsing recipes passed through generatio
ns

OUR AWARD 

A range of gluten, diary and egg free sweet treats are available for people 
with specific dietary requirements.



Hustings 
EvEnt
Lagan College Politics Department, in 
association with the IEF (Integrated Education 
Fund), recently conducted a pre-election debate, 
featuring many of our local South Belfast political 
representatives. The Alliance Party (Dr Duncan 
Morrow), the Green Party (Ms Clare Bailey), the 
SDLP (Mrs Claire Hanna), the UUP (Mr Rodney 
McCune) and the DUP (Mr Christopher Stalford) 
were all in attendance. Sinn Fein’s Mairtin 
O’Muilleor sent his apologies. The event was 
expertly hosted by the BBC’s Jim Fitzpatrick. 

The venue for the afternoon was Lisnabreeny 
House, our former music building. 

The idea was to have our local MLA candidates 
debate all of the big issues in a Question Time 
style format. Questions were ably submitted 
by our 6th Form Politics students on a range 
of topical issues, including the forthcoming 
EU referendum and support for integrated 
education. The debate was lively at times but 
always conducted in a spirit of good humour 
and respect, which is not always the case up at 
Stormont! Our first time voters in Year 14 were 
given a great insight into the views of the various 
candidates and their Party policies on a whole 
range of issues, which should give them plenty 

of food for thought before they cast their votes 
for the very first time in the NI Assembly Election 
on 5 May. 

On behalf of the Politics Department and pupils 
I would like to thank everyone involved for a 
terrific event, which really engaged our young 
citizens in local electoral politics in a very real and 
meaningful way. Thank you, in particular, to Mrs 
McNamee, Mrs Baker, the IEF team and Mr Barry 
for their support throughout, as well as the Head 
Boy/Head Girl team and Year 14 Politics students. 
Finally, thank you to the next generation of politics 
legends, Carter and Nye and their junior media 
team, for their invaluable input. 

Mr F Mcguckin, Head of Politics

POLITICS
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East Belfast Pop-up shop open June, July 
+ August. Keep updated on our 

Facebook page
www.facebook.com/schoolweardepot

SHOP NOW OPEN 
21 FRANCES STREET, NEWTOWNARDS 

BT23 4DW (BESIDE INSPORT)

www.facebook.com/schoolweardepot

   

schoolwearni.co.uk

15 Frances Street, Newtownards BT23 7DW

 Tel: 028 9181 3811

• LCB PE Uniform & Tracksuit Suppliers

• Customer Loyalty Scheme Available

Order online @
www.in-sport.co.uk



DEPARTMENTBUSINESS STUDIES

Year 14 visit to Belfast 
Central Library
On the 15th October 
the Year 14 Business 
Studies students visited 
Belfast Central Library 
to carry out some 
research for their 
Marketing Unit. The 
Business Information 
Service in Belfast 
Central Library is the 
most comprehensive, 
publicly available 
source of free Business 
related information in Northern Ireland. The specialist staff were most 
helpful and provided our Year 14s with authoritative information, advice and 
guidance on practical research. The Library staff helped our students find 
out about markets using recognised sources which are not freely available 
on the internet.

The students consulted comprehensive market research reports covering 
the Food & Drinks sectors. After consulting these reports the students are 
now in a position to carry out further market research for their assignment. 
This time however, they must visit the actual business itself: looks like I’m 
going to have to take them to McDonalds! 

Mrs Connor

Asidua CEO Visits the Business 
Studies Department
On Thursday 1st October, our year 13 Applied Students had the great 
pleasure and honour of hearing from one of Northern Ireland’s most 
successful businessmen. Dr Steve Brankin is CEO of Asidua, an IT 
Services company. Steve gave up his time once again to give a very 
informative and interesting presentation on the Enterprising Manager, 
something which he himself personifies. Steve ensured students are 
aware of how important it is to be enterprising when managing staff 
and how their motivation and satisfaction in the workplace is vital to 
business success. Both the presentation and question and answer 
session gave our students a fantastic and practical insight into their 
classroom learning. The department would like to extend their thanks to 
Dr Brankin for his time and experience.

Mrs Connor

Year 13 Interview Skills Evening 
Year 13 students took part in mock interviews earlier this month. 15 
interviewers from local businesses and universities led group interviews 
where each Year 13 student took part in the hot seat, as an interviewer, and 
to give feedback to the others in their group. 

Congratulations to all who took part, you all looked fantastic and the 
interviewers were very impressed by everyone. Well done! Here are some 
photos of our super students dressed to kill for their interviews… 

Mrs Bingham
Head of Careers
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CAREERS

We have been busy in the Careers Department this year. Here is a 
flavour of some of the events our students have been involved in. 

Living Law 
Throughout the academic year, I have taken part in the ‘Living 
Law’ programme with 4 other students, organised by the Attorney 
General himself. Through various visits, we gathered a wide range of 
experience which has enlightened us greatly about the field of Law. 
With our first visit, we enjoyed discussions with well-known  barristers 
and solicitors. We had a visit from the director of the Public Prosecution 
Service. These experiences were valuable as each speaker depicted 
what happens in the profession. 

Furthermore, we got to visit Stormont where we were talked to by 
the Committee of Justice Chairmen and the speaker. Before our  exit, 
we got to watch the Assembly in action with the politicians engaged 
in a lively debate. We also visited the Law Courts in preparation 
for our mock bail applications. On this outing we were lucky 
enough to witness bail applications, a Civil Action and Committal 
Proceedings. For our last visit we had the chance to partake in mock 
bail applications which allowed me to see how I would cope in the 
profession. Overall, this experience proved invaluable to me as I 
want to pursue Law in further education. I would recommend anyone 

interested in the field of Law to undergo this informative programme. 

Andrew Breadon, Year 13 Methodist College Law Conference 
On Friday 3 March, along with 5 other students from my school, I 
attended the annual law conference in Methodist College, Belfast. I 
chose to attend this conference as law is a field I would like to pursue 
a career in the future. During this conference I had the opportunity 
to meet with law professors from universities all across the UK to 
discuss the opportunities that law courses offer and where it may take 
you career wise in the future. Alongside this we had the opportunity 
to take part in a fake tribunal where all the students from schools 
across Northern Ireland acted as the ‘Jury’ to decide the verdict of 
a hypothetically accused individual. We also had the opportunity 
to meet with one of the judges from the Supreme Court who kindly 
demonstrated the type of work that he does on a daily basis and who 
told us about several cases that are being reviewed in the Supreme 
Court. Overall this experience was mind-blowing and an opportunity 
that I would advise anyone who is interested in law as a career to 
consider looking into as it has shown me different paths I can take 
with a law degree, the types of law modules that I can study and the 
types of opportunities that the courses offer. 
Conor Martin O’Dowd 13BR 

Methodist College / QUB Medical Careers Conference 
On Wednesday 6 April, Darryl Castaneda and I attended a Sixth Form 
Medical Conference at Queen’s University along with students from 
schools throughout Northern Ireland. This event provided us with the 
opportunity to find out more about studying medicine and the possible 
career options. Talks were given by doctors specialising in different 
areas of medicine including general practice, obstetrics, gynaecology 
and surgery. We also enjoyed a very interesting tour of the anatomy 
and physiology laboratories at the Medical Biology Centre where 
we used a spirometer to assess our individual respiratory capacity. 
We listened to a talk about the admissions criteria before the day 
concluded with two medical students discussing how enjoyable 
student life is. This was a very useful and inspiring day and this 
experience has certainly reaffirmed my ambition to study medicine at 
university. 
Keeva Herink Year 13
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Congratulations to our amazing Young 
Enterprise company, who were named ‘Best 
Company’ at their trade fair at the end of 
December. They beat many other schools, 
answered tough questioning remarkably and 
wowed with their market research stats! (And of 
course sold ALL their stock).
 
Congratulations to the whole team, who were 
a credit to both themselves and to the whole 
school!

Young 
Enterprise 
‘Best 
Company’ 
Award



Science

Yr 10 students joined W5 to watch and celebrate Tim Peake’s blast off from the Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan. More pictures are 
available on our Science blog – click the atom icon at the very top right of the main web page or visit www.lagancollege.com/science

DESTINATION SPACE

Dr Dan Corbett visited school to talk to Year 11 and Year 13 Chemistry 
students about Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences.

QUB SCHOOL OF 
PHARMACY

During the summer I spent fi ve weeks on a Nuffi eld Research 
Placement working in Queen’s University’s Bioinformatics 
department. During my placement I was able to work 
alongside the Queens’ staff and was given access to state 
of the art technologies, including innovative biological 
sequencing techniques. My project involved using brain 
cancer data samples to determine drugs with the potential to 
impact the malignant progression; this was of high interest 
to me as I want to peruse a career into medical research, 
specifi cally cancer related. This placement gave me the 
opportunity to use my scientifi c knowledge in a research 
setting and learn lots. It  was extremely benefi cial for me and 
I throughly enjoyed it and found it interesting. I would highly 
recommend  taking part in a Nuffi eld placement. 

Miss Wells

NUFFIELD RESEARCH 
PLACEMENT

Congratulations to Caitlin 
Hounsell Yr 14 on completing 

a very successful Nuffi eld 
Placement during her summer 

break.  Caitlin’s fi ndings are now 
being used for further research. 
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9ST had a great day at W5.  We took part in a Destination 
Space workshop, spent lots of time exploring the floors, seeing 
Science demonstrations and navigating Climbit.

Plenty of pictures are available on our Science blog – click the 
atom icon at the very top right of the main web page or visit 
www.lagancollege.com/science.  

9ST @ W5

In January 2016 Caitlin Hounsell 
(Year 14) and Daryl Castaneda 
(Year 13) took part in an online 
competition organised by the 
British Biology Olympiad.
Both students did extremely 
well with Caitlin achieving Silver 
and Daryl achieving Highly 
Commended.   Congratulations 
to both students!

During Science Week in March 
Year 10 and 11 students took part 
in an online Biology competition.  
This involved two papers that 
covered many different areas of 
Biology.  The following students 
were commended or highly 
commended for what they 

achieved in the competition.
Highly commended
Jack Smyth, Ben Millis, Yvette 
Deans, Niall Prendergast, 
Matthew Rosinski, Daniel 
Moore, Anne Turbritt, Rory 
Turkington, Rudi Summerville , 
Caoimhe McCarney and Krystian 
Wisniowski Commended  
  
Chloe Blair, Niamh Farnan, Lucy 
King, Megan Wightman-Nimick, 
Erin Todd, Ross Power, Sandra Saji, 
Carter Wickham, Kate Brown, Jos 
Woodcock, Zachary Parkman, Roy 
Stevenson, Dylan Wilson, Lucas 
Hindes, Carter Orr Well done to 
all students who took part in the 
competition. D Fullerton

Biology Challenge

on Wednesday, 24 February, year 14 Biology students attended a 
lecture at W5 based on Dna technology and how these techniques 
are used in areas of medicine and agriculture to combat disease 
and improve food production.  They then had the opportunity to 
speak to representatives from Queen’s University, almac and Boots 
regarding university courses and careers within STeM.

year 14 aTTenD STeM CareerS 
evenT anD leCTUre
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Science

Year 11 and 12 Science students attended the ‘Women into STEM’ event at Belfast Met Titanic Campus as part of the Northern Ireland 
Science Festival. The girls took part in Chemistry workshops and then heard from two very inspirational speakers -  Riona Fitzpatrick 
Director of Global and UK Sales Apps for BT, and Tara Moore Director of Biomedical Research Institute, Ulster University.

WOMEN INTO STEM EVENT

In October the Science Department launched a competition 
for Year 9 students to find out which Science class was the 
loudest.  Lots of classes took part and had fun watching 
the sound meter and the decibel level in their classroom.  
Screams could be heard coming from the Science corridor 
and they were all in the name of Science and nothing to worry 

about. It came as no surprise to Miss Wightman that her Year 
9 class (9QN) was the loudest Science class, reaching an 
impressive 91.5dB!! 

They enjoyed the chocolate that Miss Wells presented to them just 
before half term. Look out for the next competition- coming soon!

YEAR 9 SOUND COMPETITION
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This year, G62 was once again 
transformed to welcome 
pupils from Cedar IPS and 
Braniel Primary School for a 
fun fi lled morning of Christmas 
experiments.

CHRISTMAS CHEMISTRY
Science club began the  year with rockets, electricity, exploding 
pumpkins and gooey brains.

Science club is on every Thursday afternoon from 3.30 – 4.30 in 
G61 (Miss Wightman’s room). All pupils are welcome to attend.

In Science club we try fun and interesting experiments that 
students don’t always get to do in ‘normal’ science classes.  
Why not come along and have some fun?

SCIENCE CLUB

The Science department welcomed 
Lillian Parkes from Northern Ireland 
Water who gave Year 9 students an 
interesting insight into how we get 
clean water to all our homes.  There 
were plenty of questions, quizzes 
and spot prizes.

NI WATER

On Tuesday the 8th March all year 8’s took part in a 
designing for the future roadshow. The show took students 
10, 20, 50 and 100 years into the future to imagine how 
scientifi c advances of today will affect us then, and how 
ideas we fi nd it hard to imagine may become commonplace.  
Students took part in lots of demonstrations around electricity, 
aeronautics, space, computing and bio-engineering.

DESIGNING FOR 
THE FUTURE
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On Thursday 28 January, Year 11 Biology students had a 
visitor from Queen’s University, Belfast to talk to them about 
the use of animals in research for the development of cancer 
treatment.   During the talk they heard about the types of 
animals used in research and the reasons for using animals 
in drug research.  
 
“It was a very interesting afternoon and I learnt lots of 
new things that I didn’t know before, for example, the 
majority of animals used for testing are rodents and for 
every one animal tested on around fifteen humans are 
also tested on.”   
 
Billy Blackwood 
 
“The scientist brought in the uniform from the lab at QUB 
that has to be worn before they can enter the area with 
the animals (as can be seen in the picture).   I learnt that 
most animals that are tested on have better lives than 
most household pets!”  
 
Charlotte McClenaghan
 

AnIMAl ReseARCh 
TAlk To YeAR 11 
BIologY sTUdenTs

Ben Grant, trying on the uniform that must be worn 
prior to handling the animals used in research.

Science
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This year, g62 was once 
again transformed to 
welcome pupils from 
Cedar IPs and Braniel 
Primary school for a 
fun filled morning of 
Christmas experiments.

ChRIsTMAs CheMIsTRY
This is now the fifth 
year of our summer 
science primary school 
outreach programme 
and we visited st 
Michael’s and Cedar 
Integrated.

sUMMeR sCIenCe



On Thursday 14 April we enjoyed great 
success at Feis Bhéal Feirste in St Patrick’s 
College, Belfast.  The competition was 
based on poetry recital in Irish and general 
conversation, competing against 9 other 
schools both secondary and grammar.  In 
poetry, Niamh McGuigan, 8MY won 3rd 
place. In Year 9, Aoibhinn Martin O’Dowd 
won 1st place.  In year 10 Sarah Duggan 
10MJR won 1st place and Tori McKay 10 EL 
won 2nd place.  Sarah achieved the highest 
score overall and was awarded the cup for 
best performance in the poetry section.  In 
conversation Charlotte Blair 9NB came 3rd 
and Kerri Donnelly 8KDY came 2nd.  This 
means that Kerri has won a scholarship 
towards a trip to the Donegal Gaeltacht this 
summer. Well done everyone! Coláiste an 
Lagáin abú!

Feis Bhéal Feirste
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On Tuesday 14th June the Year 11 French 
class took to the road to experience tour 
guiding in French around Belfast. They 
each spoke about a famous tourist site and 
also had a mini conference at the Belfast 
Welcome Centre.

Well done to all the future Blue Badge 
Tourist Guides!

Year 11
French Class 
“Tour de 
Belfast”
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Ryan Whitbourn, 14GHM is the first student in Lagan to achieve his HSK Level 1 in Mandarin Chinese. Huge congratulations to Ryan 
and many thanks to Mr Zhu who returns to China after two years in Northern Ireland.

SuCCeSS IN MaNdaRIN

We were excited and thrilled to announce that 
our Music Department Dhol Drummers and 
Dancers had been shortlisted for the Allianz Arts 
& Business NI Awards Community Prize, with 
the awards ceremony being held in the Grand 
Opera House on 20 January.
 
The Music Department continue to work with 
groups in the community, and in October 
partnered with ArtsEkta to perform in the ‘Nine 
Nights’ Diwali celebration.  They shared this 
experience with other groups and continue 
to use the experience gained to promote 
integration in its truest sense. 
 
Our belief in integration filters all aspects of 
school life and is particularly promoted through 
the Arts.  We believe in sharing integration 
with the community and over the years have 
worked on many projects in the community that 
celebrate integration, taking part in events such 
as the lantern parade, the Holocaust memorial 
in the City Hall, The Lord Mayor’s Show, The 
Belfast Carnival, to name but a few.  As part of 
the Nine Nights project, with our drummers and 
dancers and ArtsEkta, we were able to embrace 
the idea of integration in its fullest sense with 
its inclusivity of everything; ethnicity, religion, 
gender, sexual orientation, age, physical and 
mental ability.
 

Our students have been able to share this 
experience, after learning new skills and making 
new friends, in performance in the community.  
We also invite community members to learn 
and perform with us.  We also worked on a 
project for the Chinese New Year. Students learnt 
the dragon dance, making their own Chinese 
music, making fans and doing calligraphy.  
 

We didn’t win the Allianz Arts and Business 
Award, unfortunately, but being shortlisted was 
a huge honor in itself and we all enjoyed the 
ceremony at the Grand Opera House! Well done 
to all our staff and students who were involved!
 
Mrs O donnelly
Head of Music

MuSIC

allianz arts & Business NI awards Community Prize 
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DRAMA
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The Witches
After of hours and hours of rehearsals, techni-
cal design, set painting and prop making, La-
gan College proudly presented its junior school 
production of Roald Dahl’s ‘The Witches’. The 
show ran for two consecutive evenings in 
October and there was also a matinee perfor-
mance for some of our feeder primary schools. 
The students all worked very hard and gave an 
outstanding performance each evening! 

The story unfolded in front of an amazing set, 
which had been painted in the style of Quentin 
Blake by Mrs Cooke, Mr Burch, Mrs Hill, Ms 
Niblock, Miss McConville & Mr Privilege (with 
help from Rebekah Cooke, Year 11 & Grace 
Cooke, Year 8). The lighting and sound was 
managed by Mr Elliot and past pupil Peter 
Gunning. Many students and members of 
staff worked behind the scenes, but special 
mention must go to Miss Babra who worked 
tirelessly to deliver such an outstanding pro-
duction. The students did themselves and the 
College proud! Congratulations to everyone 
who was involved!

Boy - Ben McGuckin
Grandma - Logan McGettrick
Bruno - Ryan Milne
Witch One - Piper Wilson
Mrs Jenkins - Annie Tubritt
Mr Jenkins - Daniel Moore
Grand High Witch - Caoimhe
McCarney
Head Waitress - Helena Mc-
Clemaghan
Tree House Witch - Carla 
Shaw
Display Witch - Jack Terrins
Lawyer and Chef 1 - Connor 
Dunseath 
Chef 2 - Michael Graham
Doorman - David McFadden
Doctor - Archie Wilson
Witch and Maid - Amy Sherry

The Witches 
Jessica McGrath 
Jude Crawford
Harrison Gordon
Niamh McGuigan
Katie Milne
Megan McDowell
Daniel McNeice
Emily Caughey
Jamie Spiers
Danny Salami
Erin Humphrey
Erin Thompson
Shannon Mullholland
Jayashree Sugumaran

Stage Team
Nicholas Jamison
Eve Sumner
Andrew Breadon
Mr Houghton
Miss Keery

Technical
Mr Elliott
Mr Barry
Mr Houghton

Set
Art Department

Director
Miss S Babra

Thank You
Mrs McNamee
Mrs Carlisle
Parents & Guardians
Mr Privilege
Mr P Gunning
ACK Productions
The Art Department

The Cast



A2 Drama Production
On 4 February, Lagan College’s A2 Drama class performed ‘No Change’, a play in the 
style of ‘Theatre of Cruelty’, that promised chills and thrills for all who dared to watch.  
The play, which lasted 30 minutes in total, went off without a hitch to a packed  
audience of friends, family and 
staff.  Months of hard work, 
dedication and late nights amassed 
to what critics are calling ‘the’ A2 
performance of the year.  

Congratulations is due, not just to 
the pupils, but to Miss Babra, whose 
passion and love for drama shines 
throughout the performance.  In fact, 
the performance was so good that 
Miss Babra could barely cage her 
excitement! 

“It was mad and I love it! A fantastic 
piece by  fantastic people! ” - Katy 
Milne (A2 student and  theatre connoisseur ) 

“It blew my mind. It transcended art and became something rare and beautiful. ” - 
Phoebe McMillan (A2 student and loyal friend) 

“It tingled all my senses. Shocking and scandalous, this is another must-watch from a 
talented group of future stars. ” - Anna Kennedy - (A2 student and Drama Guru) “

Emma Dougan’s performance came to life in this shocking play that gloriously shocks
 its audience!” - Emma Dougan (A2 student and modest actress).

On Thursday 4 February our AS Drama and Theatre Studies 
students showcased their acting talents in two scripted 
performances in the style of noted theatre practitioner Bertolt 
Brecht. Nuala Hurley, Katie Killick, April Martin, Alex Powell and 
Eve Sumner performed in Olwen Wymark’s ‘Find Me’ which 
tells the story of a young girl named Verity Taylor and her 
ongoing health battles. Andrew Breadon, Nicholas Jamison, 
Chantelle McAteer and Bronagh Finnegan performed in Owen 
McCafferty’s ‘Mojo Mickybo’ which, set in Belfast, reflects the 
loss of innocence through political unrest. We are very proud 
of the commitment and effort displayed by our students in 
producing these productions. Well done to all. 

AS Drama Production
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 are a leading law firm whose delivery of first class legal servi-

ces is based upon an understanding of the demands of the modern 

world and a recognition of the qualities of knowledge, experience, 

problem solving and value for money required by clients.

When Elliott Duffy Garrett was established in 1973, our found-

ing Partners, who came from very different social and political 

backgrounds, wanted to create a firm that reflected the very best 

in legal skills irrespective of religion or politics.  It is a tribute to 

their vision that the firm continues to uphold that tradition.  Over 

40 years later, we are justly proud, not only of our many legal 

achievements, but also of our independence and diversity.

We
For further information contact:

Marie-Louise  
Elliott Duffy Garrett 

Royston House 
34 Upper Queen Street 

Belfast BT1 6FD

Tel (028) 9024 5034
Fax (028) 9024 1337

marie-louise.lowry@edglegal.com
www.edglegal.com

Our offices at Royston House,
34 Upper Queen Street, Belfast BT1 6FD

are located in the centre of the City of Belfast,
a very short distance from Belfast City Hall. 
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Young Travel Challengers saY ‘#geTonboardnI’ 
for bus +TraIn Week  

eCo uPdaTe

Pupils rewarded by Translink & Eco-Schools for 
embracing sustainable transport  
 
School pupils right across Northern Ireland 
have been rewarded for their efforts to use 
more sustainable transport during the 2015/16 
Translink Eco-Schools Travel Challenge. A 
special prize-giving took place at Belfast 
Central Station during Translink’s first ever 
Bus + Train Week, June 6 – 12, which aims to 
celebrate the benefits of public transport. 
 
Over a two week period,  36 local schools 
participated in the ‘Translink Eco-Schools 
Travel Challenge’ with more than 1100 pupils 
monitoring their travel patterns and making an 
effort to walk, cycle, use the bus or train for the 
school run. 
 
During the Challenge, there was a massive 
shift away from car use to sustainable travel.  
Green forms of travel increased by 45% over 
the baseline in participating schools.  This 
means that if every Eco-School participated 
every day of the school year at this level we 
would reduce car use by close to 100 million 
kilometres annually, saving a massive 25 
million journeys off the school run.
 
Lagan College – Belfast, Ballymacricket PS – 
Crumlin, Mill Strand Integrated PS – Portrush 
and Cranmore Integrated PS – Belfast were 
the top performers encouraging pupils and 
parents to choose more environmentally-
friendly transport modes.
 
During the event, the Eco-Schools Green Flag 
Award was also presented to Mill Strand 

Integrated Primary, Portrush; Ballymacrickett 
Primary, Crumlin; and St Mary’s Primary School, 
Portglenone; following successful completion of 
the travel challenge. 
 
Enniskillen Integrated Primary also won an 
Ulsterbus Tours educational class coach trip and 
day out in Dublin.  
 
Thanking pupils, parents and teachers for their 
participation, Gordon Milligan, Deputy Chief 
Executive, Translink, said:
 
“Congratulations to all 36 schools who 
successfully completed the travel challenge. 
 It’s very fitting we hold this event during Bus + 
Train Week when we are encouraging more 
people to enjoy the benefits of public transport 
emphasizing its importance to making the 
region a place where people want to live, work, 
visit and live in. 
 
“Our bus and train network keeps people 
connected and helps address the challenge 
of congestion and climate change creating 
healthier towns and cities. On an individual 
level, ‘active travel’ modes give people choices, 
freedom and more opportunities in terms of 
business, education, shopping and leisure 
activities. Every pupil here today sets a shining 
example to other young people and we would 
like to thank them for participating in the 
Challenge and joining us during Bus + Train 
Week as we say #GetonboardNI!” said Gordon. 
 
Ian Humphreys, CEO at Keep Northern Ireland 
Beautiful, said: 
“By capturing the hearts and minds of our 
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teachers and young people, the Translink 
Eco-Schools Travel Challenge is now 
bringing about real reductions in the 
morning school gate congestion. Before 
the Challenge over half (55%) of all 
journeys to and from school were made 
using the car.  This fell to just 35% of 
journeys made during the Challenge, 
showing what a huge difference this 
fun educational activity is making.”  Ian 
added, “Increasing use of greener forms 
of transport such as bus and train is all 
part of showing you live here and love 
here.” 

Ursula Henderson
Translink

We were delighted that Lagan College 
was awarded ‘Best Class’ in NI at the 
challenge awards ceremony held at 
Central Station. Nicholas Jamison who 
led the campaign this year, in close 
association with Pupil’s Council and with 

all of the Year 9 team, picked up the 
award on our behalf which includes £150 
for Eco Projects and a funded school trip 
to an Eco Location (to be decided by us). 

Nicholas was also invited to be a 
key-note speaker at the event and the 
quality of his speech was better than 
outstanding. We actually had many 
passengers stop on their way on and off 
trains to listen to him speak and all the 
organisers spoke of how impressed they 
were with him. He has even been invited 
to act as a shadow Eco Judge in the 
assessment of a Green Flag for another 
school as part of our ambassador work. 

I would like to think everyone who 
helped us win this award, especially Ms 
Mulholland and the Year 9 pastoral team 
and pupils. Thanks also to Paddy Smyth 
who played a key role in organising and 
Mr Mathison for the support of Pupils’ 
Council. 

Lagan CoLLege WeLComes BesT KepT sCHooL JUdge

sUsTainaBLe 
BUiLd 
WorKsHop
Pupils received certificates for completion of 
a four week sustainable building workshop 
in which they explored the architecture of the 
new school building, learnt about our grey 
water system and school energy efficiency 
measures.

Finally, while the two week challenge was really successful,  I 
would encourage all pupils and staff to consider ways in which 
they may travel more sustainably, cars are a significant factor 
in carbon emissions, pollution and global warming: walk, cycle 
and use public transport where and when you can. 

mr Jp patton

The judge was led around a totally litter free campus by members of the Eco Committee after having 
been welcomed with a formal presentation in the board room by Nicolas Jamison and Paddy Smyth. 
The judge was really impressed with the degree of environmental knowledge and action of pupils 
within the school. He inspected the wildlife pond, our bug hotel, the greenhouse and our greywater 
system as part of the tour. It was a wonderful opportunity for the College to showcase our stunning 
new school grounds and it will be interesting to see what the formal feedback and result is from our 
application. Watch this space! 



Once again, our annual Kids’ Lit Quiz was a hugely successful event.  
Heats began on the 25th September, with sixteen teams competing over 
the course of three weeks.  What strikes us year after year is the sheer 
enthusiasm and love of literature our young people share.  

In a world of advancing technology, it is still refreshing to see that a good 
old fashioned book can still provide hours of entertainment.    

Pupils were asked a variety of questions, testing their knowledge of the 
traditional writer (Enid Blyton) to the modern author (David Walliams).
Our fi nal consisted of fi ve teams who, as always, had very ‘interesting’ 
names:
The Tributes
Thug Life
They, Who Must not be Named
Bookworms
The Superiors

Following a very close battle for The Killen Cup, ‘Thug Life’ were 
announced as winners of the 2015 Kids’ Lit Quiz.  They received vouchers 
for Waterstones, certifi cates and The Killen Cup.  Incidentally, the team 
name will be engraved on the cup, so ‘Thug Life’ will be joining our 
previous team names:
2012: Chippy Style
2013: The Laganites
2014: Major Victory

As always, we could not have held the quiz without the guidance and 
support of Mrs Durkin.  It is always a pleasure to host the fi nal in our 
beautiful school library.  Congratulations to every pupil who took part and 
especially those who reached the fi nal.  

‘Thug Life’ will now progress through to the NI Final in Wellington College 
on Wednesday 4th November.  Wish us luck!

Mrs McBreen, Miss Jess and Mrs McCaughan.

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
THE KIDS’ LITERATURE 
QUIZ 2015

On Monday 6 June, Emma Corry, a representative from Trócaire, attended 
Year 11 assembly. Ms Corry awarded those who participated in the recent 
Trócaire Poetry Competition through Mrs McCaughan’s Senior Creative 
Writing Club. 

David Merron took 3rd place in the All-Ireland competition for his poem 
“Difference”, which compellingly communicated the effects of Climate 
Change in Third World countries. He was awarded a framed photograph, 
£15 worth of book tokens and a framed certifi cate. Carlos Barr also received 
a participation certifi cate for his poignant audio entry.

Mrs McCaughan commented: “I am bursting with pride today for these two 
pupils. Both David and Carlos have brought a lot to the Creative Writing 
group and to see them recognised today was a very proud moment for me. 
I hope they continue to write as they are both very talented young men.”

David has recently had his work published in the Eco-Schools magazine 
and Ms Bell gave a commanding recital of his piece at assembly. The aim 
of the competition was to raise awareness about Climate Change and 
David’s poem achieved this in a very effective and a very human way.  

POETRY COMPETITION 
SUCCESS

Pictured : (l to r) Mrs S McCaughan (Facilitator of Senior Creative Writing), 
Ms Emma Corry (Trocaire Representative) , Carlos Barr (Participant) , David 

Merron (Winner of 3rd Place) , Mrs M Mills (Head of Y11), Mrs R McBreen 
(David and Carlos’ Form Tutor)

DIFFERENCE

You complain about the weather,
My country drowns every year.
You’re sad one fl ower has died, 
My entire crop is gone in one day.

You cheer over sunny weather,
My land cries as it is burnt.
Your jobs pays well.
I have no job.

You hear of one death, 
I hear of hundreds.
You start your car,
I start to walk.
You get stuck in traffi c,
I get stuck at the border.
Your job is fi ve minutes away,
My safety is far more.

Your country pollutes,
As my country watches on.
As my country is dying, 
Your country lives on.

You get to stay while I’ve got to go,
This is my Exodus, so now you know.

By David Merron, Year 11
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World Book Day
Lagan College English Department decided 
to celebrate Readathon and World Book Day 
together again this year.  With Year 8s engulfed in 
competitive fever to read the most books and raise 
the most sponsorship; the English Department 
decided to surprise them by dressing up as their 
favourite literary characters!  

Year 13 pupils were musically entertained by 
Princess Anna of Arendelle (Mrs Beckett) during 
English lessons. Jordan Baker (Mrs Cowie) couldn’t 
help pretentiously displaying professional golf 
moves at every opportunity; which was driving 
poor Jane Fairfax (Mrs Russell) batty!  Lady 
Macbeth (Mrs McCaughan) was hysterically 
wailing about blood on her hands but thankfully 
The Queen of Hearts (Miss Jess) was ‘on hand’ to 
provide much needed light relief.

Harry Potter (Dr Cummings) and Aragorn (Mr 
Patton) were witnessed frantically running down 
the English corridor, in search of Voldemort and the 
ring.  Meanwhile, Maid Marion (Ms M Bell) was 
stopped in her pursuit of her Robin Hood by Mary 
Poppins (Mrs McBreen), who attempted to give her 
‘just’ a spoonful of sugar to sweeten her up!

What a successful and eventful World Book Day – 
we can’t wait until next year!

Readathon 2016
Readathon is a sponsored reading event; it 
provides a stimulating focus for recreational 
reading and raises money for seriously ill children.  
Since the launch of Lagan College’s first Readathon 
eleven years ago, Lagan College pupils have 
raised more than £37,500. As the National Literary 
Trust states: “Reading for pleasure has been 
revealed as the most important indicator of the 
future success of a child.” 

The Charities
The money raised this year is donated to four 
charities: Clic Sargent; Roald Dahl’s Marvellous 
Children’s Charity; Together for Short Lives and 
Readwell.  

Clic Sargent is the UK’s leading cancer charity for 
children and young people, supporting them and 
their families from diagnosis, during treatment 
and beyond.  

Roald Dahl’s Marvellous Children’s Charity helps 
seriously ill children with the greatest needs.  
This might be because they have a serious rare 
condition, be living in poverty, or not have any 
family at all.  Roald Dahl nurses are provided, 
giving family grants and by carrying out much 
needed research. Together for Short Lives is the 
leading charity for the UK’s children’s hospice 
services.  They work to ensure that every child 
and young person unlikely to reach adulthood 
and their family get the best possible care and 
support.

Readwell was founded in 2010 to provide free 
books and storyteller visits for children in hospital.  
Sharing books and stories helps make life better 

for children, diverting them from their illness and 
alleviating boredom.  Choosing a book from the 
Readwell bookcase helps patients make friends 
too.

Michael Rosen, Children’s Laureate states: The 
world’s wisdom is in books.  Get children excited in 
books and then they’ll get the world’s wisdom.”  
The money raised helps victims and their families 
cope with cancer and other illnesses.  The charities 
will send people into the family’s home to help with 
general household chores or even just to be there 
to support the family.  They help mums and dads 
with transport to visit hospital, household costs, 
wheelchairs, special nurses and social workers.  
They also make dreams come true for children 
by sending them on holidays and trips.  Our 
money has enabled sick children to make happy 
memories in a very unhappy and painful time in 
their lives.

Lagan’s Readathon
For the eleventh year running, Lagan College 
pupils eagerly participated in the Readathon 
challenge!  Year 8 pupils were excused from 
regular English lessons, in favour of reading.  The 
pupils read books and got sponsored to do it!  
During the week many friends, family members, 
hapless passers by and even some teachers by 

were ‘hit’ for sponsorship money.  Combining 
a love of reading with raising money for charity 
proved extremely beneficial this year: for the 
English Department, Readathon is not just about 
raising money, it’s about raising readers!

Achievements and Awards
In a Special Awards Assembly, prizes were 
presented to those who raised the most money.  
Some individuals made outstanding contributions: 
Daniel McNeice of 8MY raised an impressive £80 
and Grace Cooke of 8QLY, raised an amazing 
£81.  Special mention goes to Hugh Clyde of 8MY 
for raising the highest individual amount with a 
staggering £87. Our current record holder, Laura 
Mills 11MCB, who individually raised £310 for 
Readathon, was delighted to present Hugh with 
his prize.  Well done!  8MY and 8QLY raised the 
highest class totals with a whopping £783.40 
(8QLY) and £893.34 (8MY).  Mrs McCaughan and 
Ms Bell were victorious as teachers of the classes 
who raised the most money!  Mrs Brenda Dawson, 
Assistant Bursar, was also warmly thanked by 
Ms Bell; Paddy Smyth (Head Boy) and Jack Rainey 
(Prefect) for her hard work and support.

Nadine Campbell, Fundraising Manager 
for Clic Sargent, kindly agreed to come and 
receive the cheque.  Nadine spoke of how our 
contribution would fund the Homes from Home 
appeal.  She explained how traumatic it is for a 
child to be diagnosed with cancer and gave an 
insight into the work of Clic Sargent.  Nadine was 
overwhelmed with the magnificent amount Lagan 
pupils had raised - £3514.36 and congratulated 
us warmly. Over the last eleven years, pupils at 
Lagan College have raised over £37,500 via 
Readathon – a fabulous achievement!

The charities support sick children and without 
them there would be more very miserable children 
in the world.  In the words of Michael Rosen, 
Children’s Laureate, “If you read, the world is 
yours!”  All pupils who took part in Readathon 
should be very proud of themselves – you have 
created an immense challenge for next year!

Ms M Bell

READATHON AND WORLD BOOK DAY 2016
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Ms Bell (Maid Marion); Dr Cummings (Harry Potter); Jordan Baker (Mrs Crowie); Jane Fairfax (Mrs Russell); 
Mary Poppins (Mrs McBreen); The Queen of Hearts (Miss Jess); Lady MacBeth (Mrs McCaughian) Princess 
Anna of Arendelle (Mrs Beckett) and Aragorn (Mr Patton).

Melanie Bell; Nadine Campbell from Clic 
Sargent; Jack Rainey; Miss Wightman HoY8; Mrs 

McNamee; Paddy Smyth, Hugh Clyde, Grace 
Cooke; Daniel McNeice.
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Writers’ Corner
A WAlk At Night
My story started 3 weeks ago and on that day 
there was the deal. I started making my
way to the meeting point, it was in England, in the 
sleazy part of Newcastle in a
alleyway, of course. I was slowly walking across a 
bridge starting and stopping, I was
distracted by the endless blue and the white 
circle in the middle of it. It was as I
snapped back into reality as I realized I needed to 
be somewhere. I had to keep focused
the thing I was looking my whole life is within 
grasp and I’m getting distracted by the
sea. It was the perfect time to make the deal 
there was no noise apart from the waves
and everywhere was only dimly lighted by the 
damaged lampposts.
I got off the bridge and was getting close to the 
meeting I point, my right arm was
getting tired from carrying a case filled with 
money for the deal, it wasn’t my money of
course it was some sorry lads, I was in the 
subway he went off somewhere I had a
quick peek saw how much money was in the 
thing and two minutes later I was gone. I
knew this was risky but I was desperate I was at 
the alleyway I checked no one was
around then I went in, I got about a quarter of the 
way though before I noticed a
cigarette bud sizzling in a puddle, the man was 
here and the deal was on. I continued
going down the alleyway until I saw a man, he 
looked around 6 foot tall, he was
wearing dark blue jeans, he had a plain white 
shirt and he was leaning against the side
of the alley. I reared the man and tapped him on 
the shoulder.

By Aydin kayaalp Year 9

SeASoNS
Autumm is…. Gorgeous trees and chilly weather, 
kicking leaves around and very pretty colours. 

Winter is…. Colder than an ice cube and colder 
than a snowman. Winter is… time for presents at 
Christmas and wrapping up warm.

Spring is… nice weather, dancing daffodils and 
Easter bunnies hopping all around.

Summer is…. Hot, hot , hot, shorts and t – shirts, 
getting a tan but hopefully not burnt, summer is… 
having fun and not having to worry about school. 

Seasons are MAGICAL!! 

By Anna Welshe 8Nle

BAtmeN go BAtmeNtAl …
Recently a comic book convention turned into 
a total bloodbath of bat nerds and joker geeks 
as a mass of cosplayers inexplicably started 
attacking each other. The believed reason is that 
an adrenalin producing chemical agent mixed 
with an inhibition suppressant was released via 
the ventilation system.As of yet the effects have 
not worn off and the lunatics are still fighting, 
many fleeing to Northern Ireland to continue their 
ongoing feud. Residents living near to Belfast City 
Airport are warned to stay indoors at all costs.
Police have been slowly but surely capturing 
and containing the basement dwellers until the 
individual who caused the situation is detained 

and prosecuted for their horrendous yet comical 
crime.
By Jed Brown Year 9

DAffoDilS PAroDY
I travelled lonely as vermin.
Wandering the halls. 
When all at once I saw a man in a mask. 
What followed him I dreaded.
Filling the house fast as a flood. 
Gas as thick as blood.
At last he found me and swung a slash. 
I escaped, found a window cracked to a smash. 
I worked up the courage and jumped off the sill, 
When out came the man, dressed to kill. 
I came to a stop and saw a field, I turned: 
prepared to yield. 
I ran and ran. 
A patch of daffodils met my attention. 
I ran towards it, as if another dimension.

By Jamie Cotter, oran Devlin, rudi Summerville and 
mark gunning 10Sh.

DJt: moNeY
I wandered lonely through a bank,
Millions and billions give me thrills 
When all at once I yelled out loud:
‘Give me a small loan of a million daffodils!’

Continuous as green that shines
That a wall will be built
bigger than the sky
Along the margin of the wall
Ten thousand I saw at one glare
Yellow and dim as the threads of my hair.

The coins beside them shone, but they
showed their pride with glee
But I would not walk away
from such amazing quality
I gazed and gazed as I thought
how much my daddy first taught.

For oft when on my stacks I lean 
In vacant or in pensive mood
They come like my beautiful dream
Which is the joy of my solitude
And then my heart with pleasure fills,
As I spend all of my Daffodils.

By Carter Wickham, Jonathon luney, luis letzner-
hawkins Dawid klos 10Sh
       

DAffoDilS PAroDY.
I wandered lonely as a cabbage;
Solitarily though aisles so savage;
When all at once I saw a crowd,
A host of disgusting daffodils.
Beside the deli, beneath the lights 
still as statues, in the thin air so bright.

You might as well be eating grass;
Although I’d prefer to munch on glass;
They stretch out on endless rows;
Their foul stench assaults my nose.
101 daffodils I saw;
Made me hate them even more.

The florescent lights made them dance;
And they smelt like rotten underpants;
A shopper could not be more revolted;
I almost turned around and bolted;

I gazed and gazed but with little thought;
To see before me what the shop had brought.

Through teary eyes I loaded my cart,
Though I rather would have stabbed my heart.
By Jamie Wong, rhys Speers, Nye herink and thomas 
marr 10Sh

A DiffereNt WorlD  
I wondered slowly through the different paths
Of many years of sorrow and pain
When all at once I forgot the past 
And stared out through the pouring rain
All at once I shed a tear
I looked up and all became clear

Continuous as the shadows walking by
I saw the people and emotions come to life
Then I wondered: who am I?
My life was cut into pieces with a knife
Ten thousand I saw in one day
Each and every one of them fading away… 

By megan robinson, Sarah Simon, Sophie Chan 10Sh

DAffoDilS
I wandered lonely as a child 
That drags his feet along the hills
When all at once I saw a pile:
A host of delicious daffodils
Golden and crispy like a chocolate mile
Sparkling and shining in the sunlight.

Continuous urge to buy 
The deliciousness of butter cream 
Like an urge to see a clear blue sky
As though one was in a deep, deep dream
That was filled with round dough rings
That makes the hummingbirds sing.

Sprinkled with sugar 
Topped with jam
That would make a runner 
Run as fast as he can
As he stretches his hands out, the temptation 
rising 
He produces a smile that can feed the starving.

For oft, when on my couch I lie
In vacant or in pensive mood,
They flash upon the inward eye
Which is the bliss of solitude;
And then my heart with pleasure fills,
And dances with the daffodils.

By lauren trimble, holly Whiteside, ella mcAleavey
Sandra Saji, emma mcgowan 10Sh

DAffoDil CAB riDe.
I drove slowly past a crowd
Of Uni students with thrills
Calling me over so I yelled out loud
Get lost you silly daffodils
They shouted again please
So I helped them in with ease

Continuously in the car they sang
Their songs of their football teams
One of them pulled out a bottle of wine
And I yelled: “No drinking in my car!”
They looked at me and didn’t care
And downed it whole for a dare
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They started to dance then got out the car with 
glee
And I said this ride isn’t free,
I ask myself: how do I do this all day
When I get Uni students who don’t even pay
But I looked over at the back seat
And to my surprise 
There was a twenty pound note
In front of my eyes

By Andy Shek , Josh Johnston , Josh Smyth, Jason 
Trueman 10SH

TeAcHerS
Teachers wonder lonely in a crowd
Heads bowed dreading the day to come
Insulting students out loud
A disgusting clutter of dead daffodils
Beside their class they heavily breathe 
Wanting all the students to leave

Continue to walk their trail of slime
No she screamed
Making us all sit in line
We have ruined their dream
Ten thousand eyes in one glance
How I love to see their happy dance 

When it comes to break 
I have a headache
When it comes to lunch
I just want to munch
In between they are so mean 

Lonely
Mean
Killing machine 
The disgusting clutter of daffodils

By Bronagh McMullan, Morgan Davidson, Katie 
Nelson, Hannah Price Henderson, Sarah Finn 10SH

FlAMeS Are HorSeS
Flames are horses
Flickering
Dancing
Quickly over the hills

Horses the colour of coal and snow

The sound of galloping is thunder
As the horses run like lightning 
Leaping and prancing as elegant birds
Flying through the beautiful blue sky. 

By clare Anketell Year 8 

GHoST
It was Halloween fireworks crackling all about 
but…
I heard a story of a boy. 
He is small , flating,weaving through the air.
I couldn’t see him anywhere!
He lived in number 7
But I live in number 11
It could be any time he strikes, hes already hurt 
Ben ! 
The clock hit 12 I was in bed the lights turned of 
was I dead?

I opened my eyes I started to cry there was the 
little boy. The wind was swishing through my 
window. Who was this buy I wonder I wonder.. 
I picture me lying there all hurt and bear. I know 
I could fix this. I asked the boy where he was 
from he whispered to me the burning depths 
of hell! It was then I tried to run he grabbed me 
back he hissed at me don’t try I will always get 
you running is not your best friend! I am now a 
slave of him maybe I should not have run. Hiss.. 
Hiss.. Hiss.. Go the fire dumes near the screams 

repeated through my head I wish I could’ve 
stayed in bed!
By Joshua ritchie

A DAilY cYcle
Sunset Sunset as beautiful as day.
Sunset Sunset shining in the sky.
Sunset Sunset turns the sky red.
 
Sunrise Sunrise the cockerel crows.
Sunrise Sunrise no big surprise.
Sunrise Sunrise happens every morning.
Sunrise Sunrise it’s a new dawning.

Moonlight Moonlight you can barely see.
Moonlight Moonlight shines every night. 
Moonlight Moonlight it’s a delight. 
Moonlight Moonlight shining just right.
Now it’s a new day this can all happen again!

By Joshua ritchie

love iS ……………
Love is a painting
Filled with all colors and shades
Love is a bleeding heart
Cut with many sharp blades
Love is a never ending story
That always begins with a kiss
Love is an open clear pool
Where no one dare swims
Love is a relationship that is
That no one interfears
Love is an art
That only one sees

By chloe Archer 

SPriNG iS liKe... 
New life as the flowers stretch their arms and 
legs. 
The children bugging the ice-cream man.
ice-lollies, shorts, dresses, pumps, sandals.
Bees humming  a little song. 
Honey as sweet as sugar on your toast.
Fruit salads, barbecues, bouncy castles.
Sun won’t get up. 
Moon won’t go to bed. 
Going to bed late but looks early. 
Today is as sunny as California. 
But tomorrow will be like the north pole because 
that’s how it goes in Belfast. 

By eve Whitlock Yr8 8MDT 

vAleNTiNe
Not a teddy bear or a bright red rose.
I give you glasses                                                                                                                                          
So you can see what I see                                                                                                                    
They show you the truth                                                                                                                                            
As you have never seen it before.
Here.                                                                                                                                                 
It will show you my sadness like the tear in my eye                                                                  
 It will make your reflection a clear photo of my 
honesty.
I’m trying to be truthful.
Not a cute card or a box of chocolates
I give you my glasses.

By Hannah Price Henderson, Morgan Davidson, emma 
McGowan and Bronagh McMullan. 10SH 

vAleNTiNe
Not a box of chocolates or a red rose.

I give you an egg.
This represents our ‘love’,
it’s a yoke.
Here, take it.

It cracks under pressure.
Like us.
Really, truly.
Doesn’t last.

It has a fragile shell,
filled with possibility and what was a whole new 
life.

Keep it.
Broken.
Drop this egg, hope not the next.
Our relationship is hard to read.
Our path is scrambled.
You boil me over.

It’s almost funny how it cracks me up. 

By Katie Nelson & Sarah Finn 10SH

vAleNTiNe
Not a red rose or a satin heart.

I give you a stale loaf of bread.
It is old, wrinkly and stiff
That has been on a long life changing adventure.

If you try to break it apart
Or cut it with a knife
It’s a sharp decision
with a bad point.

It gets hard over time
but stays together like
steel

It slowly crumbles
and starts to break
but doesn’t fully
until time’s up.

By Josh Smyth, Andy Shek, Jason Trueman and Josh 
Johnston 10SH

vAleNTiNe 
Not a red rose or a satin heart
I give you a marshmallow                                                                 
It is a cloud shaped with joy and wonder
It promises excitement
Like the layer of love
Here,
 It will fill you up with joy and happiness 
Like a child united with its mother
It will make your reflection a wobbling photo of 
Happiness
I am trying to be sweet
Not a cute card or a kissogram
I give you a marsh mallow
Its sticky kiss will stay on your lips, 
Sugary and tasty
As connected as we are 
For as united as we are
Take it,
Its stickiness stretches out so far,
If you like
Sweetness
Its sugar will cling to your fingers,
Cling to your heart

By Megan robinson, Sarah Simon, Sophie chan 10SH

vAleNTiNe
This Valentine’s Day I need not give you a 
traditional gift.
I present you with a doughnut.
Our marriage is always going around in circles,
like a doughnut.
From the side it may look full 
although it has a hole on the inside.
It can be coated in exciting icing but 
beneath that it’s a boring dough:
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bland and depressing,
like you.

By Jamie Cotter, Oran Devlin, Rudi Summerville and 
Mark Gunning 10SH

THe ROCk
I give you a rock,
A worthless piece of Earth,
Grey and stone cold,
A still photo of grief,
Here
Like our love,
It slowly erodes,
Sinking to the bottom,
Forever forgotten,
Not a card or a rose
I give you this rock,
Lifeless and stubborn,
Unable to feel,
A worthless piece of Earth.

By Dawid klos, Luis Letzner-Hawkins, Johnny Luney 
and Tommy Moynagh 10SH

VaLenTine
Not a red rose or a satin heart
I give you a vacuum cleaner
It is a lot of dust and general debris,
Wrapped in a brown paper bag
It promises a clean home but never delivers
Here,
It will blind you with dust,
Like you have allergies 
It will make your reflection 
A wobbling photo of uncleanliness.
I’m trying to be honest 
Not a cute card or a kissogram
I give you a vacuum cleaner
Its fierce suction stains your lips
Possessive and faithful
Take it,
Its nozzle will leave patchy dust rings if you like,
Hoovery
But just like this relationship,
It’s good at the beginning
But everything must come to an end.

By Rhys Speers, Thomas Marr, James Wong, nye 
Herink 10SH

BiRTHDay!
Not a Cake or a Candle

I give you a rose,
taken from the ground and put into water
It promises bloom
like the careful beauty of love

Here.
It will bloom into colour
like the picture of blood
But look and watch the colour
drip bit by bit like the dripping 
of your blood.

I can’t try anymore.

Not money nor a phone

I give you a rose
Its fierce red colour will blind 
you like the little red sun

Take it.
Because over time the 
petals will fall and the
secrets will be revealed.

Deadly.
The dying colour will stick to 

your eyes, stick to your soul.

By Carter Wickham, Lauren Trimble, Holly Whiteside, 
ella Mcaleavey and Sandra Saji 10SH

THe WRiTeR Of THiS pOeM,
is taller than a skyscraper, 
as sweet as sugar, 
as pretty as Ariel,
as bold as a brick
as sharp as a Sharpie, 
as strong as a house,
as tricky as maths
as smooth as this page with the pen skidding 
over it,
as quick as an iPhone all brand new,
as clean as a new bag,
as clever as a robot.
The writer of this poem never ceases to amaze, 
she’s one in a million (or so the poem say)

By Megan McDowell 8My

THe WRiTeR Of THiS pOeM.
The writer of this poem
Is as fast as a cheetah
As beautiful as a peacock
As hard as metal

As good as a bunny
As clean as a bar of soap
As funny as a choking hyena                   

By niamh Duggan 8My

THe WRiTeR Of THiS pOeM.
The writer of this poem,
Is taller than a skyscraper,
As keen as a kitten,
As beautiful as my maker;

As bold as my words,
As sharp as a blade,
As weak as a worm,
As tricky as my kin;

As nice as ice,
As quick as a road runner,
As clean as the doctor’s,
As clever as a Connor,

The writer of this poem,
Never pleases,
She’s greater than greater,
[Or so the poem leads us!]

By aimee Brown. 8My.

THe WRiTeR Of THiS pOeM
The writer of this poem
Is stranger than a platypus
As keen as ketchup
As stylish as a model

As smooth as a baby’s bottom
As hard as lead 
As smart as a scientist
As quick as a kipper

As strong as a elephant
As tall as a giraffe
As clean as a bathtub
As handsome as a god

The writer of this poem
Never ceases to annoy
He’s one in a billion million
(Or so his mum says)

By Daniel Mcneice 8My

THe WRiTeR Of THiS pOeM
Is as small as an ant,
As quiet as a mouse,
As mysterious as a question mark.

As tricky as a rubix cube,
As sharp as a needle,
As keen as a kangaroo.

As sweet as honey,
As kind as a heart.

The writer of this poem is
 one in a million billion
(well that’s what the poem says)

By Jaimie Carson 8My

THe WRiTeR Of THiS pOeM
Is taller than a lamppost
As keen as a cockatoo
As handsome as Prince Charming

As bold as a black ink pen
As sharp as a blade
As strong as a rope
As tricky as a maze

As smooth as cream
As quick as a punch
As clean as a chemical
As clever as an owl

The writer of this poem 
Never ceases to amaze 
He’s one in a million billion
(or so the poem says!)

By Rosa Day 8My

THe WRiTeR Of THiS pOeM 
The writer of this poem,
Is as clever as can be,
As feisty as a hurricane,
Blowing around debris. 

The writer of this poem, 
Is a fairly modest chap,
Small, confident and courageous, 
Now that deserves a clap!

As cool as ice cream,
Sharp as a fox,
Or so it may seem

The writer of this poem,
Always draws breath,
Whether on stage or in real life, 
Till her very sorrowful death.

By niamh McGuigan

THe WRiTeR Of THiS pOeM 
Is taller than a skyscraper
As keen as the strong waves
As handsome as me

As bold as a bad boy
As sharp as a lion
As strong as can be
As tricky as untangling my earphones

As smooth as silk
As quick as the flash
As clean as my room
As clever as Albert Einstein

The writer of this poem
Never ceases to amaze
He’s not one in a million billion
(And that’s what the poem says!)

By eoin Glassey 8My

Writers’ Corner
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The WriTer of This Poem…
Is taller than a meter stick
Is as clever as can be
Strong like a brick
But not dumber than a baby
 
Is as chatty as Miss Chatterbox
A smile big and bright
Not as sly as a fox
Can be a match and set alight
 
Can be funnier than a clown
Happier than a frown
And a fabulous friend to
The end

By hannah simpson 8mY

The WriTer of This Poem
The writer of this poem is…

Sort of small like a mouse 
But lives in a stone, brick house
Amazing as can be 
And loves the patterns on a bumble bee. 
 
As colourful as a rainbow
And likes a rivers flow 
I am very sporty 
And will be till I am 40.

As tidy as a sock drawer
And as clean as the kitchen floor 
Wanting to explode 
I am in that sort of mode

THIS writer is unique 
  
By rachael mooney  8mY

10sh sonneTs insPired BY 
shakesPeare’s: ‘shall i ComPare Thee’
red ruBY
Shall I compare you to a red ruby?
You are more precious and more bright:
Rare beauty does make the heart go on, 
And ruby’s shine has all too much alight;
Sometimes too small the beauty stunningly 
shines,
And often is mistaken for the love portrayed;
And every rock from stone sometimes fades,
By nature or by someone’s hands;
But your endless love shall not fade,
Nor lose sight of that, which you believe,
Nor shall his heart you hold in your hands,
When fear comes to me you stand; 
So long as thy can live, or thy can die,
So long lives this, and this gives life to thy

By ella mcaleavey, sandra saji, lauren Trimble, holly 
Whiteside, emma mcGowan 10sh

Shall I compare you to a smooth apple?
You are more sweet and more curvy
I shall marry thee in a big chapel
And thou has all to cure scurvy

Sometimes too often you fall off the tree
And often is that you help me
And every day you make me feel free
By luck, or destiny I have thee

But your sweetness shall not fade
Nor will you lose your sweet complexion
Nor shall you lose your rosy cheeks
Your skin is perfection

So long as I’m alive, I will love you
So long as I can see, you will stay in my heart.

By luis letzner hawkins, Jonathon luney, Josh 
Johnston and dawid klos 10sh

sonneT: 
Shall I compare you to a leather book?
You are more quiet and more multi-story:
Frequent turns do crease the ages in the book,
And skinny pages have all too short a story:

Sometimes too cold the words on the page can 
be, 
And often in her smile presents beauty;
And every life from death sometimes show the 
key,
By love or hatred changes time eternally;

But your wish or dream shall not fade,
Nor lose hope of that story you see,
Nor shall the hope you bring in his shade,
When in doubt or pain you’re free;

So long as you can see, or you can hear,
So long lives this, and this love story to you.

By megan robinson, sarah simon, sophie Chan 10sh

Shall I compare you to a birthday cake?
You are more glowing and more exciting:
Your candle do light the way to my future
And you fulumtious sponge has all to make a 
smile:
Sometimes to filling the layers are too much
And often is over done yet still overdue:
And every year from day today,
By luck, or fear I wait every year;
But your annual love shall not fade,
Nor lose faith of that wish you made,
Nor shall the light you burn in his heart,
When in awe you’re not to flaw you are you;
So long as I can dance or you can too,
So long as this, and this are true to you.

By hannah Price henderson, Bronagh mcmullan, 
morgan davidson, katie nelson and sarah finn 10sh

The VaCuum Cleaner
Shall I compare thee to a vacuum cleaner?
You are more suctionful and cleansing
Rough pressure changes doth move the dust
And air flows lease has all too short a date
Sometimes too rough the tampered nozzle 
And often is his grey complexion dimmed
And every cleaning from cleaning sometimes 
declines
By chance or filter bags degrading
But your housework shall not slow
Nor lose possession of that cleaning instrument
Nor shall the gods of hovers claim you
When in eternal dusting to time they grow
So long as men can hoover or women can dust 

By nye herink, rhys speers, Thomas marr 10sh

The WriTer of This Poem
Is smaller than a lamp
As keen as a kangaroo
As pretty as one can be!

As crazy as a hyena  
As bold as Primark clothes
As tricky as a knot.

As smooth as an ice-rink
As quick as a cheetah
As messy as a dog’s dinner

The writer of this poem
Never fails to blow people’s minds
She’s one in a...
Million, billion, zillion, illion, gillion!!
(Or so the poem says!)

By erin mcCabe 8mY

The WriTer of This Poem is 
As small as a tennis ball 
As cheeky as a monkey
As tricky as a puzzle 
And as pretty as can be 

As strong as a brick wall
As clever as Einstein
As quick as a flick
As clean as a dentist’s chair

The writer of this poem
 is somewhat unique 
Well that’s what she likes to think

By elliemae Gracey  8mY

me! 
The writer of this poem is,
As bright as the sun,
As silly as a clown,
as quick as a gun,
Never sad like a frown.

The writer of this poem is, 
As smooth as a whiteboard,
As warm as a fire,
As great as a lord,
As tricky as a wire.

The writer of this poem,
As smart as a teacher, 
As aware as a dear,
As keen as a preacher,
As bold as fear.

The writer of this poem is,
As friendly as a dolphin, 
As clean as a cat,
As fun as goblin,
You could never beat that.

By katie milne 8mY 

The WriTer of This Poem
The writer of this poem is
Quieter than a concert
Yet louder than the washing machine,
As good as gold 
And as clever as a bean

The writer of this poem 
Has hair as black as our school blazer
And eyes as brown as the dead autumn leaves,
As smooth as a wet floor 
And as cool as a summer breeze

By Jasmin murphy 8mY

The unexPeCTed VisiTor
There was a very strange man ,
Who came to knock on the door,
He said he had a plan,
To replace the floor.

There was a very odd girl,
She drove right past our street,
Who wore a bright blue pearl,
Which really smelt like feet.

There was an awkward kid,
Who just jumped on our lawn,
He accidently slid,
And didn’t come back till dawn.

They all met up one day,
All were looking mean,
But all of a sudden you woke up,
Because it was all just a dream.

By adam fraser

Writers’ Corner
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Autumn Poem
Autumn strolled through the forest, stripping the 
trees of their precious leaves.
Autumn danced along the busy streets, sprinkling 
leaves as it twirled and swirled. 
Autumn  flew up to the skies, making dazzling 
droplets race down towards the ground.

By Aimee Cunningham

the DArk
When the day is done,
At the end of it all,
The darkness comes,
Noticing the absence of the light ball.

It draws you in,
With no escape.
Leaves you waiting for the morning,
Not a sign of light,
Not even a scrape.

There is no hope,
Your phone but a square.
Fearing the darkness,
Paranoid something is there.

A cavern of hatred,
Despair and sin.
Almost as bad
As the darkness within.

Nothing but silence,
Internal screams.
Nothing can help you,
No happy dreams.

Hearing the birds
Fills you with relief.
Free from the chains
Of your psychotic belief.

By Aoife Finn 8PrV

CAst A sPell
Round about the cauldron go,
Hurry up don’t go slow,
The whistle of the kettle,
Waiting for it to settle,
The dumb old piece of metal.
13ml of cat’s blood,
Chunk of broken mirror,
A black cat’s ear,
Chapter 13 of a horror book,
Only if it could teach me how to cook.

By Bobby Dorman 8PrV

our rAP!!!  
Our first year in Lagan went quite well.
Meeting our new friends was very swell.
Our first year at Lagan is coming to an end but not 
quite yet this year’s weather has been mostly wet.
VERSE 2
English, Maths, History, 
the lot.
They really aren’t as bad as we all thought.

By Caitlin shaw

summer Poem
Summer skipped
Through the dancing daisies
Raising flowers 
And giving life to trees
In woods, in meadows and in rivers

Summer splashed
Along the midday  horizon 
Watching children with buckets and spades

Parents with ice cream
And grannies sunbathing

By Cara Devlin

the FootBAll seAson
The football season is closing,
And teams are doing battle.
Some are fighting relegation,
Some are hoping for promotion.
All over Europe- be it France,
Spain or Germany,
Even in Italy.
They start their football journey here.

The highs and lows,
Of the football club,
Some are celebrating
In the pubs.
But some are in tears,
As they face their biggest fears,
Being relegated,
They all end up in tears.

By Charlie lindsay 8PrV

FootBAll
Football is a life 
Football is a hobby 
Football is a job
Football is a friend
Football is a passion
Football is an enemy
Football is love

By Daniel schubotz  8PrV

YeAr 8 rAP.
On  28 August when we started big school,
We tried to make a good impression and act all 
cool,
Our form teacher is Mrs Finnegan
8FN for the win!
Skirts unrolled and shirts tucked in,
We thought we look smart but we looked really 
grim.
Verse 2
Third years laughed and screamed ‘Ha, Year 8s!’
But we thought we looked really great,
6 periods of Maths is way too tough,
We never have the good subjects enough,
All in all the change has been fun,
We are looking forward to many years to come!

By Dharma magee Year 8

sPring
Spring awakens 
Gliding through the woods
Brightening anything in its distance
Flowers blossom
Animals awakening .

Spring sneaked
Out of the woods and into the gardens 
Growing the fruits 
Making it beautiful for everyone to see.

By emma Brown 8PrV 

CArDBoArD Box
I’m getting wet in the rain
I’m letting the sun dry my skin
Sometimes people stay with me 
And if I’m lucky the take me with them 
I’ve seen all over New York
I’ve grown used to the smell
Of dirty back alleyways.

I remember long ago
I had a proper purpose 
I held a blender inside me 
The best of its time 
But that was a long time ago 
Now all I hold is 
Drunken homeless people like
Tony, Tony is my friend 
He will probably die.  

By eoin trodden

An unexPeCteD Visit
50 years ago today
I moved into that house
But don’t get me wrong
My memory has no doubt

I was 20 years old and
Had just moved away from home
When I came across an old house
That was shaped like a dome

For a very large house
This building was quite cheap
But I was young and stupid
So I bought it without a peep

A few days later
I finally moved in
This is when I found
A ghost from… Berlin?

I gasped and screamed
I was very afraid
But then I realized
This man was in pain

I invited him for tea
And he kindly accepted
We laughed and told stories 
And he stayed in the guest bedroom

For days and days
Our bond grew stronger
I fell in love with this ghost
And wanted him to stay for longer

Our feelings were mutual
We eventually got married
We went on our honeymoon
Through the attic door he carried me

No one can see him
But I am not crazy
And that’s what I tell people when they ask
“How did you meet you meet your husband, 
Maisie?” 

By hannah Young
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Cast a spell 
It will make you do harm.
It will make others rich and you poor.
It won’t let you fall in love.
It will drop you down a pothole.

The toe of my grandad .
The boogie of JP.
The finger of Charlie.
The hair of John.

The eyebrow of Princess Fiona.
The tissue from a person with the cold. 

The water bottle of JP.
The posh accent of Lois.
The glasses of Lola.
The pencil case of Charlie.
The pencil John has chewed to the rim. 

Boil and bubble. 
Snap crackle and pop.
Sizzle sizzle. 
Crack crack.

Okay Cauldron sizzle to 200 degrees.  
Hey fire, keep it toasty. 

By Jacob Myles 8pRV

My Bike 
My Bike is called Paul
It is very, very, very small 
Sometimes when I rev it up I forget to put it in gear 
When I got to the mall 
I park it up in the entrance hall 
And go shopping with my dog 
Then after I go play ball 
While I’m playing ball my dog falls 
And then my friends say LOL!
My dolls head is very, very, very, small 

By Jacob Myles 8pRV 

an UnexpeCted VisitoR
Once a visitor 
Arrived at my door 
I didn’t know who it was 
So I hit the floor 
It was a strange Man 
With a clipboard 

I asked for some I.D
He showed me his
Club penguin membership 
It expired yesterday

He asked to come in 
I said, “c’mon in mate” 
I gave him a brandy then a shandy
A chocolate biscuit
Then some 
Cheese and wine 

He later told me he was a tax collector
Luckily I got him drunk before 
He couldn’t charge me money because he had 
forgotten who and where he was 

By Jacob Myles 8pRV

Be Happy, not peRfeCt 
There is no such thing as perfect 
Where did the word come from? 
The perfect wife, the perfect job 
The perfect house, the perfect marriage? 

We are all human, living in a human world.
Most are nice, sincere, loving, even kind 
But perfect causes such unhappiness 

Perfect is unreal, untouchable
Accept good, well done and wonderful 
Do your best, be your best 

There is no such thing as perfect 
Be happy, not perfect. 

By Jacob Myles 8pRV 

sUMMeR poeM
Summer leaps from spring
Like a new born lamb enjoying its freedom.
The days are longer, the nights are brighter,
Children are playing out in the fresh air
Like swarms of bees in search for nectar.
The smell of sun cream is all around,
But the chance of rain is always there.

By Janey todd

sUMMeR
Summer flowed 
Through the dead fields
Blossoming all plants and all trees
Dressing every plant and sheltering every tree
And calling all the bees

Summer tip toed
Through the dark night
Waiting for that odd shower 
To come
And then moving on.

By Jaxon townsley

tHe Unwanted VisitoR
Young Jack Charlton met a new friend, it was the 
neighbour’s kitty from round the bend. As quick 
as lighting the cat jumped his fence into Jack’s 
house to catch the mouse. Kitty could not catch 
the mouse as he’s behind a cage he turned the 
mouse as white as a page
Next to Jack’s room, without despair, he filled his 
bed all with cats hair, the wild wacky ended up in 
the loo, where he had to do a quick poo. Ten the 
cat cased into his car he took away and rode very 
far he went out of sight till later that night…..
Young kitty returned the dusty car yearned. Up 
the path, kitty spotted Jack wearing kite spotted 
pyjamas. He squeezed through the gutter, it 
was pretty tight, it was at least twelve a night. 
Kitty climbed into the cupboard he had a bite 
out of Jack’s favourite cake before the kitty knew 
it Jack was awake. Jack came down raging like 
an angry bull, he said kitty without a pity “Kitty, 
now kitty, take a seat your too much raucous and 
it’s not ok with me but kitty what on earth are u 
doing?”
Poor kitty felt ashamed, he apologised for playing 
mean games, their friendship was on the mend 
then kitty returned to his house round the bend….

By John paul McCallum

a tiMe i will neVeR foRget
I remember it like an old fairy tale.  It was a cold 
winter’s night.  The rain was bashing against 
the window.  It almost sounded like you were 
scrunching up tin foil.  The sound went on for 
ages but I didn’t care.  It was Christmas Eve.  My 
brother and I were both sitting beside the fire 
watching ‘The Grinch’.  Mother walked into the 
warm cosy room and told us we better get to 
bed.  My brother and I raced upstairs into the 
bathroom, brushing our teeth as quickly as we 
could. Our stockings were hanging on our doors 
with our letters inside.  Mother tucked me into 
bed and it took a while to go to sleep. I lay there 
as still as a log, trying too hard but… nothing. I 
was imagining what it would be like at the North 
Pole.  It was freezing cold, bright lights were 
everywhere and children were singing.  Would it 
always be Christmas there?  After what seemed 
like forever I fell asleep.
When I woke up the next morning I bounced 
out of bed and jumped down all the stairs and 
looked at all the wonderful presents.  I could 
smell the potatoes that mum was making next 

door.  The smell from the kitchen was so strong I 
could almost taste what my mum was cooking.  
I ran back upstairs and grabbed my stocking.  I 
slowly, one by one, took out the things that were 
inside.  There was an envelope saying “have fun.”  
I tore the thin paper apart. I couldn’t believe it! 
It was tickets to go see JLS! I started screaming 
with joy.  I think I had tears rolling down my eyes.  
My mum came charging upstairs, asking what 
all the noise was.  I just showed her the 2 tickets 
and started screaming again.  I was so happy 
– I had been wanting these tickets for ages.  I 
couldn’t even be bothered to open up the rest of 
my presents.    
The concert wasn’t until a few months after 
Christmas but it finally came: the day I was going 
to my first ever concert.  The whole way down 
to the SSE arena I wouldn’t shut up about it.  We 
were standing patiently in line when I saw my 
friend Ellie standing in front of us.  It turned out 
she had got seats beside us.  After everyone had 
gotten into their seats, the lights went out and 
the fun began.  The music was so loud I could 
feel it beating through my body.  The crowd was 
going wild; I couldn’t even hear myself speak.  
It was definitely a time I will never forget.  We 
sang along to songs, danced and Ellie was even 
screaming when they started the show.  The rest 
of the night was nothing but cheering and some 
crying when they sang a sad song.  I think mother 
may have cried a little.  
Just like that my first concert was over.   I was 
happy because all good things come to an end. 
But I was also sad because I just wished it could 
go on forever.  I don’t think I have ever felt so 
scared, nervous, excited or overwhelmed in my 
life.  Ellie had fun too and although she doesn’t 
like loud music or people screaming, I’m sure she 
loved it.  

By kieran whyte

i feaR to Be in soMeone,
BURied in tHeiR CHest
I’d rather be sitting here
Just among the rest.

I hope I’ll become so innocent
That if even a child walked by
That they’d walk past with a smile
And say the word “hi”

Or even as the days go by
I’d like to be down at the beach
I’d look up in the sky
and say,”I’ve made it”.

By dharma Magee year 8

My Bad lUCk potion
Round and round there it goes
In the cauldron bubbles blow.
You will have bad luck
And will feel like a duck.
You will see a dove
And will lose your one true love.
Your badness will come in a bubble
And you will be in big trouble.
It will start from twilight
And go on throughout the night.
You won’t see any light
But oh you might.
Here the ingredients go 
And they start with a flow.
The slime of a slug
 And a drip from a mug.
The ears from a cat
And a tail from a rat.
The kiss of a bat
And a shrinking hat.
Round and round there it goes
Don’t take this or you will glow.

By lauren Mckibben 8pRV



My Bike
I like to cycle when the sun shines 
Instead of listening to my sisters’ whines
I like to go dining.

My bike always eats bread
So he might have a sore head
But he is not dead
He doesn’t sleep in a bed.

My bike is called Paul
In fact he is quite tall
Sometimes he stalls
And he likes to go to the mall.

My bike is pretty crazy
And he is very lazy
He likes to pick daisies
He even has a friend called Maisie.

I used to ride a trike
But now I go on a hike
It doesn’t have any spikes
But now I ride my bike.

By Lauren Mckibben 8PRV

My PoeM 
 Spring
Spring awoke
From her bed
Watching the flowers
Growing up

Spring smiled
In the fields
At the new born lamb 
With her mother
Hiding for cover

Spring hopped
Along the river
Looking for fish 
To cook with her chips
To eat for her dinner.

By Lauren Mckibben  8N

The UNexPecTed STRaNgeR
There was a young boy
Who loved his toy.
When the doorbell rang
Up he sprang.

It was a man
With a pan.
The boy thought
About what he was taught.
He shouldn’t talk to strangers 
Because it was a danger.

Not like most men
He said “where is Ben?”
He is in bed
Because he hurt his head.

Can I come in
To put this in your bin.
It was a bottle of gin
The boy said no that is a sin.
To bring that into my house
I would rather eat a mouse.

The man had a bag
With a dirty rag.
When I looked in
He put on a grin
There was a moan 
As I saw the bones
And that is the danger
Of a stranger
Hearing the birds
Fills you with relief.
Free from the chains

Of your psychotic belief.

By Lauren Mckibben 8PRV

aLL The LoVe iN The woRLd
If kisses were raindrops
I’d send you showers
If hugs were seconds
I’d send you hours
And if love were water
I’d send you the sea
And if love were a person
I’d send you me

By Lauren Simpson year 8

UNexPecTed ViSiToR
There is a knock at the door
I don’t know what for
I go to check it out
But it is blackout

I go to sit down in my comfy chair
But then I feel long black hair
As I grab for a knife
I run for my life
I hope they go away soon
But then I see the giant moon
Howls in the night
But now I just realize I need to fight

I hold the knife up to my chest
I think they’ve gone I’ll have a rest
I here 3 knocks on the door
But now I know what it’s for

By Lauren Simpson year 8

PRoTecTiNg ThiS RooM
Protecting this room, 
Is more important than our brooms.
So we gather round the cauldron, 
And begin our chant of sin.

With the eye of a jungle frog
And the drool of a hungry dog. 
Try opening the door,
And you shall soon be poor.

With the tears of a bullied child,
And the brains of a cat gone wild.
Look through the keyhole,
And you will have the looks of a mole.

With the wings of dead flies,
And the regrets of all your lies.
Peek through the window,
And you will be as smelly as a toe.

Now throw it all together and give it a stir, 
And just wait for the terrible things to occur.
So dare take a step near this room,
And your life shall be filled with doom.

By Lois Latewood

My Bike
My bike, 
Hibernates in the bike shed, 
Rusty from toe to head.
I’ve been on so many adventures,
And mysterious ventures.

I’ve cycled with the mayor
And the wind in my hair, 
But I’ve been scared ever since
I felt that panicking wince.

Fell down 10 feet onto a rocky ledge,
As the bicycle hung on the edge, 
I watched it fall,
Until I could not see at all.

Ever since the bike fell on me,

I’ve been scared as a bee,
To cycle near there,
But other than that ill cycle anywhere.

By Lois Latewood

My UNexPecTed ViSiToR
Knock knock went the front door,
I dropped my phone to the floor,
I don’t much enjoy the company of a stranger,
They always seem to put people in danger.

I carefully crept along a creaky floorboard,
Possibly because it could be my landlord,
But could it be a policeman or a TV host,
Or also a Principal or a tall scary ghost.

I got the courage to open my door,
I felt like a colonel coming home from war,
So far my day hasn’t went to plan,
Cause when I opened my door, it was just gran.

By Lola kinghan 8N

aUTUMN
Autumn skipped
Through the crisp leaves
Crackling and crunching,
Devouring each and every insect beneath
But always quiet.

Autumn frolicked
Through the windy forest
Listening to the problems of the world
A troublesome child plucking the tree’s leaves
And…. GONE!

Autumn leapt
Through the misty air
Howling and whooshing
Trampling anything in its way
And fell silent.

By Lucy osborne

The oUija exPeRieNce
I didn’t know how to use it,
Or what would happen,
Rest assured, when it did,
It gave me a real big fright.

It started with a small bang,
A scratching noise over there,
But then it got intense,
I wanted to rip out my hair.

I decided to light a candle,
For that extra bit of light,
But the flame, it started spinning,
And climbed up to a great height.

Suddenly, roars, screams,
More than you could imagine,
Yet I decided to keep playing, 
To see what the spirits could throw in.

In the corner of the room,
I saw a ghostly figure,
I thought it was just my eyes,
But I also saw it in the mirror.

It began to float towards me,
And I began to scream,
So I did the thing to stop the thing,
That memory, in my mind, it screens.

Those thoughts, they haunt me,
They will stay with me forever,
Even though it still was kind of fun,
Will I play it again? Never.

By Martyna Mis 8PRV
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SpellS and Sorcery
Double, double toil and trouble
Fire, burn, and cauldron, bubble

The tongue of a snake
The eye of a dog 
The tail of a pig 
The leg of a frog

The wing of a bat
The ear of a cat
The beak of bird 
The beef of a herd

Double, double toil and trouble
Fire, burn, and cauldron bubble

By Matthew deans 8prV

FootBall
Football is a sport,
Football is life,
Football is a place to go for happiness,
Where you forget all your problems,
Is a friend,
Is skill,
Is love.

By niall White  8prV  

a SportS Spell
Round about the cauldron go,
In the football boots I throw,
Sweat from a professional footballer,
Rotting since November,
Boil running shoes thou first,
A football jersey taken from someone who’s 
having a rest,
Double, double toil and trouble,
Fire crack and cauldron sizzle,
In goes the grass from the Emirates,
The running shoes from mates,
Gloves from a GAA player,
A premier league football,
That’s all,
Double, double toil and trouble,
Fire burn and cauldron bubble. 

By niall White  8prV

eggS
Round in shape
They smell so bad.
Smooth to the hand
The colour of sand.

Eggs, Eggs
You’re my arch enemy.
Cooked or raw
It’s no different to me.

Out of your shell
I fear I’ll flee.
Linked to my allergies
You scare me.

In buns you’re okay
In chocolate? Maybe.
Others seem to like you.
I guess it’s just me!

By rebecca carrothers  8prV

SuMMer
Summer peaks
Through the trees
Sun is shining
There is always a silver lining

Summer dawned 
By the tall, tall hill
People sunbathing
Birds chirping on the windowsill

Summer shone
Bright on the fields
“Beware of my sting” said the sun
Summer has just begun.

By rosa Mccloskey 8n

lIFe WIll neVer Be FaIr!
In the cauldron, the nastiness turns.
Cigarettes and tobacco burn.
Consume it and you will learn,
You won’t be wealthy in return.

You will never have a chance of love, 
But you might turn into a dove.
Round and round the ingredients spin,
Nails, rats and the contents of a bin.

The mixture cackles and pops, 
If you are scared, call the cops.
The potion will make you see,
That you are a buzzing bee.

Stings, wood and horses wee.
You will never find the key.
Boiling and bubbles,
You will always be in trouble.

Take this potion if you dare.
Because if you act like you don’t care,
Life will NEVER EVER be fair.
If you love someone do not share,
They may also turn into a bear.

Your relationships you will tear
Life will NEVER EVER be fair.

By rosa Mccloskey 8n

My BIKe
I really like my bike,
I used to ride a trike.
I do what I like,
Like going for a hike.

My bike is called Mia.
I drive it instead of my dad’s Kia.
I go to hang out with my friend Leah.
We listen to the artist Sia.

My bike is pink,
We travel down the Westlink.
I’ve owned it for ages, I think.
Maybe if it went in mud it would sink.

It’s lost all of its tread
It looks like it has eaten all the bread.
It’s so heavy it feels like lead,
But I will ALWAYS keep it in the shed.

By rosa Mccloskey. 8n 

a thunderStorM
A tough sight
A whistling fright
As scary as a clown
Strong as a bull as it bounds through the town
Hurting the people
Soon it will stop being as cold as winter.

By rosa Mccloskey 8n

SuMMer 
Summer skipped 
Through the dull meadow 
Calling the flowers and the bees 
Making the plants bloom out 

Summer is shy 
Summer hates coming out 
Likes to hide 
But winter’s a show-off 
Wants to stay all year

Summer races
Down to the city 
The brighten up the places
Summer then moves

Summer climbed 
Up to the mountain 
To the highest point of the earth 
And shone all over the world, then stayed. 

By tara Moyes  

SuMMer
Lollipops glistening.
The sun sizzling.
The colours are light.
The sun is bright.
The water is cool.
The beach is full.
Everyone is laughing.
But I am in spring.

By Wiktoria rogonzinska
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The first day I was shaking like a rattle 
snake’s tail
The big big school looked very scary
I felt like I was going to fail
I was as small as a berry

Now every day we all look very smart
We’re kept right with our uniform card
We take pride and look as sharp as a dart
When it comes to looking dapper we try 
very hard

Our uniform was “very neat”
Said Mrs Danter
Then we went to music to learn about beat
Our first day was a lot of banter

With Privilege, Finnegan and Moon-Dawg
McCaughan, Castillo and Coudiere
We couldn’t have gotten better if we picked 
from a catalogue
And year heads Wightman and Quigg – 
no one can compare!

Some teachers moved on after a while
Seawright, Neale and McDermott are missed
We have embraced Miss Quigley and Miss 
Carlisle 
We couldn’t leave them out of our checklist! 

One tale from the Bistro we must retell for fun
Two Judes met while waiting in line for food
Campbell proclaimed “There can only be one,” 
Little did he know that there his future best 
friend stood

Team Building took place at Ganaway 
near Millisle
We got to shoot arrows and explore a cave
Some brave climbers gave their form teacher 
a proud smile
That day we proved we were brave!

Together in form we grabbed a bottle
Stuffed it with things that to us were dear
Stuck it in the ground in a crowded huddle
With plans to dig it up another year

Review of YeaR 8 – BY YeaR 8

At Lagan we like to help and share
When we got the challenge of Christmas hampers
We collected goods to show that we care
Including cans, beans, sweets and Pampers! 

Many of us have loved our after school sports 
Attending made our mood gladden
Football, Hockey, Basketball and Netball 
– get on your shorts!

But we will miss Mr McFadden!
In Year 8 lots of us have loved Lagan’s 
extra clubs

That take place at lunchtime and afterschool
At Genesis, Bored Games and Creative Writing 
you can eat your grub
And the school’s new Minecraft club has 
been extremely cool

Disco night’s here, we’re at the school gates
We walk into the hall
Where we dance with our mates
AND WE DON’T STOP AT ALL!

At Lagan we’re all diverse in many ways
Different faiths and feelings that to us matter
That’s just how the world sways
We can all still be the best mad hatter!

Year 8 has been a really rollicking rollercoaster
It has had highs and manys a low
I feel like a piece of bread in a toaster
Almost ready to spring for summer, but I’ll be 
sad to see some friends go.

Ellie Cameron, Grace Cooke, Rhiannon 
McAreevy Mercer, Jenna Ross, Katie McCrory, 
Eve Canavan, James McMinn, Joel Kane, 
Sebastian Pizzara, Daniella Shaw, Harry 
Campbell, Mia Knock, Zak Cantillon McCance, 
Teddy Cantillon McCance, Stephanie Dart, Stas 
Glinkowski, Hannah Simpson, Niamh Duggan, 
Niamh McGuigan, Jude Hinds, Jude Campbell, 
                                                                                                                                                     
With some help from Mrs McCaughan
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Pi Day EvEnts in 
Maths
On Monday 14th March Maths pupils from 
Year 8, 9 and 10 had the fantastic opportunity 
to take part in a STEM event with Iain Bryson 
and Deborah Brown. The pupils were looking 
at fascinating number patterns and completed 
different investigations to estimate the value 
of pi. This suited the day very well as it was 
Pi Day. Pi Day is an annual celebration of 
the mathematical constant π (pi). Pi Day is 
observed on March 14 (3/14 in the month/
day date format) since 3, 1, and 4 are the first 
three significant digits of π. Iain and Deborah 
were very impressed with the pupils and left a 
message to thank them:

“We had a great day at Lagan talking about 
Maths and were very impressed at how 
interested the students were.  They were 
keen to work along with us with the hands-
on experiments doing an excellent job - 
particularly when it came to estimating the 
outcomes and trying different methods of 
measuring. The students seemed to find the 
videos and presentations interesting - how 
do we know this - well they asked sensible 
questions!  We’re looking forward to returning 
to Lagan again as STEM Ambassadors and 
thanks to Miss Haughian for giving us the 
opportunity to talk about Maths!”

Maths

Last November, we were pleased to add the Minecraft Club to our list of clubs and societies. Since 
then, it has gone from strength to strength and we now have over forty members participating on 
a weekly basis.
 
After witnessing first-hand the response to the club and hearing the feedback from both parents 
and students during our Open Day, we are currently in planning to see Minecraft integrated into 
the delivery of the curriculum as a virtual learning environment. We took our first steps in this 
direction recently when two groups of our Science students had the opportunity to take part in a 
workshop about the International Space Station as part of the NI Science Festival. The students 
explored the International Space Station within Minecraft. This marks the first of hopefully many 
lessons delivered using Minecraft as a ‘camouflaged learning resource’.  In the coming months 
we will have the opportunity to run Minecraft lessons with our Key Skills literacy classes as well as 
taking part in a national competition on the centenary of anniversaries this year.
 

MinEcraft club
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On a cold and rainy night in November, four Year 
13 girls brilliantly represented Lagan College at an 
event exploring what Northern Ireland can do to 
help make the world more fair and sustainable. 

They quizzed a great panel of guests including 
Claire Hanna MLA and Dominic McSorley, the 
head of the charity Concern. They also heard 
from students that had made a difference by 
volunteering around the world and were inspired 
by the story of keynote speaker, Charo Lanao 
(pictured), a Peruvian who has made her home in 
Northern Ireland.

The girls returned with ambitious plans to set up 
a school group to deal with development issues – 
I’m glad I was able to be part of their awakening!
Thanks to Caitlin, Rebekah, Loma and Bronagh 
for responding so positively to the event.

Mr P Mulholland
(European and International Studies – Year 13 
Enrichment Programme)

CADA NI – Coalition of Aid and Development 
Agencies Northern Ireland
Seminar - 17 November 2015 – Parliament Buildings at Stormont
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As part of the Year 10 Home 
Economics programme we run 
a competition to find our most 
promising Young Chef.  Each 
student in Year 10 is challenged 
to plan and prepare a simple 
meal that could be served for 
a group of friends before a 
night out at the cinema.  Heats 
were held in each Year 10 
Home Economics class and a 
winner and runner-up chosen.  
The winners and their willing 
assistants then took part in the 
grand final on Monday 20th 
June 2016.  The standard was 
excellent this year and our team 
of judges Miss Ellis, Ms Fairley 
& Miss Rogan found the final 
choice a difficult call.  

Lagan Young Chef Competition 2016

Our Winners – Ella and Lauren and 
Ella’s delicious winning dish
In the end Ella Bolster Coates (10MJR) was our deserving winner with a delicious Salted Chilli 
Chicken served with noodles and Lauren Trimble (10SH) was a highly commended runner-up 
with a delicious Thai seafood curry.   Great fun, great young chefs and more than a few tasty 
dishes sampled!  Well done Year 10!

Our Year 
10 Finalists



GCSE Home Economics course while giving lots 
of great ideas for the practical element of the 
courses the students are completing

This year the students (and staff) enjoyed a 
delicious lamb Korma and a Warm Beef Salad 
which included some helpful hints for cooking 
a ‘perfect steak’!

We all benefi t from Wendy’s visits and it is a 
good opportunity for the students to show 
how much they have already learnt as well 

as to experience opportunities for using their 
qualifi cations in the future – Wendy has a lot of 
different job experiences to share.

We look forward to our students using some of 
the recipes for their various practical sessions.  
We also look forward to a return visit from 
Wendy next term as well as the opportunity to 
use the excellent resources provided through 
the Food4Life Website
www.food4life.org.uk/) in class.

A Regular Visitor to Home Economics

Each year in the Home Economics Department, 
we are pleased to receive at least two visits 
from Wendy Donaldson, a demonstrator from 
the LMC (Livestock and Meat Commission) as 
part of the excellent education service offered 
to schools in Northern Ireland.

Each year Wendy comes along to our GCSE 
and Occupational Studies food classes and 
provides us with a brilliant session looking at 
the importance of meat in the diet.  This session 
both supports the nutritional aspect of our 



MEDIA
In Belfast, at least five  homeless people 
have died since January. One man, in his 
40s, was found on High Street, outside of a 
shop in the City Centre, a woman in her 30s 
outside of a shop at the corner of Donegall 
place,  another man was found on Castle 
Place, and two others had passed in the 

same way. We need to stop these homeless 
deaths, and do something to help.

The cold, harsh conditions that they slept in, 
and the very little that they had was terrible. 
No one should have to live like that, so we 
must try and help the homeless, instead of 

just ignoring or stepping over them. They 
matter just as much as ourselves, and are 
people, just like us. There are charities 
running to raise money to help the homeless 
on the streets of Belfast, to give them shelter 
from the weather, and a place to live, like the 
Welcome Organisation. 

Being homeless doesn’t just mean that they 
don’t have a home, it also means that they 
have lost a place of emotional wellbeing, 
they have lost their sense of belonging, and 
it is an isolating experience for many. Every 
homeless person has a story, and a reason 
that they are sleeping rough, so let us try 

and change the amount of rough sleepers, 
and assist them. Let’s reach out, and stop 
any more deaths on the streets of Belfast. 
Everyone deserves a second chance. It’s time 
to take action. The Welcome Organisation 
are accepting, and non-judgemental 
towards the homeless issues in Belfast, 
and they are working to resolve homeless 
issues. Never judge a book by its cover, and 
you cannot let stereotypes get in the way of 
helping someone in need. A common place 
that rough sleeperscan be found is the City 
Centre, and around that area. 

People Matter

“People matter. It doesn’t matter what their story is, 
or what gender, sexuality or race they are. We all are 
equal. We all deserve a chance.”

Questions and Answers
Q. Why should we help them?
A. Because no one deserves to have to live like that. We should help them get a second 
chance, because we all deserve a second chance. We are not above them, and they are 
not above us. We are equal, so we must treat each other with that in mind. Instead of 
ignoring them, or saying insults to them, we should think. Think about how they feel about 
the situation. Scared, alone, saddened. You wouldn’t like to live like that, and they don’t 
want to live like that, so we should reach out and help them recover.

Q. What can I do to help?
A. You can give spare change to any homeless that people usually walk past, you can be 
a part of a charity that raises money for them. You could even just have a chat, to brighten 
up their day. It means a lot to them, that you would stop to help, and everything matters in the end. You can 
contact the World Organisation at Unit 36, Townsend Enterprise Park, Townsend Street, Belfast, BT13 2ES. Tel: 
02890 240 24 or 07894 931046.
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In order to raise money for the World Organisation charity, we had 
a competition for artwork to 
be shown in this magazine! 
Here are the winners and 
runner up’s artwork! Fabulous! 
The piece to the right is the 
winner, and the other two are 
beautiful runners up!

Art Competition Mini - 
Blockbuster
Media Club pupils work on film script 
for shoot with Matthew (a professional 
film maker) as part of a 6 week “Into 
Film” course. Watch out for the mini-

blockbuster coming your way soon! 
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DEPARTMENTSERVICE
Amy McClure 11DNT, has been work-
ing with people with Autism at Belvoir 
Activity Centre in a voluntary capacity 
and has won awards for her work.  
Amy is a quiet, humble girl and this is 
a wonderful achievement. 

Amy was photographed with Adam 
Keefe, Captain of Belfast Giants, 
Councillor Christopher Stanford and 
First Minister, Arlene Foster. 

Amy McClure was also named Local 
Hero at the ‘Heroes of Youth Awards 
2016.’
Amy has given up every Thursday 
evening and many weekends to help 
young children with Autism or ADHD 
at Belvoir’s ASD support group in 
South Belfast, and her dedication was 
rewarded at the presentation in The 
Mac, Belfast, in June. 

Mrs M Mills
Head of Year 11
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CHAPLAINCY

Our annual Christmas Hamper Appeal, in association with local charity ‘Storehouse’, 
was a huge success again this year. The Storehouse volunteers who arrived to collect the 
hampers on 17 December were overwhelmed by the generosity of our students. These 
hampers make a big difference to families all around Belfast at what can be a difficult 
time of year. Storehouse staff also welcomed our very dedicated Charity Committee to 
their warehouse in Dunmurry, where they learnt about the great work that the charity 
does, and found out how all of their donations are distributed. Well done to all involved!

uPDATE

Our Carol Service this year was held in Good 
Shepherd Church on the Ormeau Road, where 
we were warmly welcomed by Fr McKenna. 
Our service focussed on the words “Do not be 
afraid!” – the message that the angels  brought 
to Joseph, Mary, the shepherds and Zecha-
riah. It was a lovely evening brought to life by 
wonderful musicians and singers, as well as 
some impressive dramatic performances. We 
were happy to be able to welcome former head 
of Religious Education, Brendan Dowd, to share 
his thoughts on the Christmas message. We are 
ever grateful to the music department for the 
carol service, often referred to as a ‘highlight of 
the year’ by staff, students and families. 

Christmas Hamper Appeal

Carol Service

Genesis Club
Some of our members were able to come on our 
Genesis Club Day out last Saturday to the North 
Coast with Mrs Major. and Mrs Cooke.

We had a Treasure Hunt around Portrush and 
then took Barry’s by storm and a quick visit to 
White Rock beach on the way home.
 
We meet Monday Lunchtime in F06 for years 
8,9,10. New members are still welcome !
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The Integrated Education Fund 

invited Mrs McNamee and 

sixth form students, Callum 

McCloskey, Paddy Smyth, 

Abby Stock, Megan Carson 

and Mr McGuckin to attend a ‘ 

Have Your Say’ event at Nicva. 

The audience were given an 

opportunity to engage with 

election candidates of the 

major parties and enter into 

lively and challenging debate. 

The focus of the morning 

session centred around the 

integrated education review by 

the government. Many voices 

were heard stressing the 

obvious benefi ts of integrated 

and inclusive education to 

move society further forward in 

the peace process. 

Lagan College’s Head 

Boy, Paddy Smyth, spoke 

personally about the 

difference that attending an 

integrated post primary school 

had made to him, further 

emphasising that the impact 

of Lagan College’s ethos and 

values would have a life long 

lasting impact.  

Integrated Educations Fund: ‘Have Your Say’ hustings 
event. Special Guest: Dr Susan Kinghan Deni 

Drama Showcase 
at the Association 
of Principal Teachers 
Conference
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Lagan College actors showcased a cutting edge drama 

at the Association of Principal Teachers in Integrated 

Education Conference in Belfast. Congratulations 

to Year 9 students, Jamie Spiers, Leah McKeown, 

Erin Thompson, and Year 10 students, Daniel Moore 

and Ryan Milne, who presented a challenging and 

thought provoking drama piece on the Easter Rising, 

1916, which was written by Andrea Grimason.  The 

30 minute, cutting edge drama served to remind 

Principals, and educationalists working in and 

alongside integrated schools, of the importance of our 

students challenging themselves to understand our 

past through a respectful lens and to use the unique 

shared learning experience that integrated schools 

offer to help enable our young people to move forward 

and shape a peaceful future. The students were 

accompanied by their Drama Teacher, Miss Babra, and 

Classroom Assistant, Miss McCrory.

7 Green Road, Belfast BT5 6JA
Tel: 028 9047 1653
Mobile: 07809 716963

Email: stephenreid471@btinternet.com

Electrical Contracting
and Maintenance

East End 
Electrical 
Ltd



On the week of  8 - 12 February, the Year 13 
Spanish students spent a week in the town of 
Vejer.  We were split up into pairs and allocated a 
local family to stay with.  This was a very benefi cial 
experience as the family did not speak a word of 
English.  This improved my listening ability and 
improved pronunciation of the language.  James 
Cooley and I were given the absolute pleasure 
of staying with a Spanish mother called Paqui.  
Both her bubbly personality and UNBELIEVABLE 
cooking made the week a more than enjoyable 
experience. 
 
On the fi rst day we arrived at the airport and 
boarded our fl ight.  The bus journey after the fl ight 
was around two and a half hours making the total 
time spent travelling around 5/6 hours, so being 
served  a Spanish tortilla at the family home on 
arrival was more than welcomed.   We arrived at 
around 10pm and after dinner we went to bed.  
On the fi rst night James and I were terrifi ed as 
we were  stuck for words in conversation with the 
family. Their extremely strong accent was no help 
either.
 
On the second day, we were awoken by the smell 
of fresh toasted bread and tomatoes, this was a 
traditional Spanish breakfast.  After breakfast, we 
went to the school for the fi rst time and we were 
introduced to our very pleasant ‘teacher’ Eli.  We 
had a few hours of classes, although the lessons 
were very, very relaxed.  We had a bit of free time 
afterwards to look around and get to grips with 
our fantastic new surroundings. 
 
The next day we had a day trip to the city of Cadiz, 
which included sight-seeing, a beach visit and to 
fi nish it off a visit to the shopping centre.  Later that 
evening we were given free time.  James, Callum, 
Jake and I went to a bar to watch the football and 
have a coffee. The next days were spent in the 
school and on the Thursday we made a paella 
which went down a treat.  It was fairly evident to 
all that I enjoyed it after I had ate 3 platefuls!  That 
night we went to a pizzeria, which was a fantastic 
end to the whole trip. 

The Friday was a very depressing day.  No one 
wanted to leave Vejer.  Without a doubt this was 
the best experience of our lives.  Not only was 
it enjoyable but it was also hugely benefi cial in 
terms of our studies of the Spanish language.  
For example, at one point in our spare time, 
we English speakers found ourselves speaking 
Spanish  unnecessarily to each other.  There was 
a scary moment of realisation that we may have 
become fl uent!
 
I would recommend this trip to any future Spanish 
students. 
 
Jack Burns  

Spanish Trip 
to Vejer
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were very, very relaxed.  We had a bit of free time 

The next day we had a day trip to the city of Cadiz, 

fi nish it off a visit to the shopping centre.  Later that 
evening we were given free time.  James, Callum, 
Jake and I went to a bar to watch the football and 

all that I enjoyed it after I had ate 3 platefuls!  That 
night we went to a pizzeria, which was a fantastic 

TRIPS and TRAVEL



This year the school ski trip headed to Marilleva, Italy.  The 55 students and 
5 staff travelled to the Dolomite region in February.  
 
Students had 4 hours of lessons each day with the ski instructors.  Students 
also had the opportunity to ski afterwards with our own talented staff.  13 
students and 1 teacher snowboarded this year, which was a fi rst for Lagan. 
 
The après ski activities were a lot of fun.  We were able to swim each 
evening and the Year 13 students had the chance for some training in the 
gym.  We had a very exciting quiz, which was won by ‘The Minions’; a 
snowman building competition; snow and light show; hugely entertaining 
karaoke; bowling; pizza night; table tennis and pool.  
 
Our ski and snowboarding lessons were excellent and by the end of the 
week everybody could safely ski down the red slope and right into the hotel.  
The joys of a ski-in-ski-out hotel!  18 of our group, and all of our teachers, 
completed the black slope by the end of the week.  We even had a beginner 
skier and beginner snowboarder master the black ...”little Grissley”... 
 
Well done to all involved for a very successful, energetic and fun fi lled ski 
trip. 
 
Lagan Ski Team 2016

Ski trip 2016
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On Monday 14 and Tuesday 15  September, Year 8 students enjoyed 
a day of team building and outdoor activities at Ganaway in Millisle. 
They were divided into groups to help them get to know each other and 
each group (and some of the braver staff) took part in archery, caving, 
Jacob’s ladder, wall climbing, orienteering and the infamous zip wire. 
The students had a great time on each of the days. Some thoughts from 
students:
 
Ganaway was really fun, exciting and nerve wracking! If we could go 
back again I would. Best Day Ever!
Rachael M
 
Ganaway was really fun. My favourite part was caving because the tun-
nels were so small and sort of spooky. Mrs Castillo and Mrs Grant going 
down the zip wire was hilarious. All in all I had a great day at Ganaway 
Silas B
 
When we went into the caves I was really excited but when I saw the 
hole I was terrified but I kept moving. I was so happy to get outside.  At 
the zip wire, the man in charge grabbed Dara and said “your go” and 
buckled him into the zip line and then just opened the gate and threw 
him out. Everyone laughed.
Daniel M
 
When we did our orienteering we went on a sandy beach and all ended 
up playing on the beach for a while. It was so fun!  The water was 
freezing!
Sofia G
 
Miss K Wightman
Head of Year 8

Year 8 Trip
to Ganaway

Politics Trip to 
London
On a whirlwind, packed itinerary, we visited the Houses of Parliament (& 
met with Mark Durkan MP), we went to the Imperial War Museum and to a 
brilliant West End Show  - The Curious Case of the Dog in the Night-Time.
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On 15 February, seven Year 14 students were given the opportunity to visit the famous (or 
rather infamous) Crumlin Road Gaol.  Upon arriving at the Gaol we were able to see the 
old Crumlin Road Courthouse, where many prisoners were sentenced from 1845, which is 
when the prison was first opened, until its closure in 1996.  Our tour began with visiting the 
tunnel that leads from the courthouse to the prison and I have to say it was spine chilling, 
regardless of the fact that it was a cold winters morning. Having been told that a total of two 
prison officers had died down there did not help matters!  We were then given a full tour of 
the prison, from the Governor’s Office to the unmarked graves of the seventeen men who 
were executed there.  However, it was not only men housed there, men, women and even 
in the early days, children were held in the prison.  This was far from the most gruesome 
fact about the prison. We were recounted stories of dirty protests during the troubles and 
bombs exploding inside the walls. In my opinion, however, the most haunting experience 
of the entire tour was visiting the ‘condemned man’s cell’.  Seeing the hangman’s noose 
really helped you imagine what it must have been like to be a condemned man.  The entire 
experience was very interesting and I would highly recommend organising a tour if you 
have not seen it already. 
 
Sara Burns
Year 14

Crumlin Road Gaol Visit
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In March 2016, thirty-three Year 11 History students made a four-day visit to Berlin.  This was a 
chance for our GCSE History students to visit sites of relevance for two of their units of study – 
Nazi Germany 1933-45 and the Cold War 1945-1991. 

The trip began when students and teachers met at the college at 3am on the morning of 
Thursday 17th (St. Patrick’s Day!).  Despite the early hour, students were bubbling with excitement 
and not always aware of the anxious farewells of their poor parents!  Students had a chance to 
catch up on their sleep as we made our way to Dublin Airport, and again on the fl ight to Berlin.  
Having dropped our bags off at our hotel we made straight to the city centre for a three hour 
guided walking tour of central Berlin.  This was an opportunity for us to get a brief history of the 
city and to identify some of the sites we would be visiting over the coming days. 

SOME OF THE SITES VISITED BY THE STUDENTS INCLUDED…

Checkpoint Charlie
Checkpoint Charlie was the main gateway for movement between East and West Berlin during the 
Cold War.  Students were able to visit the nearby Checkpoint Charlie Museum where they could read 
about the various attempts made by East Germans to escape to the West between 1961 and 1990.

The Berlin Wall
The Berlin Wall was a wall dividing East and West Berlin.  It was constructed in 1961 by the Communist 
authorities in East Berlin to prevent East German citizens from fl eeing to the more prosperous West.  
Over the years many East German citizens risked their lives in attempting to escape over or under the 
wall.  By the time the Wall collapsed on 9 November 1989, almost 200 people had been killed trying 
to get across.

The Olympic Stadium
The Olympic Stadium was built for the 1936 Olympic Games and is one of the best 
examples of Nazi-era monumentalist architecture.  It was here that the African-American 
athlete Jesse Owens won four gold medals, shattering Hitler’s theory that the Aryan race 
was superior to all others.  The stadium is also the home ground of Hertha BSC, and the 
students got the chance to visit the players lounge and changing facilities.

The TV Tower
The TV Tower was constructed between 1965 and 1969 by the East German government.  It 
was intended as a symbol of Berlin, which it remains today, as it is easily visible throughout 
the central and some suburban districts of Berlin.  With its height of 368 metres, it is the 
tallest structure in Germany, and the second tallest structure in the European Union (by half 
a metre!).   

The Reichstag
Located just north of the Brandenburg Gate is the German Reichstag (Parliament).  The 
Reichstag has been the setting of numerous milestones in German history.  It was here, 
after the First World War, that Philipp Scheidemann proclaimed the German Republic.  In 
February 1933 the Reichstag building burned down.  Hitler blamed German communists 
and used this to seize power.  The Reichstag was virtually obliterated by the Soviet Army at 
the end of the Second World War.  In 1990 the reunifi cation of Germany was enacted here.  Our 
students made an evening visit to the Reichstag dome which provides a 360 degree panorama 
of the city.  I can honestly say we were all blown away by the magnifi cence of the building.

SACHENHAUSEN CONCENTRATION CAMP
Sachenhausen was built in 1936 as a ‘model’ concentration camp for men.  It is situated in the 
town of Oranienburg, less than an hour’s drive from Berlin.  By 1945 about 220,000 men from 22 
countries had passed through its gates.  About 100,000 were murdered there.  As the students 
walked through the gates of the camp with the famous Nazi slogan Arbeit Macht Frei (Work Sets 
You Free) displayed overhead, they were able to get some sense of the terror that the camps 
inmates would have experienced.

The Topography of Terror Museum
The Niederkirchner Strasse once housed some of the most feared institutions of the Third Reich.  

History trip to Berlin, 
March 2016
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These included the Gestapo Headquarters, where arrest orders were issued for 
political opponents, many of whom suffered torture and death in the notorious on-site 
Gestapo prison.  The Gestapo building is now gone, and has been replaced by a new 
museum called the Topography of Terror.  Here, students were able to see exhibits 
covering the role and methods of the Gestapo as well as information on the fate of its 
many victims.  

Cross of Nails
During our visit to the Ku’damm area, some students along with Mr Strain and Mrs 
Quinn went to the newly restored Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Church which had been 
bombed during the Second World War.  It now houses a Cross of Nails and they felt this 

was an important link with Lagan.

Fassbender and Rausch
On our last day we had a chance to visit Fassbender and Rausch, Berlin’s oldest chocolate 
shop.  It is a temple to chocolate with huge chocolate sculptures placed around the store.  
It was a chance for students to buy some last minute presents, though I have a feeling that 
little of the chocolate made it back home!

The trip was organised and led by Mrs Quinn who has extensive experience of 
organising educational visits to Berlin.  She meticulously planned the trip so that 
not a moment of the four days was lost.  I, for one, was in awe of her ability to 
navigate the transport system getting us all safely and on time to our next site.  
I would like to express my own thanks to Mrs Quinn for providing the students 
and teachers with an unforgettable experience.  We hope that this educational 
visit will be the fi rst of many.

Miss R Morgan
Head of History Department
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Even though it was still dark on the morning of 21 
January 2016, History students could spot our very 
dapper, knowledgeable and eccentric guide for the day.  
This was Clive Scoular, a local historian.  His bright red 
outfit lit up the dark morning but his anecdotes proved 
to be even more illuminating! Clive took the classes in 
the footsteps of the insurgents of the Easter Rising,1916.  
He began, as James Connolly began, outside where 
the Liberty Hall once stood. Connolly reportedly told 
the stunned  Volunteers, “We could all be dead in 10 
minutes!”  
 
In a brilliant whirlwind of a tour the students were 
taken to the key strongholds taken in that Easter week 
including: The GPO, South Dublin Union, The Royal 
College of Surgeons, Boland’s Mill, St Stephen’s Green 
and the Four Courts.  Some of these places are not open 
to the general public, like the Royal College of Surgeons, 
and it was here that rooms had been preserved exactly 
like they had been in 1916: a bullet indent in a door, a 
rebel’s graffiti scratched into the wood.
 
The day finished at Collins Barracks which has an 
excellent museum of the period including a piece on the 
UVF, written in Irish.  This teacher thought that was very 
Lagan College!  The Barracks also housed the newly 
restored Asgard yacht that was used in the gunrunning 
for the Irish Volunteers.
 
It was a fascinating trip and has proved very helpful to 
our understanding of this crucial period of our history.  
Thanks to Clive Scoular and the Year 14 History classes 
for making it such an enjoyable experience.
 
Mr P Mulholland
History Teacher

Year 14 
HISTORY TRIP 
TO DUBLIn
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WHAT WAS YOUR CHILDHOOD AMBITION?
To be a History and Politics teacher in Northern 
Ireland’s fi rst Integrated College. Hey!!  There 
was in fact a very brief time that 
my family remind me that I declared I wanted 
to be Prime Minister! If Trump can get President 
there may still be hope!

WHAT WERE YOU WERE LIKE WHEN YOU 
WERE AT HIGH SCHOOL?
I was quite shy up until sixth year. (I still am deep 
down!) It may seem quite nerdy but I genuinely 
loved learning new things and still do. I loved my 
A Level years. I had a blast. We had a reunion 
recently and it was great reliving the antics.

WHAT WERE YOUR FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF 
LAGAN COLLEGE?
 It was quite a shock to me. I had a leaky shed 
(mobile classroom M17) and lots of strange 
children would appear soaked every 30 minutes 
to be taught Maths. Sometimes the cows would 
appear at the window after breaking through 
the fence from the neighbouring farm.

WHAT WERE YOUR FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF 
LAGAN COLLEGE?
If I am honest the fi rst impressions I got were 
in the Summer I arrived to get a tour of the 
school. A teacher rolled up to the car park on a 
motorbike covered in leather and tattoos which 
turned out to be Mr Patton. Mr McGuckin then 
gave me a tour where I met the ever smiling, 
always happy Mr Mulholland. I was then 
taken to the old staff room. It was a beautiful 
Summer day and I remember there was just 
the strange sight of a teacher in bicycle shorts 
fast asleep in a chair!! It turned out to be the 
Technology teacher at the time Mr McKee! I also 
remember there being a selection of books on a 
bookshelf in the staff room beckoning teachers 
to read in their ‘spare time’. I thought this is the 
place to be!!! Consequently I have never seen 
a teacher sleep! I have hardly ever had time to 
make it to the staff room and the books must be 
for when you retire! However, Mr Mulholland 
always remained ever smiling!

WHO INSPIRES YOU?
Gushy as it may seem my wife. We have 
encountered a few challenges as a family over the 
past few years but she is and always has been 

amazing. She has tenacity, lots of talent, a passion for 
life and she’s a Tyrone woman so is full of the craic! 
 
WHAT KIND OF MUSIC DO YOU LIKE?
I love MUSIC! I have such a wide eclectic taste 
though! I love bands like Fleetwood Mac, Feist 
and the Waterboys as well as Motown, Sinatra 
and classic rock. I also have a love of Jazz music 
and think Diana Krall is amazing to listen to on 
a Friday night after a long week at work. I also 
love classical music and the theatre. 
 
IF YOU COULD PICK ANY ACTOR/ACTRESS 
TO PLAY YOU IN A FILM OF YOUR LIFE STORY 
WHO WOULD YOU CHOOSE? 
Morgan Freeman.

DESCRIBE YOURSELF IN THREE WORDS.
Busy, adventurous, caring.

WHAT IS YOUR FUNNIEST OR MOST 
EMBARRASSING EXPERIENCE?
Unfortunately I have too many of those! Two that 
come to mind are the time Mr Sowney and I were 
running a Fair trade event where the highlight was 
a chocolate fountain full of fair trade chocolate. 
The room was packed full of pupils. As I was 
giving the fair trade talk something evidently went 
wrong with the dodgy chocolate fountain as it 
exploded in a chocoholics dream of an explosion 
showering the (brand new) home economics room 
and quite a few children with chocolate! Another 
time in the mobiles I kneeled down to help a 
student with their work only to feel my trousers rip 
right up the back! Thankfully only I realised this and 
I managed to back up to the board and sit down - 
for the rest of the day!

WHAT WAS YOUR CHILDHOOD AMBITION?
Other than a brief period of  wanting to be a 
farmer’s wife(!) I wanted to work in law. 

WHAT WERE YOU WERE LIKE WHEN YOU 
WERE AT HIGH SCHOOL?
Easily distracted.  I would like to be able to 
have a stern conversation with my 13 year old 
self.  Thankfully I grew out of this and was a 
much more focussed student at University. 

WHAT WERE YOUR FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF 
LAGAN COLLEGE?
Very welcoming and very large.  I soon 
realised that comfortable footwear is 
essential!  When I attended for interview I got 
the feeling that I could be very happy working 
at Lagan College and I can honestly say, a 
year later, that I am. 

WHO INSPIRES YOU?
Any full time working mother who keeps all the 
balls in the air and still has time for the gym 
and nice nails!

WHAT KIND OF MUSIC DO YOU LIKE?
Quite varied depending on my mood.  The 
Script, Taylor Swift, Bon Jovi and Bruce 
Springsteen are currently on my playlist.  I 
do love singing along to a good 80’s power 
ballad though!

IF YOU COULD PICK ANY ACTOR/ACTRESS 
TO PLAY YOU IN A FILM OF YOUR LIFE 
STORY WHO WOULD YOU CHOOSE? 
Neve Campbell – only because I used to get 
told we looked similar.

DESCRIBE YOURSELF IN THREE WORDS.
Welcoming, outgoing, fair. 

WHAT IS YOUR FUNNIEST OR MOST 
EMBARRASSING EXPERIENCE?
My most embarrassing experience was 
appearing as a contestant on The Wheel of 
Fortune and only winning a plastic watch!  

SPOTLIGHT ON...

MR WISHART

MRS TOHILL
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Year 8 Disco
On Friday 5 February, the Parent’s 
Council organised the Year 8 disco.  
The students had a great time and 
many prizes were won for the high 
quality of dancing.
 
It was a great chance to get to know 
each other better and it was another 
opportunity to have fun together 
outside of the school environment.  We 
especially enjoyed the atmosphere 
and how they played our favourite 
songs.  The dancing, singing and 
flashing lights made it all the more 
exciting and enjoyable.  We will 
remember our Year 8 disco as we are 
growing up.  Thank you to the Parents’ 
Council and staff for setting this up and 
giving us a night to 
remember. We had a blast!!
 
By Lois & Rosa

YEAR 8

Time Capsule
On Tuesday 20 October, 2015 our Year 8 students buried their time capsules – not to be re-opened 
until Easter 2020!  We have been reflecting on what it will be like in 2020, some of the students 
have written their future selves a funny letter, some have videoed a message to themselves in the 
future and some have included a little present for themselves when they will be in Year 12.

Some of the bigger questions about 2020….. Will we still know who One Direction is? Will we still 
be using iPhones or iPads?  What Star Wars film will be released then? How much will a bottle of 
coke or bag of crisps cost then? And…….. will Mrs Quigg still be as glamourous?

In September we welcomed our new intake 
of Year 8 students and they have had a busy 
year! Mother Teresa once said these words: I 
can do things you cannot, you can do things 
I cannot; together we can do great things. It 
is exciting to think of what the future holds for 
all our new Year 8 students, not just this year, 
but also beyond the end of their first year at 
Lagan College.  We recognise that they are all 
individuals with their own gifts and talents.  But 
yet, when we put them all together we think 
that amazing things can happen – we have 
represented this in school by this flower.  Each 
petal of the flower is a handprint from one of 
our Year 8 students - and one from one of our 
artistic form teachers! The stalk and leaves 
of the flower were decorated by some of our 
Year 13 students with words and phrases that 
represent what integration means to them.

New Intake 
of Year 8s
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YEAR 9

Lagan College launched one:one iPad 
deployment to all Year 9 students – the first step 
in a whole school rollout which will encompass 

over 1200 pupils.  Year 9 students now have 
their own individual iPads for completing 
assignments, browsing educational websites, 

doing independent research, reading eBooks 
and interactive textbooks, not to mention 
the huge possibilities afforded to art, media 
and music classes. Introduced as part of an 
evolving, blended approach to learning, 

Principal Amanda McNamee said “This is an 
exiting occasion for staff and students alike.  
We fully appreciate the investment made by 
our parents in their child’s life long learning in 
the technological age.  iPads will not replace 
traditional teaching and learning methods but 
serve to enhance a students’ capacity to learn 
in a more independent way”.

 The move follows significant research and 
investment in infrastructure, staff training 
and technology throughout Lagan College, 
particularly since moving into a new state of the 
art facility in June 2013.
 
As Northern Ireland’s first planned integrated 
school, and currently the most over-subscribed 
school in Northern Ireland, Lagan College has 
a proven history of adapting and progressing 
within a changing environment.

Year 10 - Connected Learning

In June, Year 10 were working together to 
reflect on what they have learnt about South 
Africa from their different subject areas.
 
They set out to start afresh and create a brand new 
country, working together to devise the following
 
• A Bill of Rights: these are the ideals by which your 
 country will abide
• A motto for your country
• An emblem for your country 
• A poem for your new country
• A national costume for your new country

10 MCV worked exceptionally well as a team and 
managed the tasks amongst themselves. The judges 
praised them for their well thought out Bill of Human 
Rights, their design for their capital built as a 3D model 
and complimented them on their group work with a 
reduced team. 

Year 9 ipad Launch
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Year 10 were involved in a series of workshops with the SOS 
organisation this year. SOS workshops address underage drinking 
and the impact over consumption of alcohol can have on your 
physical and emotional wellbeing. All four sessions were informative 
and lively, Year 10s participated with enthusiasm. The students were 
divided into groups of 4-6 students. Each group was asked to create a 
presentation, power point, video, animation or posters. The main focus 
for presentations was alcohol abuse. Students addressed this from all 
angles. Some groups looked at underage drinking and drink driving. 
Others looked at the physical and emotional damage over indulgence 
of alcohol can cause. There were others who addressed how alcohol 
abuse affects all ages, all cultures and backgrounds. The students 
were very thorough in their research and delivery of presentations. Two 
groups were awarded prizes, most innovative and top presentation. 
Girls from Mrs Major’s form class Olivia, Caoimhe, Victoria and Ruth 
created an animation about the physical damage of alcohol. This 
animation was very thought provoking and the SOS facilitators plan to 
use this for future SOS workshops in other schools. Emma, Eva, Niamh 
and Sarah from Miss Jess’s form class produced a video which had 
the shock factor. The girls created a video which dealt with driving 
while under the influence. Storyline, props and make up added to the 
success of the girls video. Again the SOS team were so impressed 
they have asked if they can use this video clip for promoting the SOS 
programme and show it to other school children. The video was very 
accomplished and looked professional! Well done to all the year 10 
students and form tutors for their effort, hard work and enthusiasm. 
The workshops delivered a very important message to the students 
and a valuable experience for all those involved.

Miss J Rogan
Head of Year 10
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VISITORS TO THE COLLEGE
SOUTH AFRICAN 
FOOTBALL TEAM VISIT
In October, we were visited by students from 
Sports Academy, George, in South Africa. The 
boys sang at an assembly, which was truly 
inspirational, before going on a tour of the 
College. Then then played our Year 12 football 
team and beat us 1-0 in a closely fought game. 
We thank them for coming to visit us.
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GARTH CREMONA VISIT
10SH were visited by a local writer last week during 
their English lesson.  It was arranged by Carter 
Wickham who met him at a comic book convention 
in The King’s Hall over the summer.  Amanda would 
like the photo and some details put on the website - 
photo is attached.

His name is Garth Cremona (pseudonym) from 
comicbuzz.com.  His real name is Stephen Coffey 
and he has written the ‘Celtic Knights’ series.  He 
spoke to the students about his life, his ambitions, 
his published work and his current work.  In addition 
to be being a writer, he is also a professional movie 
reviewer.  10SH asked very intelligent and mature 
questions and Stephen had this to say about them:  
“It was such an amazing experience today talking to 
the class, I don’t think I’ve met such well-mannered 
children, they are a credit to your school and your 
good self.”

Miss M Bell

The English Department were delighted to 
welcome best-selling author Juno Dawson to 
the College in February.  

Juno’s visit was a great success and the 
students from Years 10, 11 and 13 thoroughly 

enjoyed her interactive, lively presentation 
which focused on mental health. Juno’s latest 
novel, ‘Mind your Head’ has recently been 
published and our students had the opportu-
nity to purchase this at the book signing after 
the event.  

We are grateful to the IEF and The Book Trust 
for helping organise Juno’s visit and hope 
to follow her writing career via her website 
and blog.  Special thanks to Ms Collins for 
supporting the event and Mrs Durkin and the 
caretaking staff who set up the library.

PALESTINIAN 
MINISTER OF
EDUCATION
Lagan College was proud to welcome Dr Sabri 
Saidam, Education Minister in Palestine, to the 
school on Wednesday 20 January, 2016.
 
Dr Saidam met with the Principal, Chaplains, 
Head Boy and Head Girl and presented the 
school with a beautiful gift prior to undertaking 
a tour of the facilities and learning more about 
Lagan College’s role in promoting integrated 
education in divided societies.

JUNO DAWSON

VISITORS TO THE COLLEGE
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Lagan CoLLege WeLComes eduCation seCretary, John o’doWd 
mLa,  When We hosted the ConCussion PoLiCy LaunCh

February saw the welcome arrival of visitors from our partner school 
Doane Stuart in Albany, New York. Eight students and  two teachers, Mr 
Seamus Hodgkinson and Mr Geoff Bowman, spent the week with hosts 
from Year 14 and experienced life with a family in Northern Ireland.  The 
exchange programme gives our visiting guests the opportunity to learn 
about Northern Ireland’s recent history and how schools like Lagan 
College play a part in improving relations between our communities. 
Both hosts and visitors had a very busy week.  Our guests spent time at 
Stranmillis and St Mary’s Teacher Training Colleges, Crumlin Road Gaol 
Tour as well as visiting a variety of cross community programmes.  They 
enjoyed our new buildings and experienced academic A level classes. 
Some relaxation was also on the itinerary and our guests and hosts were 
able to visit the Antrim Coast. They managed to cross the Carrick-a-Re-
de Rope Bridge and walk along the Giants Causeway, on a fortunately 
beautiful day.  It was a pleasure to see our own students and our visitors 
form strong friendships and I know that they will all keep in touch. Thanks 
especially go to the Year 14 families who kindly opened their homes to our 
visitors and congratulations go to Nicole Taylor and Ethan McKnight who 
won scholarships to study in Doane Stuart next year.  I am sure it will be a 
life changing experience. 
mr s hare

At the end of September I attended the 
Concussion Policy Launch with other pupils 
from Year 9.  At the launch we learned about 
concussion, how to spot when someone has 
a concussion and what to do to help them.  
The Minister of Education was there and we 
got to meet him and talk to him.  I had my 
picture taken with him and some pupils from 
the 3 Primary Schools that were there.  I really 
enjoyed the event and would love to attend 
other events like this.
 
ian deans 9CnL

doane stuart Visitors
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“Lagan College hosted a photo-shoot for 
the launch of the Translink Travel Challenge 
which encourages pupils and staff to use the 
most Eco Friendly and sustainable transport 
methods of getting to and from school.”

VISITORS TO THE COLLEGE



US AmbASSAdor ViSit
Lagan College welcomed Matthew W Barzun, Ambassador of the 
United States of America to the UK, in May.

Ambassador Barzun was greeted by senior students and Mrs 
McNamee, and went on to meet Year 11 students. The Ambassador 
engaged the audience in an interesting discussion about 
perceptions of US politics and policy. He also learned something 
of the development of the College and the history and progress of 
integrated education.

We thank Ambassador Barzun for taking time out of his busy 
schedule to come and visit us.
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We are very proud 
of Amy McClure in 
Year 11 who was 
named Local Hero at 
the Heroes of Youth 
Awards 2016.
Amy has given up 
every Thursday 
evening and many 
weekends to help 
young children with 
Autism or ADHD 
at Belvoir’s ASD 
support group in 
South Belfast, and 
her dedication was 
rewarded at the 
presentation in The 
Mac. Well done, 
Amy!  ...
Congratulations Amy!

HeroeS of YoUtH 
AwArdS 2016

cArSon AwArdS
Congratulations to Nicholas Jamison, Year 13, and Joshua Lynas, Year 12, who 
have been awarded a £1,000 Carson Bursary Award to buy media equipment 
for making a short film on ‘What Integration Means to Me.’ The Carson 
Awards are named in honour of the legendary Northern Ireland comedian 
the late Frank Carson and his son Tony.  Frank was a passionate supporter 
of integrated education and his commitment continues through the Carson 
Awards. The aim of the Carson Bursaries is to encourage integrated education 
students in the creative fields.  Congratulations Nicholas and Joshua, we are 
all very excited to see the finished results!
 
“my film is going to explore integration through how people interact with 
each other and treat each other through art. it’s really awesome to have 
won! i can now get a camera which will film in 4K resolution which we 
don’t currently have and it has a high frame rate for slow motion shoots.” 
Joshua Lynas (pictured left). 

LAgAn coLLege AcHieVeS tHe 
internAtionAL AwArd
For all the links, visits, collaborations and exchanges going on between Lagan College students and our friends 
in Partner Schools around the world, Lagan College is now recognised as a fully accredited International School. 
What does this mean for all the students? That during your time in Lagan College you should have the opportu-
nity to learn and share with students in another country, whether that be by letter, Skype or email, or in person 
on a visit. There’s so much going on so find out how your year group can connect with our partners in South 
Africa, Kuwait, Sierra Leone, Albany, New York, Malawi, Spain and France!
 
british council chief executive, Sir ciarán devane, said: ‘The school’s fantastic international work has rightfully 
earned it this prestigious award. The International School Award is a great chance for schools to demonstrate the important work they’re 
doing to bring the world into their classrooms. Adding an international dimension to children’s education ensures that they are truly global 
citizens and helps prepare them for successful future careers in an increasingly global economy.’
 
The award is now available worldwide in countries such as India, Egypt, Lebanon and Pakistan as part of the Connecting Classrooms pro-
gramme, which is delivered by the British Council and supported by the Department for International Development (DFID).

Miss A Bell accepting the award.



SENIOR PRIZE GIVING
Lagan College celebrated student success at our annual Senior Prize Evening in October, proudly watched by parents, 
staff, governors and guests. Special Guest of Honour at the event was Dr David Dobbin CBE, from United Dairies.  Dr 
Dobbin presented an array of awards including those for: Excellence in Effort, Academic Achievement, Outstanding Service 
and Sporting Achievement. Mrs McNamee, Principal, spoke of achievements and successes throughout the year and the 
audience listened to Dr Dobbin’s comments and encouraging words. The audience enjoyed refreshments at the reception 
afterwards. Congratulations to all of our award winners! 
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SENIOR PRIZE GIVING AWARDS 
AWARDS FOR
EXCELLENCE IN EFFORT
Recipients of this award have shown by their 
effort and interest in class, attention to neatness 
and quality in their work both at school and in 
homeworks that they are determined to get the 
best from their education in Lagan College. As 
a consequence they have been recommended 
for this award by their Year Heads.

YEAR 11
Bethany Gallagher, Sian Humphrey, Riley 
McNeill, Klaudia Paluchiewicz, Katherine 
Stanley, Michaela Stewart, Ryan Tully, Sian 
Horner, Sara Burton, Adam Sonebi, Emma 
Stewart, Nicole Graham, Rachel Harwood, 
Shannon Mackey, Megan McNulty, Tori Neely, 
Caitlin Rodgers, Lucy Sheridan, Alicia Lukasik, 
Emma Carlisle, Michael Hare, Frederic Mathieu, 
Morgan Moffett, Mark Spence, Kirsty McCrory 
Ellen Tubritt.

YEAR 12
Declan McMullan, Yasamin Sahafian, Dylan 
Dunbar, Gavin Stewart, Daryl Castaneda, 
Claudette Collado, Luke McMurray, Natasha 
Longridge, Corinna McCoy, Chantelle McAteer, 
Joshua Hawthorne, Loma Ngoma, Hayley
Carson, Michael Bingham, Keeva Herink,
Callum McCloskey.

YEAR 13
Melissa Francey, Patrick Smyth, Natasha
Crothers, Michael Sage, Lydia Blakely, Charles 
Tanyag, Sara Burns, Daniel Currie, Deirdre 
MacMahon, Ethan McKnight.

YEAR 14
Jack Brady, Ellen Hayes, David Beattie, Jacinta 
Hamley, Emma McCartney, Jennifer Shaw, Ryan 
Migan, Amy Stephenson, Reagan McConnell,
Natalie Magill, Nicholas Hunter.

AWARDS FOR SERVICE
Many of the pupils in Lagan College give 
of their time generously by assisting and 
organising events within the school and by 
working in the wider community to help those 
less fortunate than themselves. The following 
pupils have shown, through their generosity of 
spirit that they are worthy of recognition.

Niamh Lennon, Nancy Eaton, Katherine Stanley, 
Luke McParland, Talimul Ali, Sohail Nasir,
Robbie Taylor, Leon Richardson, Jordan Shields,
Chantelle McAteer, Ben McKeown, Katie Killick,  
Corinna McCoy, Aine Cafolla, Niamh Gibson, 
Nicole Taylor, Meabh Donnelly, Matthew 
Woods, Michael Sage, Natasha McCoy,
Conn Aiken, Conor MacMahon, Dan 
McParland, Ellen Hayes, Beth Telford, Mairead 
Carter, Kirstie Morrow, Fiona Agnew, Rosie 
Killick, Jonathan Matchett, Louise Curran, Katie 
Brown, Sophie Fusco-McKeown, Curtis Craig, 
Rachel Millis, Jill Lapping, Patrick McKeown, 
Lucas Macpherson, Esther Moore, Daniel 
Zanker Ovalle, Jason Kelly, Jonathan Kennedy, 
Tony Salami, Eimer Cafolla.

AWARDS FOR CREATIVITY
This award goes to those pupils who have 

used their talents across a range of activities 
inside and beyond the school involving Art, 
Drama, Music, Dance and Journalism. In many 
cases these pupils have devoted time and 
commitment outside school hours.

Robbie Taylor, Sidonie Mussen, Ben McKeown,
Katy Hill, Katie Murphy, Meabh Donnelly, 
Chantelle McAteer, Matthew Woods, Jacinta 
Hamley, Paddy McKeown, Rosie Killick, Daniel 
Zanker Ovalle, Lucas Macpherson, Esther 
Moore.

MEDIATION TEAM AWARD
This award goes to students who have worked 
tirelessly with others to ensure Peace and 
Reconciliation are an important part of daily 
College life. 

Catherine Freeland, Beth Telford, Daniel 
Hamilton, Aaron Kerr. Emma McCartney, 
Natalie Magill, Ethan Lonsdale, Patrick 
McKeown, Laura Patterson, Brianna O’Grady, 
Cameron Dodds, Jonathan Hutson, Fiona 
Agnew, Jena McGeagh, Andrew Rourke
Matthew Wilson, Louise Curran , Rebecca 
O’Callaghan, Jason Kelly , Jonathan Kennedy.

BEST ACADEMIC 
PERFORMANCE AT GCSE
Matthew Breen Further Mathematics
Samantha Pizarra Art and Design
Keeva Herink Biology
Claudette Collado Business Studies
Keeva Herink Chemistry
Hayley Carson Child Development
Jamie Gorman Contemporary Craft
Tara Locke Drama
Keeva Herink English
Hayley Carson English Literature
Dean Burns  French
Meadbh O’Grady Geography
Keeva Herink  History
Loma Ngoma Home Economics
Ryan McCarney ICT
Charlotte Beattie Irish
Aimee Sykes  LLW
Matthew Breen  Mathematics
Caitlin Smyth        Media Studies & Digital Media
Joshua Hawthorne Motor Vehicle and 

Road User Studies
Katie Killick  Music 
Callum McCloskey  PE
Keeva Herink  Physics
Hayley Carson  RE
Callum McCloskey  Science Core
Callum McCloskey Science Additional
Callum McCloskey Spanish
Pearse Gillan Technology and Design

BEST OVERALL PERFORMANCE
AT GCSE
Keeva Herink – 7A* and 3 A Grades
Callum McCloskey – 7A* and 4 A Grades

BEST ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
IN YEAR 13 AS/APPLIED AS LEVELS
Holly Arnold          Applied Business Studies (SA)
Ben Carson                       Applied Sports Science

Katy Hill, Ivy Kalungi, Art and Design 
Katie Murphy, Rebekah Wynn
Caitlin Hounsell                   Biology
Sean O’Brien  Chemistry
Jonathan Presho Computing
Ronan McCann  Drama
Jack Rainey English Literature
Lucie Giaccardi  French
Conn Aiken  Geography
Paul Mellon                    Government and Politics
Codey Patterson Health and Social Care
Jack Rainey History
Curtis Wade Applied ICT
Sean O’Brien Mathematics
Emma Dougan Media Studies
Christopher Boyle Moving Image Arts
Michael Sage Music
Sean O’Brien Physics
Deirdre MacMahon Psychology
Ronan McCann  RE
Lucie Giaccardi Sociology
Matthew Zanker Ovalle Spanish
James Carinduff Technology and Design

BEST ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
IN YEAR 14
A LEVELS/APPLIED A LEVELS
Roslyn Neill           Applied Business Single Award
Jacinta Hamley,                       Art and Design
Jill Lapping, Aimee Nelson  
Hazel Peacock  Biology
Francis Starrett  Chemistry
Christopher Dickison Computing
Kaya Rice  Drama
Stephen Hare  English Literature
Ellen Magee  French
Megan Spence  Geography
Christopher Dickison Government and 

Politics
Ellen Hayes Health and Social Care (SA)
Stephen Hare  History
David Beattie  Applied ICT
Katie Cunningham, Niamh Gibson Irish
David Beattie  Mathematics
Aimee Nelson Media
Emma McCartney  P.E.
Francis Starrett  Physics
Beth Telford  Psychology
Stephen Hare  RE
Jacinta Hamley   Sociology
Roslyn Neill  Spanish
Aimee Nelson Technology and Design

BEST OVERALL PERFORMANCE 
AT A LEVEL
Stephen Hare and Jacinta Hamley.

GCSE CERTIFICATES
Jacob Agnew, Lamar Alaka, Katie Andrews, Jack 
Auld, Colleen Bailey, Stephen Barr, Finley Barrett, 
Rebecca Bassett, Carter Beattie, Charlotte 
Beattie, Patrick Beatty, Alexander Bingham, 
Michael Bingham, Brooke Blackwood, Naomi 
Bolster Coates, Jenny Bolton, Megan Boyd, 
Anna Bradley, Susie Brady, Andrew Breadon, 
Matthew Breen, Tristan Brennan, Dean Burns, 
Jack Burns, Aine Cafolla, Thomas Cameron, 
Christopher Carson, Hayley Carson, James 
Casement, Jonathan Caskey, James Cassidy, 
Daryl Castaneda, Cian Cazauran Moran, 
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Nina Cleland, Peter Coates, Courtney Coiley, 
Claudette Collado, Alannah Conlon, Jack Cooley, 
James Cooley, Virginia Corbetta, Shannon 
Courtney, Pablo Couvert, Matthew Craig, Tony 
Crawford, Beth Cumming, Sarah Dawson, Tori 
Dickson, Jordan Donaghy, Justin Donaghy, 
Owen Dowds, Jenny Drysdale, Dylan Dunbar, 
Abbie Dunwoody, Chloe Evans, Logan Ewart, 
Koren Farrell, Tara Fennell, Maeve Finn, Bronagh 
Finnegan, Scott Fletcher, Ben Fowler, Daniel 
Francis, Cain Freel, Patrick Friel, Pearse Gillan, 
Jamie Gorman, Megan Gray, Katie Hallam, 
Murray Hampton, Joshua Hawthorne, Callum 
Hay, Victoria Heathwood, Zoe Henderson, 
David Henning, Keeva Herink, Corry Hewitt, 
Mark Hewitt, Eva Hinds, Nuala Hurley, Nicholas 
Jamison, Meredith Johnson, Kyle Johnston, 
Ryan Jones, Michael Kane, Amir Karamian, 
Katie Killick, Darragh King, Jack Knox, Cormac 
Lally, Jordan Lavery, Leon Letzner Hawkins, Jack 
Little, Tara Locke, Ash Lockhart, Rachel Lockhart, 
Natasha Longridge, Tom Luney, Callum Lynas, 
Cathal MacCabe, Toni Magee, Daire Magee, 
Gary Magee, Megan Magee, April Martin, 
Conor Martin, Jack McArdle, Orla McArdle, 
Chantelle McAteer, Joanne McCann, Ryan 
McCarney, John McCartan, Beth McCarthy, 
Declan McCartney, Glenn McClenaghan, Callum 
McCloskey, Jake McCourt, Corinna McCoy, Jake 
McCrea, Jack McCurry, Caoimhe McDermott, 
Monique McDonald, Aimee McGeown, Christina 
McGeown, Emma McIlveen, Desiree McKee, 
Kathryn McKee, Benjamin McKeown, Molly 
McLaughlin, Niall McLaughlin, Olivia McLean, 
Conal McManus, Declan McMullan, Luke 
McMurray, Ryan McSherry, Olivia McVeigh, Gary 
Millar, Rebecca Molloy, Charlee Moore, Samuel 
Moore, Frankie Mulholland, Hannagh Murtagh, 
Sidonie Mussen, Loma Ngoma, Meadbh 
O’Grady, Alex O’Neill, Rebekah Ogilby, Ayman 
Omar, Casey Patterson, Owen Patterson, Jaye 
Pearce, Sean Phelan, Samantha Pizzarra, Conor 
Pollock, Alexandra Powell, Tyler Power, Laura 
Quinn, Joel Rea, Adam Rice, James Roberts, Kim 
Rodgers, Kirsten Rodney, Claire Rooney, Stephen 
Ross, Anna Sadlier, Yasamin Sahafian, Nicholas 
Scott, Thomas Seaton, Keelan Sexton, Niall 
Shannon, Bonnie Shaw, Thomas Simpson Lunn, 
John Sinclair, Harvey Sloan, Matthew Sloan, 
Cara Smart, Caitlin Smyth, Justin Smyth, Cerys 
Speers, Sophie Spence, Hannah Stanex, Gavin 
Stewart, Abby Stock, Molly Strang, Eve Summer, 
Aimee Sykes, Yan Taylor, Josh Thomas, Alex 
Thompson, Ben Thompson, Natasha Thompson, 
Sarah Topping, Ashleigh Ward, Flyn Warnock, 
Curtis Weatherup, Robyn Wheatley, Ben 
Wiegleb, Aaron Wilson, Mason Wilson, Dominik 
Wisniowski, Emer Wong, Emma Woods.         

A LEVEL CERTIFICATES
Fiona Agnew, Lewis Aicken, Sophie Andrews,
David Beattie, Sara Beattie-Campbell Jack 
Brady, Katie Brown, Sian Burns, Emer  Cafolla,
Destiny Carlisle, Mairead Carter, Curtis  Cowan,
Curtis Craig, Katie Cunningham, Louise  Curran, 
Christopher Dickison, Cameron Dodds, 
Natasha Donnan, Kiera Donnelly, Kerri  Doran,
Owen Freel, Catherine Freeland, Sophie  Fusco-
McKeown, Joshua Gardiner, Dean Geddis, Riah 
Geddis, Ciaran Gillan, Laura Girvan, Alan Guo, 
Caolan Hamilton, Daniel Hamilton, Jacinta 
Hamley, Stephen Hare, Ellen Hayes, Andrew 
Henderson, Shay Horan, Nicholas Hunter,
Niamh Hurley, Jonathan Hutson, Gareth Irvine,
Amy Jackson, Hannah Jackson, Ben Jeffrey,
Jason Kelly, Jonathan Kennedy, Aaron  Kerr,

Rosie Killick, Rosaura Knox-Bradley, Jill  Lapping,
Ciara Lavery, Lauren Lewis, Ethan Lonsdale,
Jamila Love, Lucas Macpherson, Ellen  Magee,
Natalie Magill, Jonathan Matchett, Yves 
Mathieu, Mncedisi Mbondiya, Emma  
McCartney, Steven McClintock, Maya 
McCloskey, Kristian McConnell, Reagan 
McConnell, Jena McGeagh, Olivia McKee,
Patrick McKeown, Gail McLean, Ryan  Migan,
Rachel Millis, Christopher Mitchell, Esther 
Moore, Kirstie Morrow, Lee Morrow, Niamh 
Murphy, Roslyn Neill, Aimee Nelson, Rebecca 
O’Callaghan, Tiarnan O’Callaghan, Brianna 
O’Grady, Christy O’Kane, Laura Patterson,
Hazel Peacock, Joel Pears, Emma Rea, Kaya 
Rice, Nathan Rodney, Andrew Rourke, Tiarnan 
Russell, Tony Salami, Jennifer Shaw, Megan 
Spence, Francis Starrett, Amy Stephenson, Cara 
Stewart, Beth Telford, Ryan Watson, Jonathan 
Whyte, Matthew Wilson, Daniel Zanker Ovalle.

CREST AWARDS
GOLD AWARD WINNERS: Olivia McKee, 
Andrew Rourke, Lauren Lewis, Ryan Migan, 
Riah Geddis, Jonathan Whyte.

SENTINUS YOUNG INNOVATORS – WINNER 
OF THE NI YOUNG ENGINEERS SENIOR 
CATEGORY:
Andrew Rourke.

ESSENTIAL FIRST AID
Anna Anderson, Sara Burns, Natasha Crothers
Kate Dickson, Sophie Donnelly, Emma Dougan, 
Francois Duran, Ammon Esmaily, Megan
Ferguson, Melissa Francey, Niamh Gibson,
Shannon Goody, Niall Johnston, Anna Kennedy, 
Libby Mingle, Katie Murphy, Zed Quail, Caroline 
Stanley, Ellen Stewart, Nicole Taylor, Shannen 
Taylor, Sarah Watson, Naomi Williamson.      

BRITISH SIGN 
LANGUAGE AWARD
Anna Anderson, Kate Dickson, Meabh 
Donnelly, Sophie Donnelly, Emma Dougan, 
Ammon Esmaily, Melissa Francey, Niamh 
Gibson, Shannon Goody, Deirdre MacMahon, 
Katie Murphy, Zed Quail, Rhys Robinson,
Michael Sage, Casey Smith, Caroline Stanley 
Ellen Stewart, Nicole Taylor, Sarah Watson 
Ryan Whitbourn. 

DRAMA AWARDS
These awards go to pupils who have shown an 
interest across a wide range of Drama activities. 
They have taken on extra responsibilities and 
very often have committed themselves to 
devoting their time and effort to the College.

ARTS FOCUS AWARD FOR 
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE
Jason Kelly. 

PASSION AND TECHNICAL 
EXCELLENCE IN PERFORMANCE
Niamh Hurley

OUTSTANDING CREATIVITY AND 
LEADERSHIP SKILLS
Rosie Killick

SENIOR INSTRUMENTAL
MUSIC AWARDS
Lucy Sheridan Piano Grade 1 LCM
Lucy Sheridan Violin Grade 3 ABRSM
Sophie Ryans Flute Grade 4 ABRSM
Rachel Currie Violin Grade 4 ABRSM
Leon Richardson Flute  Grade 4 Merit    ABRSM
Bethany Gallagher  Violin Grade 4 Merit  ABRSM
Meadbh O’Grady Violin Grade 5 ABRSM
Matthew Woods Clarinet Grade 5 ABRSM
Callum McCloskey Trumpet Grade 6 ABRSM
Katie Killick Bassoon Grade 6 Distinction  ABRSM
Meabh Donnelly  Music Theatre   
 Grade 6  Distinction LCM
Sean O’Brien Trumpet Grade 7  
  Merit ABRSM
Kirstie Morrow Music Theatre Diploma LCM
Rosie Killick Music Theatre Diploma 
  Merit LCM

THEORY:
Jack McCurry Theory Grade 2 ABRSM
Rachel Currie Theory Grade 2 Merit 
   ABRSM
Corrina McCoy Theory Grade 2  Merit 
   ABRSM
Sophie Ryans Theory  Grade 2 Distinction  
   ABRSM
Loma Ngoma  Theory  Grade 2  Distinction
   ABRSM
Leon Richardson Theory Grade 3 ABRSM
Ben McKeown Theory Grade 3 ABRSM
Aaron McKechnie Theory Grade 3 ABRSM
Michael Sage Theory Grade 3 ABRSM
Natasha McCoy Theory Grade 3 ABRSM
Conn Aiken Theory Grade 3 ABRSM
Lucas MacPherson Theory Grade 3 ABRSM
Robbie Taylor Theory Grade 4 Merit 
   ABRSM
Alex Powell Theory Grade 5 ABRSM
Chantelle McAteer Theory Grade 5 ABRSM
Patrick McKeown Theory Grade 5 ABRSM
Daniel Zanker Ovalle Theory Grade 5 ABRSM
Robbie Taylor Theory Grade 5 Merit 
   ABRSM
Esther Moore Theory Grade 5 Merit 
   ABRSM
Matthew Woods Theory Grade 5 Merit 
   ABRSM
Lucas MacPherson Theory Grade 5 Merit 
   ABRSM

LISNABREENY SHIELD
FOR MUSIC
Ben McKeown

IAN GOW MEMORIAL CUP
FOR MUSIC
Rosie Killick

OUTSTANDING 
CONTRIBUTION TO ART
Jill Lapping and Aimee Nelson



BRIAN LAMBKIN CUP FOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Established by Dr Brian Lambkin, a former 
Principal of Lagan College, in recognition 
of efforts made to further the cause of 
Environmental Protection. Lagan College, as 
many of you know, has close links with the 
National Trust, being built on land leased by the 
National Trust. 

Nicholas Jamison and Patrick Smyth. 

ROINN NA GAELIGE CUP
This award was established to the pupil who 
has raised the profile of the Irish Language and 
culture in Lagan College. 

Katie Cunningham and Niamh Gibson.

SPORTS AWARDS –
OUTSTANDING SPORTING 
ACHIEVEMENT
These pupils are being awarded an Honours 
tie. This is given to those students who have 
been selected at a district, regional, county or 
international level in their Sport as decided by 
the honours committee.

NORTHERN IRELAND CEREBRAL PALSY 
FOOTBALL TEAM
Timmy McClean

TAE KWON DO  -  G.B. SQUAD
Emma McCartney

NORTHERN IRELAND UNDER 66KG JUDO 
SQUAD
Joshua Lynas

ULSTER RUGBY ‘CLUB’ SQUAD
Jack Knox

NI U16 GIRLS’ FOOTBALL INTERNATIONAL
Rebecca Bassett

NI U17 NETBALL SQUAD
Laura Mills 

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER 
AWARDS

GAELIC FOOTBALL James Cooley
BASKETBALL  Matthew McCooey 
FOOTBALL  Ben Carson

OUTSTANDING TEAM EVENTS

U19 BASKETBALL TEAM
All Ireland School Finalists

NORTHERN IRELAND U18 INTEGRATED 
HOCKEY CHAMPIONS

NORTHERN IRELAND U16 NORTH DOWN 
HOCKEY LEAGUE WINNERS

U16 INTEGRATED HOCKEY CHAMPIONS

SENIOR NETBALL SOUTH EASTERN 
EDUCATION LIBRARY BOARD B LEAGUE 
WINNERS

NORTHERN IRELAND SENIOR INTEGRATED 
NETBALL CHAMPIONS

NORTHERN IRELAND INTERMEDIATE (YEAR 
12) INTEGRATED NETBALL CHAMPIONS

JAN GOUGH TROPHY FOR 
HOCKEY
This trophy is given by a former PE teacher and 
Head of PE of the College to the student who 
has shown the greatest development in and 
commitment to Hockey. 

Megan Spence

MARY LAVERY TROPHY
FOR NETBALL
This trophy is given in memory of a former 
teacher of the College to the student who has 
shown the greatest development in
and commitment to Netball. 

Natasha Donnan

DOREEN BUDD AWARD 
FOR SWIMMING
This award is given in memory of a former Vice 
Principal of the College to the student who 
has shown the greatest development of and 
commitment to swimming.

Ciara Lavery

JOE KILLEN CUP
This cup donated by the Parents’ Council is in 
memory of Joe Killen, an English teacher, at 
Lagan College. It is awarded by the English 
Department to the student who has shown great 
dedication and commitment to their study of 
English.

Amy Jackson

OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION 
TO COLLEGE LIFE
This award goes to pupils who have shown an 
interest across a wide range of activities. These 
pupils have taken on extra responsibilities 
and very often have committed themselves to 
devoting their time and effort to the College

Sophie Fusco-McKeown

ALL CHILDREN 
TOGETHER AWARD
The All Children Together Award commemorates 
the group of parents and others who had 
the vision for an integrated school and were 
instrumental in its beginnings.  The award is given 
to a student who fully embraces the ethos of 
Lagan College and makes every effort to engage 
with integration and promote it within school.

Kirstie Morrow

PRINCIPAL’S PRIZE FOR 
ACHIEVEMENT AT A LEVEL
This prize has been donated by a previous 
Principal, Mrs McHugh, and is awarded to the 
student who has shown great motivation and 
commitment to succeed throughout the study of 

their A Levels.

Jennifer Shaw 

PRESIDENT’S PLATE AND 
BURSARY AWARD
The President’s Plate is an award donated by 
the McIvor family in memory of Basil McIvor, 
one of the key founders of the school and the 
first Chairman of the College.  It is awarded 
to an outstanding student who embraces the 
ethos of Lagan College and demonstrates a 
conviction to live out and promote our college 
ideals after leaving school.

Fiona Agnew

THE SISTER ANNE KILROY 
PERPETUAL AWARD
This award was donated by Sister Anne, a 
former Chaplain, to reward and encourage a 
student who demonstrates compassion for 
the world around us and a commitment to 
social justice.

Mairead Carter

The following awards are given to 
acknowledge the time and dedication given by 
those leading the Student Leadership Team in 
assisting in all areas of school life.

AWARDS FOR DEPUTY 
HEAD BOY AND
DEPUTY HEAD GIRL
Christopher Dickison and Jacinta Hamley.

AWARDS FOR HEAD BOY 
AND HEAD GIRL
Stephen Hare and Rosie Killick.

SENIOR PRIZE GIVING AWARDS 
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Junior Prize GivinG
Lagan College celebrated student success at our annual Junior Prize evening in June, proudly watched by parents, staff, governors 
and guests. Special Guest of Honour at the event was former Lagan College Governor, Koulla Yiasouma, who is now the Children’s 
Commissioner for northern ireland.

Ms Yiasouma presented an array of awards including those for: 
excellence in effort, Academic Achievement, outstanding Service and Sporting Achievement. Mrs Mcnamee, Principal, spoke of 
achievements and successes throughout the year and the audience listened to Ms Yiasouma’s comments and encouraging words. The 
audience were entertained with a musical interlude by members of the Junior orchestra before enjoying refreshments at the reception 
afterwards. Congratulations to all of our award winners!
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ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

YEAR 8
Rosa McCloskey, Jude Hinds, Niamh McGuigan, 
Daniel McNiece, Aimee Cunningham, Kieran 
Whyte, Stanislaw Glinkowski, Nicole Babb,
Joel Kane, Moya McTighe, Jane Adrao. Josh 
Whitsitt, Cailtin Bloomer, Declan Olivia Farrelly, 
Conor Quinn. 

YEAR 9
Ryan Adams, Eve Daly, Rebecca Wilson, 
Stephen Adrao, Joshua Dickinson, Toni 
Hutchinson, Alyssa McKibben, Aydin Kayaalp, 
Anna Donnelly, Cameron Kane, William 
Dolan, Katie Shanks, Travis Blackstock, Nina 
Espana-McCartney, Joseph McGarvey, Georgia 
Courtney.

YEAR 10
Lenka Toderova, Arthur Hughes, Bethany Presho, 
Connor Scott, Reuben Kane, Nicole McCabe, 
Amy Clyde, Jay Sturgeon, Helena McClenaghan, 
Rodney Campbell, Holly Whiteside, Rhys Speers, 
Szymon Drobinski, Khadro Ahmed, Caoimhe  
McCarney, Daniel Moore.

MOST IMPROVED PUPILS
IN YEAR GROUP
Year 8 Drew Totten
Year 9 Evan Glassey
Year 10 Khadro Ahmed

CHARITY COMMITTEE
Jude Hinds, Archie Wilson, Ian Deans, Carter 
Wickham, Rhys Speers, Nye Herink, Thomas 
Marr, Marcus Finnegan, James Wong

EXCELLENT ATTENDANCE IN 
JUNIOR SCHOOL (YEARS 8 - 10)
Amy Clyde; Adam Hession; Oisin Sahafian; 
Nathan Wade; Jonathan Lundy; Molly Allen, 
Lorna Gormley, Matthew Whitbourn; Rodney 
Campbell, Thomas Marr, Milo McMullan; 
Megan Robinson, Adam Thompson; James 
Wong; Carlo Corbetta; Ruth Hagans; David 
Martelli; Adam McStravick and Daniel Young

EXCELLENCE IN EFFORT AND 
CONTRIBUTION TO SCHOOL LIFE
Georgia Courtney, Zach Crowe, Zoe Coiley
Szymon Drobinski, Lauren Agnew.Georgia 
Hughes, Matthew Whitbourn

DEBATING AWARD
Aoife Smyth, Carter Wickham

PERSEVERANCE AND COURAGE 
AWARD
Jade McMahon

JUNIOR COOK AWARD
Ella Bolster

JUNIOR ECO COMMITTEE
Thomas Marr, Amy McCloy, Carter Wickham
Rhys Speers

THE ONE WORLD AWARD FOR 
ECO WORK
Rhys Speers

SERVICE AWARDS
FOOTBALL
Khadro Ahmed, Nura Hassan, Megan Robinson

CHURCH PROJECT WINNERS
Jana Adrao; Sam McConnell; Poppy Fields; 
Louis McCarthy; Grace Cooke; Jay Craig; Niamh 
McGuigan; James McCoy; Janey Todd; Kieran 
Whyte, Cara Bailey and Dara Hillen

CREATIVITY / ARTS AWARD
Year 8  Martyna Mis and Joel Kane
Year 9  Sherynne Azucena and Niall McKnight
Year 10 Beth Cameron and Adam McStravick

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER 
AWARDS 2016

GIRLS
Netball
Year 8 – Abi Tate
Year 9 – Leah McKeown
Year 10 – Olivia McCloskey

Hockey
Year 8 – Mia Little and Jasmine Murphy
Year 9 – Kerry Donnelly
Year 10 – Holly Whiteside

Athletics
Year 8 – Regan Neil McKenize
Year 9 – Maia McVeigh- Aritura
Year 10 – Olivia McCloskey

Cross Country
Year 8 - Martyna Mis
Year 9 - Kerry Donnelly
Year 10 - Ella McAleavey

Dance
Year 8 – Grace Cooke and Rosa McCloskey
Year 9 – Amy Fraser and Abbie Carson
Year 10 – Olivia McCloskey and Victoria Scott

SERVICE AWARDS PE:
Hockey Captains
Year 8 – Rachel Mooney
Year 9 – Meg Lynas
Year 10 – Katie Nelson

Netball Captains
Year 8 – Rosa McCloskey
Year 9 – Shauna McKinley
Year 10 – Ella Bolster

JENNY REDPATH HOCKEY 
PLAQUE
Holly Whiteside

HOCKEY ACHIEVEMENTS 
2015-16
Year 8   
NI U12 XI Integrated Hockey Champions 2016
North Down U12 7 a-side Champions 2016
NI U12 XI ‘Grosvenor tournament’ Runners up 
2016

Year 9
NI U13 XI Integrated Hockey Champions 2016
North Down 7-aside U14 Champions 2016
North Down League U13 XI runners up 2016

Year 10  
NI U14 XI Integrated Hockey Champions 2016
North Down League U14 XI Champions 2016

NETBALL TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS 
2015-16
Year 8 Winners of the Lisburn Area 
Development A League
Year 8 Semi Finalists in the SEELB A Tournament
Year 9 (minor) Runner up South Eastern 
Education Library Board A League
Year 9 Finalist in Northern Ireland Millen Shield
Year 10 Semi Finalists of the Northern Ireland 
Millen Shield 2016
Olivia McCloskey, Abbie Carson and Charlotte 
Blair represented the RDA SEELB Regional 
Development Squads 2015-16
Olivia McCloskey has been talent ID to train 
with National U17 Squad 2016
  

DANCE
NICMAC – Northern Ireland Creative 
Movement and Aerobic Competition 2016

Junior Dance Pairs – First Place Gold Medal 
Champions Olivia McCloskey, and Rosa 
McCloskey

Junior Dance Pairs – Second Place Silver 
Medal Champions Abigail Carson and Amy 
Fraser

Ulster Dance Championships 2016
Junior Dance Pairs – Second Place Silver 
Medal Champions Grace Cooke and Katie 
Morrison

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER 
AWARDS 2016

BOYS
BASKETBALL
Year 8 - Dara Hillen   
Year 9 – Ridwan Jama   
Year 10 – Joshua Johnston 

ATHLETICS
Year 8   Charlie Lindsay
Year 9  Ryan Adams
Year 10  Ethan McGrath

FOOTBALL
Year 8   Charlie Lindsay
Year 9  Mason Weatherup
Year 10  DJ McShannock

GAELIC FOOTBALL
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Year 8  James and Niall White
Year 9 Charlie Cooley
Year 10 Ethan McGrath

CROSS COUNTRY
Year 8  Tristin Barret
Year 9 Rory Ellson
Year 10 Lucas Hindes

FOOTBALL ACHIEVEMENTS
Year 8 - Semi-finalists of the North Down 
district.
Year 9 - Finalists of the North Down district on 
penalties!
Finalists of the BELFAST cup, the first ever for 
Lagan College. Defeated 2-1 to Edmund Rice 
in an exciting final at Cliftonville’s Irish League 
ground.
Year 10 - Semi-finalists of the North Down 
district to Bangor Academy.

BASKETBALL ACHIEVEMENTS
Year 9 B North Regional Champions/ All 
Ireland B Quarter-Finalists
Year 8 Ulster Schools Semi Finalists

GAELIC FOOTBALL 
ACHIEVEMENTS
All teams competed in the Ulster Colleges 
Gaelic Football Leagues
Gaelic - U-14   Ennis Cup Semi-Finalists

ATHLETIC ACHIEVEMENTS 
Year 8 – North Down Runners-up
Year 9 – North Down Champions
Year 10 – North Down Runners-up

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS – 
HONOURS TIES
Football - Charlie Lindsay in Year 8 was captain 
of N.I. U12 football team
Football – Owen Price in Year 8 was a member 
of the N.I CP Football Team
Basketball - Remigiusz Ryzanowski in Year 10 
played for Northern v Scotland.
Gymnastics - David Martelli was the Northern 
Ireland Under 16 Champion

AWARDS IN MUSIC
Sarah Finn  Grade 3 Violin
Adam Hession Grade 4 Clarinet
Ben McGuckin Grade 1 Music Theatre
Katy Fyfe  Grade 3 Voice
Drew Totten Grade 3 Baritone
Olivia McCloskey Grade 4 Trumpet
Riley Melin Grade 5 Trumpet
Leah McKeown Grade 3 Drum Kit
Clare Anketell Grade 1 Theory
Lily Collins  Grade 1 Theory
Eve Daly  Grade 1  Theory
Sarah Finn Grade 1 Theory 
Stanislaw Glinkowski Grade 1 Theory
Ellie Hawthorne Grade 1 Theory
Eve Hill  Grade 1 Theory
Lucy Ireland Grade 1 Theory
Niamh McGuigan Grade 1 Theory
Drew Totten Grade 1 Theory
Kyla Ruddock Grade 1  Theory
Anna Welsh Grade 1 Theory 
Abbie Hession  Grade 2  Theory
Alice McTear Grade 2 Theory
Riley Melin Grade 2 Theory
Adam Hession Grade 3  Theory
Leah McKeown Grade 3 Theory

JILL AND BASIL MCIVOR SHIELD 
FOR CONTRIBUTIONS AND 
ACADEMIC SUCCESS IN MUSIC
Leah McKeown

CONTRIBUTION TO PERFORMING 
ARTS
Year 8  Niamh McGuigan
Year 9 Jamie Spiers
Year 10 Caoimhe McCartney

KIDS’ LITERATURE QUIZ
Ross Mullan
Stephen Adrao
Caolan Prenter Lawrenson
Antonio Mulholland

THE ALEXANDRA MCCLUNG 
LITERACY AWARD
Jack Reid

ENDEAVOUR AWARD
Georgia Courtney

ROINN NA GAEILGE AWARD
Ella McAleavey

LINGUA AWARD
Sarah Duggan

TOP ACHIEVERS IN LANGUAGES
French 
Aoife Finn, Alice McTear, Eve Daly and Sam 
Giaccardi.
Spanish 
Rosa McCloskey, Ryan Adams, Natalie Hughes 
and Holly Whiteside.
Irish
Frankie Maguire, Rosa McCloskey, Stephen 
Lowry and Sarah Duggan.

JUNIOR PRIZE GIVING AWARDS 
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OPEN 
DAY
The staff and students of Lagan College welcomed a 
large number of prospective pupils and their parents 
to our Open Day on Saturday 16 January, where they 
sampled the wide range of subjects 
on offer. The visiting children 
assisted with experiments in 
Science, tried out their cooking skills 
in Home Economics, took part in a 
Victor Nunes drawing challenge in 
Art and Design and joined students 
playing the drums in the Music 
Department. An enjoyable day was 
had by all! had by all! 

The staff and students of Lagan College welcomed a 
large number of prospective pupils and their parents 
to our Open Day on Saturday 16 January, where they 





DANCE 
Congratulations to the Lagan College dance team who 
recently took part in the CDFNI Championships and 
won 12 trophies and two Championship titles! Special 
congratulations to Molly Moore and Chloe McGoldrick, 
Year 11, who won the Hip Hop Championship and Year 
13 girls Katie Killick and Naomi Bolster-Coates who 
won the Senior Lyrical Dance Championship. Well done 
to Rosa McCloskey, Olivia McCloskey, Grace Cooke, 
Amy Fraser, Abigail Carson and Victoria Scott who all 
won trophies in their sections. What a way to finish 
dance season! It has been an exhausting but amazing 
year working with the girls and a delight to watch 
them grow as young people and dancers. Keep on 
dancing.....

Congratulations to the Dance girls who achieved some 
outstanding results at NICMAC in April: 

Katie Killick and Naomi Bolster Coates – Bronze Medal 
Senior Dance Pairs 
Molly Moore and Chloe McGoldrick – Silver Medal 
Runners-up Hip Hop Section 
Amy Fraser and Abigail Carson Year 9 – Silver Medal 
Runners-up Junior Dance Pairs 
Rose McCloskey and Olivia McCloskey – Gold Medal 
Champions Junior Dance Pairs 
Congratulations to all!

Mrs M Beckett

CONGRATULATIONS TO YEAR 
8 PUPILS GRACE COOKE AND 
KATIE MORRISON WHO WON 
SILVER MEDALS IN THE CREATIVE 
MOVEMENT SECTION AT THE 
ULSTER DANCE CHAMPIONSHIPS 
AT QUEEN’S P.E.C ON SATURDAY 
16 APRIL 2016.  WHAT AN 
ACHIEVEMENT!

Olivia and Rosa Ulster 
Dance pairs 1st

SPORT
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Year 10 
vs Saintfield - North Down League, Won 6-3.
DJ McShanock 3 goals and Man of the Match
Justin Armstrong 1, Ryan Davidson 1, James 
Lennon 1.

Year 11 
vs Nendrum - North Down League, Won 7-1.
Malachy Smith 4 goals! Daniel Smith 2 goals, 
Ross Power 1, James McCarthy - Man of the 
match.

Year 9 
vs Nendrum - North Down League, Won 4-0.
Jack Legano 2, James Wilkinson 1, Mason 
Weatherup 1 goal and – Man of the match.

6th Form 
vs Regent House in the Belfast and District 
Cup, Won 2-0. Charlie Martyn  1 goal, Conor 
Mills 1 goal, Ben Carson + Charlie Martyn – 
Top Men.

Year 12  
vs South African Academy George on tour
Lost 1-0. Rory Lynn-Goalkeeper and Man 
of the match. This team had 10 matches in 
N.I. and had beaten all year 12 teams they 
played. I can safely say that our Lagan Year 
12’s played their best game ever in a Lagan 
shirt. There were 600 pupils watching and it 
was an awesome match.

Year 12 
vs Forthill College in the Belfast and District 
Cup. Lost 3-1 ( they scored 3 in 6 minutes, 
all from corners, then we woke up!). We 
dominated most of the rest of the game and 
created many chances but only took one 
scored by Gerard Forde. Top Men- Zidan Soh, 
Michael Hare and Ryan Shaw.

Year 12   
vs Carrick Grammar in the N.I. Cup, Won 7-2. 
Ethan Donnelly scored 3 and was Man of the 
Match. Other goals by Jay Galway 2, Aidan 
Gordon 1 and Marc Agnew 1. We dominated 
the second half as it was 1-1 at half-time!

Year 8 
vs St Louis Grammar Ballymena in the N.I. Cup
Won 2-0. Charlie Lyndsay scored 2 and was 
Man of the Match, Other  great performances 
by Jaxon Townsley, Niall White and James 
White. We did well the second half as it was 
0-0 at half-time!  Good to get a victory against 
an ex- teacher of Lagan, Mr McAfee, but 
good to see him and his colleague.

6th Form 
vs OLSPK in the Belfast and District Cup
Lost 4-2 in a storming game. We had the 
lead and they came back to 2-1. It stayed that 
way for a long time and we fought hard to 
equalise then they raised up a gear!  Great 
team spirit and sterling performance by the 
whole squad. Goals- Charlie Martyn 2, the 
second a superb free-kick.

Year 13/14 Team 

Year 8 A Team 

Year 8 B Team 

Year 11 Football  beaten finalists 2016

FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS 2015 2016
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Year 9 
vs Saintfield in the North Down League, Won 6-0.
Goals: Jack Lozano and James Wilkinson 2, Oran 
Magee, Curtis Farrell 1. Top Man - Callum Savage.

Year 8 
vs Nendrum - North Down League, Won 4-1.
Goals: Conal McCabe, Charlie Lyndsay, Luke 
Skillen and Frank Sikalie. Top Man - Charlie 
Lyndsay

Year 8 
vs Bangor Academy Double header in the  North 
Down League and NI Cup, Lost 4-1,
Goals: Own goal with pressure from Charlie 
Lyndsay. Top Men - our defence Mark Gregg, 
James White, Jaxon Townsley and Matthew Lynch 
and goalkeeper, Declan O’Connor.

Year 8 
vs Bangor Academy Double header in the  North 
Down League and NI Cup, Lost 4-1.
Goals: Own goal with pressure from Charlie 
Lyndsay. Top Men - our defence Mark Gregg, 
James White, Jaxon Townsley and Matthew Lynch 
and goalkeeper, Declan O’Connor.

Year 9 
vs Aquinas in the Belfast Cup, Won 1-0. Goal: 
Callum Deans. Top Man - Mason Weatherup.

Year 10  
v Edmund Rice in The NI Cup, Lost 8-1. Goal: DJ 
McShannock. Top Men: Michael Beatty and DJ.

Year 12    
v St Colms from Draperstown in The NI Cup, Won 
5-1. Goals: Aidan Gordon, Jamie Nolan (great free-
kick), Marc Agnew, Jay Galway (screamer) and 
Zidan Soh scored goal of this century by beating 6 
men then slotting it past the keeper as all his team 
jumped on him to celebrate.  The opposition even 
applauded! Top Men: Rory Lynn, Daniel Smith and 
Zidan Soh. Next round lost 1-0 to St Patricks from 
Claudy in the last minute of the game. Men of the 
match - Jack Donnelly and Jamie Nolan.

Xmas score report. 

8s
Lagan 4 Nendrum 1
Bangor 4 Lagan 1

9s
Lagan 6 Saintfield 0
Lagan 4 Nendrum 0
Belfast Cup beat Aquinas 1-0.

10s
Lagan 1 Bangor 1
Lagan 6 Saintfield 2
Lagan 4 Nendrum 6
NI Cup: lost 8-1 to Edmund Rice.

11s
Lagan 7 Nendrum 1
We will get the rest of these played.
Belfast Cup lost 3-1 to Whiteabbey CC

12s
NI Cup 
Year 12 vs Carrick Grammar in the N.I. Cup,
Won 7-2.
Year 12 vs St Colms from Draperstown in The NI 
Cup, Won 5-1. Lost 1-0 to St Patricks Claudy in the 
NI Cup

13/14s
Lagan 5 Methody 0
Lagan 2 Regent 0 in the Belfast cup then
OLSPK 4 Lagan 2 in the next round
Lagan 0 Model  1  (Friendly)
Lagan 1 St Joseph’s 4   (NI Cup)

END OF SEASON RESULTS
Years 8, 10 and 12 lost in the semi-finals of the 
North Down league cups.

Year 9 lost in the final of the Belfast Cup 2-1 to 
Edmund Rice College and were our first ever 
team to reach a Belfast final. They also lost on 
penalties to Bangor Academy in the North Down 
Cup. A tough way to finish the year.
Year 11 also lost to Bangor in the final.
Next year all the year groups have made a vow 
to win the North Down Cup and progress in the 
Belfast and NI Cups! 

FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS 2015 2016

HOCkEY 
 Date Opposition  Competition Score MVP Goal Scorer 

1st XI Hockey Results 2016
 09/01/16 Strathearn Saturday League 1-2 Anna Kennedy Riley McNeill
 23/0/16 Sullivan Saturday League  2-4 Riley McNeill Riley McNeill x 2
 30/01/16 Glenlola  Saturday League  Glenlola cancelled
 01/02/16 Cookstown  McDowell Plate 3-0 Laura Mills Riley McNeill, Laura Mills, Kirsty McCrory
 06/02/16 Down High Saturday League 1-1  Kirsty McCrory
 25/02/16 Methody Quarter Final Cup  1-3 Erin Woods Riley McNeill
 27/02/16 Hunterhouse Saturday League 1-1  Lauren Spence

2nd XI Hockey Results 2016
 09/01/16 Strathearn Saturday League 1-1 Hannah Eaton Barthe McCormick
 23/01/16 Sullivan  Saturday League  0-0 Hannah Finlay
 30/01/16 Glenlola Saturday League  Glenlola cancelled
 06/02/16 Down High Saturday League  Down High cancelled
 27/02/16 Hunter High Saturday League 1-0 Hannah Finlay Rose McKiernon

3rd XI Hockey Results 2016
 09/0/1/16 Strathearn Saturday League 1-0 Ellen Carr  Alannah Stewart
 23/0/1/16 Sullivan Saturday League   Sullivan cancelled
 30/01/16 Glenlola  Saturday League  Glenlola cancelled  
 06/02/16 Down High Saturday League  Down High cancelled
 27/02/16 Hunter House  Saturday League 1-0 Barthe McCormick Georgia Patterson

Under 12 XI Hockey Results
 18/01/16 Bangor U13b  North Down League 0-0 Mia Little
 21/01/16 Victoria
 A Victoria A Friendly 0-2 Mia Little

FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS 2015 2016
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HOCKEY ACHIEVEMENTS 2015/2016

 Date Opposition  Competition Score MVP Goal Scorer 

 B Victoria B Friendly 0-1 Regan McKenzie Neill
 C Victoria C  Friendly 0-2 Amber-Rose Donaldson

 23/01/16 Regent House
 A  Regent House A Friendly 0-2 Rachel Mooney
 B Regent House B  Friendly 0-2 Sofi a Gammell

 05/02/16 Grosvenor
 A  Grosvenor Friendly 0-3 Mia Little
 B  Grosvenor Friendly 0-2 Niamh McGuigan
 C  Grosvenor Friendly 2-0 Abbie Hessian Abbie Hessian, Anna Welsh

 23/02/16 Wellington
 A Wellington Friendly 0-0 Mia LIttle
 B  Wellington Friendly 0-0 Lesedi Vellum
 24/02/16 St Columbanus Friendly 2-0 Jessica Fields Courtney McGoldrick, Shauna McKinley
 25/02/16 Strangford U13 North Down League 3-0 Amber-Rose Rutherford Amber-Rose Rutherford

 27/02/16 
 A Hunter House Friendly 0-0 Jasmin Murphy
 B Hunter House Friendly 0-2 Laura Sharp

Under 13 XI Hockey Results
 09/01/16 Strathearn Saturday League 0-1 Meg Lynas
 13/01/16 Bangor Academy North Down League 6-0 Courtney McGoldrick Niamh Loughran x 2, Courtney McGoldrick x 2,  
      Meg Lynas, Kerri Donnelly
 23/01/16 Regent Saturday League 2-0 Kerri Donnelly Kerri Donnelly x 2
 30/01/06 Glenlola  Saturday League  Glenlola cancelled
 06/02/16 Down High Saturday League  Down High cancelled
 10/02/16 Bangor U14 North Down League 0-4 Mia Little
 27/02/16 Hunter House Saturday League 1-1 Meg Lynas  Kerri Donnelly

 Date Opposition  Competition Score MVP Goal Scorer 

1st XI
March 2016 Methody Dowell Cup 1/4 Final  Laura Mills Laura Mills
March 2016 All Integrated NI U18 Integrated  
  Schools NI Cup Winners  Anna Kennedy Riley McNeill    

1st XI Achievement 2015/16 Overall  Name
1st XI Most Valuable Player  Lauren Spence
1st XI Top Goal Scorer  Riley McNeill (8 goals) (3 U16 XI goals)
1st XI Most Improved Player  Rhys Robinson

2st XI
2nd XI Achievement 2015/16 overall  Name
2nd XI Most Valuable Player  Barthe McCormick
2nd XI Top Goal Scorer  Emma McNulty (2 goals)
2nd XI Most Improved Player  Amy Johnston

3rd XI
3rd XI Achievement 2015/16 overall  Name
3rd XI Most Valuable Player  Hannah Finlay
3rd XI Top Goal Scorer  Georgia Patterson (2 goals)
3rd XI Most Improved Player  Ellen Carr

 Date Opposition  Competition Placed MVP Goal Scorer 

U16 XI
March 2016 All Bangor, Ards and SE schools North Down U16 XI 7 a-side Runners up  
March 2016 North Down U16 XI League All Bangor, Ards and SE Schools Winners 
April 2016 NI U16 XI Integrated Cup All Integrated schools NI Winners Barthe McCormick Riley McNeill X2  

U16 XI Achievement 2015/16 overall Name
U16 XI Most Valuable Player  Kirsty McCrory
U16 XI Top Goal Scorer  Kirsty McCrory (7 goals) (5 U16XI goals)
U16 XI Most Improved Player  Aine Gorman

1st XI
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 Date Opposition  Competition Placed MVP Goal Scorer 

U15 XI
 March 2016 All Bangor, Ards and SE schools North Down U16 XI 7 a-side 3rd Place  
 March 2016 All Bangor, Ards and SE Schools North Down U16 XI League Runners Up 
 April 2016 All Integrated schools NI NI U16 XI Integrated Cup Runners Up
  

U15 XI Achievement 2015/16 overall Name
U15 XI Most Valuable Player Laura Mills
U15 XI Top Goal Scorer Angela Parker (5 goals)
U15 XI Most Improved Player Erin Woods

 Date Opposition  Competition Placed MVP Goal Scorer 

U14 XI
 April 2016 All Integrated Schools NI NI U14 XI Integrated Cup Winners Holly Whiteside  Holly Whiteside
 April 2016 All Bangor, Ards and SE Schools North Down U14 XI League Final Finalist Sarah Duggan,  Niamh Agnew, Holly
      Whiteside, Hannah Morrow

U14 XI Achievement 2015/16 overall  Name
U14 XI Most Valuable Player  Holly Whiteside
U14 XI Top Goal Scorer  Holly Whiteside (8 goals)
U14 XI Most Improved Player  Sarah Duggan

 Date Opposition  Competition Placed MVP Goal Scorer 

U13 XI
 March 2016 All Bangor, Ards and SE Schools North Down U13 League  Runners up 
 April 2016 All Integrated schools NI NI U13 Integrated Cup Winners Meg Lynas  Olivia Parkinson
 April 2016 All Bangor, Ards and SE Schools North Down U14 7 a-side Winners

U14 XI Achievement 2015/16 overall  Name
U13 XI Most Valuable Player  Kerri Donnelly
U13 XI Top Goal Scorer  Meg Lynas (11 goals)
U13 XI Most Improved Player  Shauna McKinley

 Date Opposition  Competition Placed 

March 2016 All Bangor, Ards and SE Schools North Down U13 League 3rd Place   
March 2016 All NI Grammar Schools (24 schools) NI U12 XI Cup Runners up (Group of 12) 4th overall (24) 
April 2016 All Integrated Schools NI NI U12 XI Integrated Cup Winners   
April 2016 All Integrated Schools NI NI U13 XI Integrated Cup 3rd Place
April 2016 All Bangor, Ards and SE Schools North Down U14 7 a-side  Winners   

U12A XI Achievement 2015/16 Overall Name U12B XI Achievement 2015/16 Overall Name
U12A XI Most Valuable Player Mia Little U12B XI Most Valuable Player Jasmin Murphy
U12A XI Top Goal Scorer Amber-Rose Donaldson (6 goals) U12B XI Top Goal Scorer Anna Welsh (2 goals)
U12A XI Most Improved Player Regan Neill-McKenzie U12B XI Most Improved Player Jodie Spence

NI U16 XI Integrated Champions

ND U16XI League Champions



NI U13 Integrated ChampionsNI U13 Integrated ChampionsNI U13 Integrated Champions

U15 XI

NI U14 XI Integrated Champions

NI U12 XI Integrated Champions

ND U14 7-A-Side Champions

ND U14 XI

U12 XI

ND U13  Integrated Champions



Congratulations to our XC team for a 
superb display in the District A Cross 
Country  Championship.  Not only did we 
place runners in all categories (21 runners 
overall) but Conor Kelly Gorman and 
Jessica Scott qualified for the All Ireland 
Cross Country: Conor Kelly Gorman 
(individual intermediate 6th place), 
Jessica Scott and Anna Scott as individual 
intermediate (4th and 11th place), Jessica, 
Anna, Fiona Mellon and Emma Carlisle 
silver medal for Intermediate Teams and 
Ethan McKnight (Senior Boys 5th place)
 
The rest of the team were excellent and all 
finished their races in good time: Tristan 
Barrett; Martyna Mis; Molly Dickson; 
Charlotte Mellon; Kerri Donnelly; Katie 
Hand; Rory Ellson; Lucas Hindes; David 
Merron; Ben McGrugan; Carlos Barr; Leon 
Richardson and Jason Merron. Conor 
Kelly Gorman went on to win the U17 
Cross Country event which was held at 
Stormont. A fantastic achievement! The 
Junior and Senior teams both made a 
fantastic impression in the field. Well done 
to all! Many thanks to Ballydrain Harriers 
and to coach, Jim Hayes, for all the hard 
work and training undertaken with our 
young athletes.

Mr Navarrete

Cross Country
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Lagan runners going to the North Down School XC 
Championship.

Year 8: Martyna Miss, Molly Dickson, Tristan Barrett.
Year 9: Riley Melin.
Year 10: Katie Hand, Kerrigan Donnelly, Lucas Hindes.
Year 11: Jessica Scott, Anna Scott, David Merron, Ben 
 McGrugan, Pablo Coubert.
Year 12: Jason Merron, Jonathan Bell, Conor Kelly-Gorman.

ULSTER X COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS 10/2/16 AT 
MALLUSK
Conor Gorman, Jason Merron, Jonathan Bell, Leon 
Richardson, Emma Carlisle, Anna Scott, Jessica Scott, Ethan 
McKnight.

Please congratulate Jessica Scott and Conor Kelly Gorman 
as both qualified for the All Ireland Championship 
representing Lagan College next month in Sligo. Both did 
great, finishing Jessica in 14th and Conor in an impressive 
7th place. 

Anna Scott and Emma Carlisle did also very well in the race 
but missed the qualifying positions.

NORTH DOWN 
BOYS’ ATHLETICS 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 
JUNE 2016

Minors (Year 8)

Charlie Lindsay 3rd in 100m final
Dilan Malcolm 3rd in 800m final
Kieran Whyte 5th
Tristin Barrett 4th in Long jump
Relay Team 3rd
Team 3rd Overall

Juniors (Years 9/10)

Ethan McGrath 1st in 100m and 200m finals
Relay Team 3rd
Team 2nd Overall

Intermediate (Year 11)

David Merron 4th in 800m final
Dan Smith 4th in 200m final
Ethan McKechnie 3rd in Shot and 1st in Discus
Jordan McCrainor 3rd Javelin
Relay 2nd
2nd Overall
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GAELIC TEAM PHOTOS

Craig Hutchison (pictured), 11HOY, has achieved his black belt in Ju Jitsu. 
He brought his certifi cate in to show us all. Congratulations on this fantastic 
achievement, Craig! 

CONGRATULATIONS to Ali Ahmed (pictured with Miss Hoy), 11HOY, for 
winning in the 63kg category in boxing in Antrim, in April. We are all very 
proud of his achievement! 

CONGRATULATIONS to Laura Mills on playing for NI U17 Netball squad in 
the Celtic Clash against an Irish select over Easter, and to Erin Woods for 
being selected to play in the South East Area U15 Hockey Team in the NI 
Hockey tournament.

CONGRATULATIONS to the Year 9 football team who made it to the Belfast 
Cup fi nal! They faced an incredibly diffi cult match against one of the best 
teams in Belfast. Nevertheless, our team was more effi cient and technically 
superior. Final score 2-1. Callum Deans scored the only goal of the match 
so he deserves a special mention. It was unfortunate that the Year 9 boys 
did not win their fi nal against Bangor Academy but we are very proud of 
them and the team spirit and enjoyment that they exude.

A massive congratulations 
to James Cooley who 

represented County 
Antrim in the preliminary 

round of the Minor Gaelic 
Football Championship in 

Enniskillen. Antrim were 
victorious with a fi nishing 

score-line of 4-10 to 
Fermanagh’s 2-9. Pity the 

same can’t be said for the 
Senior performance!

Daniel Smith and 
Mal Smith, Year 

11, were selected 
for the Northern 

Ireland Under 
15 International 

Football team 
which played 

Belgium on 
Tuesday 5 April 

and Thursday 
7 April. A great 

honour for us as 
a school to have 

2 students on the 
squad!

SPORTING SUCCESS
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BasketBall ResultsBasketBall Results

saIlING tO tHe OlYMPICs

u19
Lagan 48 - 60 Our Lady’s Castleblaney 
( All Ireland Schools Cup) Lagan 30-29 St.Mary’s 
CBS Lagan 42- 56 St. Malachy’s Lagan 48-54 St. 
Columb’s College Derry

u16
Lagan 30-37 St. Mary’s CBS
Lagan 28- 38 Aquinas
Lagan 40- 32 St. Michael’s Lurgan

u15
Lagan 42-25 St. Columb’s College Derry
Lagan 38-36 St. Patrick’s Academy Dungannon 
Lagan 36 - 45 Aquinas Lagan 31- 41 St. Mary’s 
CBS Year 9 Lagan 29-14 Rathmore Lagan 38-15 
St. Columb’s Derry Lagan 32-22 Aquinas Lagan 
28 - 18 Our Lady’s & St. Patrick’s Knock Year 
9 All Ireland Playoffs Lagan 40- 16 Colaiste 
Einde Galway Lagan 38- 44 Abbey Donegal 
Lagan 28- 38 Longford Year 8 Ulster Schools 
Tournament Lagan 24- 12 Aquinas Lagan 
18 - 10 Abbey Grammar Newry Lagan 30 - 15 
St.Josephs Derry Semi Final Lagan 16- 30 St. 
Malachy’s College Belfast

CONGRatulatIONs tO CIaN CazauRaN,YeaR 13, aNd CONOR kellY GORMaN, YeaR 
12, fOR tHeIR aCHIeveMeNt IN wINNING  tHe RelaY IN tHe tItaNIC Belfast tRIatHlON 
eveNt. CIaN COMPleted tHe 750M swIMMING IN 12 MINutes aNd CONOR (desPIte 
GettING lOst!) COMPleted tHe 5k RuN IN 18 MINutes 40 seCONds. 

Past pupil, Matthew McGovern and his 
teammate, Ryan Seaton, were two of the five 
Irish sailors who went to the Olympics in Rio 
2016. Aged 31 and 28 respectively, the pair are 
vastly experienced and competed together in 
London four years ago. They finished 14th in 
London 2012, a result they were disappointed 
with: “In the last Olympics, we finished 14th and 
we felt we could have done a lot better. It really 
comes down to not just our performance but 
other people’s.”

It has been a long wait for McGovern and 
Seaton after they secured qualification for Rio 
way back in September 2014 at the ISAF Sailing 
World Championships in Spain.
 “[Rio’s] a fantastic venue. It’s a tricky venue 
with different types of wind, different tides. It 
can be quite complex. But it’s still the same 
race format. We’re still racing against the same 
guys that we’ve raced against in the world cup. 
It’s not different in that way.” 

The 49er class is an extremely competitive race 
but the Irish team went to Rio on the back of 
winning in Mallorca in April. They secured gold 

at the Princess Sofia regatta after topping the 
leaderboard in a 70-plus fleet, which included 
many of their rivals for Rio.

In the end Matthew and Ryan finished their 
Olympic campaign 10th overall after taking 
ninth in the 49er Medal Race. They extended 
their stay in Rio thanks to a fantastic Race 12 

victory that lifted them up to eighth overall after 
19th and 20th-placed finishes left them outside 
the top ten. Although they didn’t win any 
medals they had a really positive campaign 
as they enjoyed two wins on the water in the 
preliminaries as well as a second.

well done Matthew and Ryan!



SportS 
Day
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NORTH DOWN 
BOYS’ ATHLETICS 
CHAMPIONSHIPS JUNE 
2016 

 Minors (Year 8)
Charlie Lindsay 3rd in 100m fi nal, Dilan Malcolm 3rd
in 800m fi nal, Kieran Whyte 5th, Tristin Barrett 4th in
Long jump, Relay team 3rd, Team 3rd overall.

 Juniors (Years 9/10)
Ethan McGrath 1st in 100m and 200m fi nals, Relay team 3rd, Team 2nd overall.

 Intermediate (Year 11)
David Merron 4th in 800m fi nal, Dan Smith 4th in 200m fi nal, Ethan McKechnie 3rd in Shot and 1st in Discus, Jordan McCrainor 3rd Javelin, Relay 2nd, 2nd overall.

Lagan College’s Shodokan Aikido club has been running as an extracurricular activity at Lagan 
College for a decade.

The class is coached every Wednesday from 3.30 - 4.30pm in the safe environment of the matted 
multi-purpose hall. Beginners are welcome to join at any time throughout the school year and the 
current Year 8 students are most welcome to come and try it out!

The aims of Lagan College Shodokan Aikido club are to: 

Develop and expand physical and mental awareness. 

Improve fl exibility and coordination. 

Enrich interpersonal skills. 

Enhance self-esteem and self-confi dence. 

Provide the students with overall body conditioning. 

Instruction is initially centred on physical exercises designed to improve motor skills and physical 
coordination. After the students are comfortable with this stage, they will be introduced to the basic 
martial arts principles of movement. In conjunction with these principles of movement, they will 
be instructed in the techniques of Aikido. Cooperation and teamwork are stressed as the more 
accomplished students will assist the newer students in developing their skills, thus learning a sense 
of internalised self-discipline. 

The  club follows the same structured syllabus and ranking system used at the Shodokan Aikido 
Honbu Dojo (Headquarters School) in Osaka, Japan. Students start with a white belt, and then 
progress through 8 Kyu levels before testing for a black belt (called Shodan or 1st Dan).  

It is my hope that the Aikido skills learnt at Lagan Collage would be the basis of a life-long hobby 
which the students have the opportunity of continuing at university and further into adult life. Lagan 
College Shodokan Aikido club is the fi rst children’s Shodokan Aikido club in the whole of Ireland.

Mr D Carleton
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lagan college 
calendar 2016-2017

Term 1

Anti-bullying Week Commencing Monday 14 November  

 2016

Years 8 -14 Exams Monday 28 November – 

 Friday 2 December 2016

Year 11 Exams Monday 28 November – 

 Monday 5 December 2016

Year 12 Exams Monday 28 November – 

 Friday 9 December 2016

Year 13 Parent Teacher Meeting Thursday 8 December 2016 (4 – 6 pm)

Christmas Jumper Day Wednesday 14 December 2016 

Carol Service –  Knock Presbyterian Church Thursday  

 15 December 2016 (7 pm) 

 Christmas Assemblies 

School Finishes Tuesday 20 December 2016 at 12   

 noon

  

Christmas Holidays Wednesday 21 December – 

 Tuesday 3 January 2017 

Term Two
Staff Development Day 6 Wednesday 4 January 2017 

 (students do not attend)

All students return Thursday 5 January 2017

Staff Development Day 7 Friday 13 January 2017 

 (students do not attend)

Open Day Saturday 14 January 2017 

 (9 am – 12 noon)

Year 12 Options Talk Monday 16 January 2017

Year 12 Options Afternoon Wednesday 18 January 2017 (school  

 finishes at 12 noon for Years 8 – 11   

 only)

Year 10 Options Talk Monday 23 January 2017

Year 10 Parent Teacher Meeting Thursday 26 January 2017 (4 – 6 pm)

Ski Trip Saturday 4 – Saturday 11 February   

 2017

Year 13 Work Experience Week Monday 6 – Friday 10 February 2017

Doane Stuart Visit Monday 20 – 24 February 2017

Spanish Educational Visit Tuesday 7 February 2017 (4 – 6 pm)

Year 10 Personal Options Interviews Thursday 9 and Friday 10 February   

 2017

Half Term Break Monday 13 – Friday 17 February 2017  

 (included)

Year 12 Options Interviews  Thursday 23 and Friday 24 February  

 2017

35th Anniversary Fashion Show Sunday 26 February 2017 – La Mon   

 Hotel (7 pm)

Year 10 Options Form Returned  Monday 27 February 2017 (Reception)

Ash Wednesday Assemblies  Wednesday 1 March 2017

Sixth Form Information Evening  TBC

Assessment Window 3  Week Beginning Monday 6 March   

 2017

Year 12 Options Forms Returned  Monday 6 March 2017 (Reception) 

Year 9 Parent Teacher Meeting  Tuesday 7 March 2017 (4 – 7 pm) 

Ceili Evening Thursday  9 March 2017 (7 pm) - tbc 

St Patrick’s Day Holiday  Friday 17 March 2017 

Integration Education Week March 2017 

35th Anniversary Music Event  March 2017 

Year 11 Assessment 3 Exams  Monday 27 – Monday 3 April 2017 

Year 11 Parent Teacher Meeting  Wednesday 5 April 2017 (4 – 6 pm) 

Easter Assemblies  Thursday 6 April 2017 (Periods 2/3   

 Form Team) 

Staff Development Day 8 Monday 10 April 2017 

Staff Development Day 9  Tuesday 11 April 2017 

Easter Break Wednesday  12 – Friday 21 April 2017 (inc) 

Year 13 Career Interviews  TBC 

 Tuesday 3 January 2017 

Term Three

All School Return  Monday 24 April 2017 

May Bank Holiday  1 Monday 1 May 2017 

Year 8 Parent Teacher Meeting  Thursday 11 May 2017 (4 – 7 pm) 

A Level BBQ; Year 14 Leavers Friday 12 May 2017 

35th Anniversary Gala  Saturday 13 May 2017 

Staff Development Day 10a*  Thursday 18 May 2017 (Twilight 4-7 

pm) 

P6 Taster Days Monday  22 – Wednesday 24 May (inclusive) 

Transfer 2018 Info Evening  Thursday 25 May 2017 (7 pm) 

May Bank Holiday 2  Monday 29 May 2017 

Years 8 – 10 Examinations  Tuesday 30 May - Friday 2 June 2017 

New Year 8 Information Evening  Monday 5 and Wednesday 7 June 

2017 

Sports Day  June 2017 

New Year 8 Familiarisation Day  June 2017 

New Year 8 Welcome Interviews  June 2017 

Lagan College Tea Rooms Saturday  10 June 2017 

Staff Development 10b* Thursday  15 June 2017 (twilight 4-7 pm) 

Junior Prize Evening Thursday  22 June 2017 at 7 pm 

Leaver’s Ceremony Wednesday  28 June at 7 pm (tbc) 

School Finishes Friday  30 June 2017 at 12 noon
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8FS
Front Row: Ellie Crowe, Bailey Lowe, Jess McAleer, Samuel Gibson, Myles Fletcher, Maurice Stevenson, Laura Szastak, Anna Robinson, Caoimhe McClure.
Middle Row: Dr C McConnell (Head of Year), Jay McFarland, Jessica Rainey, Corey Hamilton, Lola Dorman, Tilly McKee, Calum Macaskill, Ruby Devine, Abdul Tajwar, Miss F 
Smyth (Form Tutor).
Back Row: Lily Moore, Benjamin Gray, Christopher Campbell, Taylor Mateer, Isabella Ferreira, Reuben Elwood, Alice Kelly, Sam Scullion, Christopher Cassells.

8DM
Front Row: Letitia Boyd,  Alex Bassett,  Evie McGettrick,  Chloe Vance,  Joshua Lynn,  Luke McGrugan,  Mary Salters,  Ryan Crone,  Andrew Clifford.
Middle Row: Mrs G Diamond (Form Tutor), Talia Whyte,  Lauren McCartney,  Kacper Zak,  Amy McStravick,  Colin Crichton,  Jade McCune,  Troy Beattie,  Demi-Leigh Sharratt,  Adam 
Greeran,  Andrew Hamilton.
Back Row: Alex Harvey, Tejay Lister,  Jack Murray,  Peter Carnduff,  Paulina Bartel,  Chloe McNally,  Leo Roberts, Mr L Mathison (Head of Year).
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8FG
Front Row: Rebecca Collington, Ronan Gallagher, Darragh Connolly, Megan Arnold, Ben Deniz, Jamie Jones, Orla Rice, Finley Cullen, Ryan Baines. 
Middle Row: Mr L Mathison (Head of Year), Sophie Coulter, Caitlin Mulhern, Sasha Martin, Harry McMahon, Kayla McKnight, Casey Laverty, Weronika Konarska, Aaron Simpson, 
Joel McDade, Miss F Goddard.
Back Row: Harry Cameron, Mirran Morrison, Lily Brown, Hubert Eckert, Conleth Faloona, Abdirahman Jama, Izabella Cybulska, Evan Camack, Quinton McGovern.

8CV
Front Row: Dylan McDonald, Sophie Browne, Rachel Derby-Murray, Rebecca Thompson, Papa Ofari-Manteaw, Beth Thompson, Carter Hamill, Cameron Hamill, Ryan Thompson.
Middle Row: Miss Cavanagh (Form Tutor), Grace Mullan, Eamon Bolton, Callum Hutchins, Samuel Gawliczek, Georgia Davidson, Thomas Robinson, Chloe Conlane, Tiarnan 
Lyons, Christopher Boldt, Roksana Pazera.
Back Row: Clodagh Gibson, Bethany Walker, Rachel Wilson, Riley McConnell, Katie Parkman, Genna Saunders, Bartosz Liczberski, Aleksandra Pabisz, Malachi Finch, 
Mr Mathison (Head of Year). 
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8RS
Front Row: Gary McDonald, Jude Courtney, Emma Carson, Simon Cameron-Leckey, Ryan McGoldrick, Elle Marsh, Abbie Booth, William Holbrey, Pippa Dunlop. 
Middle Row: Mr Rossi (Form Tutor), Lauren Sloan, Adrian Kocajda, Jay Connolly, Jamie Moore, Scott McIvor, Rachel Blair, Emma Carson, Evan Ferres, Dr McConnell (Head of Year).
Back Row: Shannon Bell, Caitlin Murphy, Teelin McDonnagh-Nancarrow, Mohammad Hassan-Ahmed, Tanis Merron, Ryan Watson, Daniel McCloskey, Rebecca Bell.

8LY
Front Row: Megan Coomber, Ruby Eastwood, Damian Klos, Joshua Butler, Eamonn McWilliams, Connor Suckling, Rebecca O’Brien, Emma-Rose Fuller 
and Evie McConnell.
Middle Row: Curtis Wilson, Jay Osman, Talha Dean, Kitty McTear, Rudi Hamilton, Chloe Livingstone, Rachel McKee, Kirsten Beattie 
and Jak Bailie-McStravick, Mrs S Lyon (Form Tutor).
Back Row: Dr C McConnell (Head of Year), Michael McMahon, Nathan Cameron Leckey, Cara Colvin, Dakota Spence, Sophia Willis-Reddick, Rhianna-May Chism, Joel Walker, 
Fiontan McAleavy, Ethan Dean-Guilfoyle and TJ Irvine.
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8SGR
Front Row: Zoe Bell, Kaci Ashe, Ellie Briers, Michael Morgan-Weir, Ben Stranney, Azaria Thompson, Charlie Corken, Liam McMullan, Jude Ryans.
Middle Row: Dr C McConnell (Head of Year), Mrs A Moreland (Classroom Assistant), Eason Tang, Armani Mastouri, Miya Divers, Eoin Carmichael, Katie Callaghan, 
Katie McConville, Luke Murnin, AJ O’Brien, Mrs P Surgenor (Form Tutor).
Back Row: Calum McNaughten, Kristin Agnew, Kodi Warnock, Matthew Sykes, Katie-Louise Spence, Nathan McFall, Mark Stevenson, Yannic Simpson, Julia Ellison, 
Rosemary Polland. 

8CHN
Front Row: Nashma Hassan, Alex Gracie, Conan Hinds, Taylor Beattie, Maia Jackson, Calum McManus, Hayley Stafford, Jackson Bogle, Kaitlyn Laming.
Middle Row: Joel McNally, Ross Sexton, Lulu Cairns, Courtney Hamilton, Ben Johnston-Hicks, Alroy Spain, Ben Edmonds, Callum Andrews, Joshua Prentice, Bailey Keenan, 
Miss C Haughian (Form Tutor).
Back Row: Mr L Mathison (Head of Year), Sarah Adams, Nina Scullion, Corey McClean, Katie Haggan, Jessica Stevenson, Marcel Folborski, David Lawder, Alessandra Corona.
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9CD
Front Row Taylor McClure , Cain McDermott, Molly Dickson,  Rachel Smith, Megan Armstrong, Louis McCarthy, Morgan Falls.
Middle Row Miss F McMullan (Classroom Assistant), Sophia McCreery, Charlotte Weatherup, Lucy Mackin, Conor Quinn, Melissa Dunwoody, Peter Morgan, 
Ms K Walker (Classroom Assistant).
Back Row Miss K Wightman (Head of Year), Poppy Fields, Megan Hardy , Eli Galbraith, Dionne Shields, Ellie Reid, Ms J Coudière (Form Tutor).

9MY
Front Row Niamh McGuigan, Ellie Mae Gracey, Dilan Malcolm, Bailey Dickson, Eoin Glassey, Niamh Duggan, Jaimie Carson, Erin McCabe, Rachael Mooney.
Middle Row Miss K Wightman (Head of Year), Robbie Brown, Katie Milne, Frankie Maguire, Sofia Gammell, Jasmin Murphy, Amber Rose Donaldson, Declan Cox, Shannon 
Palmer, Megan McDowell, Aimee Cunningham, Mr D Mooney (Form Tutor).
Back Row Laura Sharp, Ruben Maloney, Rosa Day, Adam Russell, Daniel McNeice, Jude Crawford, Drew Totton, Thomas Boyd, Aimee Brown, Hannah Simpson, James McCoy.
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9HSN
Front Row Joshua Ritchie, Megan McLornan, Adam Kane, Jude Biggerstaff, Olivia Farrelly, Eve Whitlock, Harry White.
Middle Row Miss K Wightman (Head of Year), Jessica McGeown, Conal MacCabe, Lily Collins, Abi Tate, Chloe Archer, Anna Welsh, Dylan Matthews, Andrei Talens, Morgan 
McLoughlin, Miss B Hasson (Form Tutor).
Back Row Madisyn Trainor, Jantel McCartan, Katy Fyfe, Charlotte Heathwood, Sol Blaney, Josh Whitsitt, Clodagh Magee, Clare Anketell, Lucy Ireland.

9FN
Front Row Robyn Trainor, Caitlin Shaw, Kieran Whyte, David Bassett, Hanin Cherifi, Harrison Gordon, Janey Todd, Tara Moyes, Ryan Scott.
Middle Row Miss K Wightman (Head of Year), Cara Devlin, Marcus Johnston, Mason Murphy, Phoebe McFadden, Jaxon Townsley, Lucy Osbourne, Ethan Wright, Jana Sophia 
Adrao, Tristin Barrett, Moya McTighe, Mrs E Finnegan (Form Tutor).
Back Row Max Martin, Molly Blue, Mia Little, Reece McKnight, John Maguire, Eoin Trodden, Joel Kane, Dharma Magee, Ellie Hawthorne, Lesedi Vellem.
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9CLO
Front Row Ben Austin-Deazley, Jason Jones, Sandra Kempinska, Marc Lennon, Jodie Spence, Tanisha Islam, Alex McCabe.
Middle Row Mr A Murray (Classroom Assistant), Chantel Sloan, Olivia Yukarioglu, Peter Campbell, Christie Jones, Rosie Selby, Skye Ferguson , Mrs T Castillo (Form Tutor).
Back Row Miss K Wightman (Head of Year), Frank Sikalie, Natasha Martin, Owen Price, Jamie Hughes, Declan Doran.

9KNP
Front Row Jay Craig, Stephanie Dart, Nicole Babb, Rachel McSorley, Cara Bailey, Abbie Holmes, Sarah Milling, Dylan McCarthy Hayes, Ethan Wright.
Middle Row Mrs. K Wightman (Head of Year), Matthew Casement, Teddy Cantillon McCance, Reegan Neill McKenzie, Stanislaw Glinkowski, Katie Morrison, Mia Knock, Zak Cantillon 
McCance, Daniella Shaw, Ryan Scott, Harry Campbell, Mrs T Knipe (Form Tutor).
Back Row Paris Commins, James Clarke, Darragh Hillen, Chloe McAlister, Brianna Wilson, Matthew Simpson, Aoife Donnelly, Fionn Carlin, Jack McBride, Shea McKillen Murphy, 
Sophie Holden.
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9PRV
Front Row Tammy Duncan, Adam Fraser, Lauren McKibben, John Paul McCallum, Aoife Finn, Charlie Lindsay, Lola Kingham, Matthew Deans, Jude Hinds, Ben Johnston.
Middle Row Miss K Wightman (Head of Year) Jude Campbell, Abbie Hession, Emma Brown, Hugh Clyde, Lois Latewood, Katie McNally, Silas Barr, Martyna Mis, 
Rebecca Carrothers, Eloise Dickinson, Mr Privilege (Form Tutor).
Back Row Ryan McCullough, Bailey Allen, Daniel Schubotz, Hannah Young, Bobby Dorman, James White, Rosa McCloskey, Niall White, John Lavery, Lauren Simpson.

9JN
Front Row Miss K Wightman (Head of Year), Justice McGregor, Tom Hutchings, Oran Vince, Rhiannnon McAreavey Mercer, Jenna Ross, Cillian McIlvenny, Chloe Chan, Adam Jackson. 
Middle Row Mrs Boggs (Classroom Assistant), Grace Cooke, Ellie Cameron, James McMinn, Atlanta Watson, Eve Hill, Jessica Tease, Caitlin Bloomer, Jessica McGrath, Mrs Jones 
(Form Tutor).
Back Row Christian Thompson, Lucas Harvey, Eve Canavan, Ben Lewis, Colm Livingstone, Matthew Byrne, Marc Gregg, Katie McCrory.
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10NB
Front Row Andrew Craig, Aoibhinn Martin-O’Dowd, Ben McGuckin, Darius Naujokas, Charlotte Blair, Marcus Hickie, Jayashree Sugumaran, Morgan Gamble, Logan McGettrick.
Middle Row Ms E Niblock (Form Tutor), Abigail Carson, Jessica Fields, Dan Rogan, Teri Crawford, James Wilkinson, Will Polland, Julita Jasniewska, Rose McParland, Anna 
Donnelly  Mrs L Quigg (Assistant Head of Year).
Back Row Mehmet Sutmen, Mikey McGregor, Brendan McCartney,Jed Brown, Thomas Somerville, Alex Scott-Dobbs, Matthew Bell, James Mullan, Joseph Tolan.

10QN 
Front Row Tony McAteer, Conor O’Brien, Katie Shanks, Donavan McCune, Micah Howie, Ethan Lamb, Fionn McKervey.
Middle Row Miss K Hughes (Classroom Assistant), Ms O Jancsurak (Classroom Assistant), Beverley Blair, Jessica Stewart, Marika Michalska, Jonathan Kelly, Thomas Davidson, 
Tasnean Islam, Molly Robinson, Katie Hand, Mrs E Quinn (Form Tutor). 
Back Row Claire Hughes, Ross Toland, Adnan Nasir, William Dolan, Riley Beckett, Evan Glassey, Cormac McConvey, Ryan McDowell, Connor Morgan, Jonathan Drew, Mrs L 
Quigg (Assistant Head of Year).
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10MRG
Front Row Callum Crone, Riley Melin, Ellie Mulholland, Carla Shaw, Katie Morgan-Weir, Michael Murray-Gillott, Patrick Farnan, Jack Donnelly, Kyla Ruddock.
Middle Row Miss J Morgan (Form Tutor), Olivia Artt, Leah McKeown, Ben Brazil, Shauna McKinley, Eve Daly, Sophie Grant, Shannon Myles, Jack Laverty, Niall McKnight, Erin 
Humphrey, Mrs L Quigg (Assistant Head of Year).
Back Row Sian Doyle, Charlie Cooley, Finn McKeefry, Kyle Sexton, Conor Fawcett, Aaron Caskey, Ryan Adams, Owen Hayes, Stephen Lowry, Oran Magee, Calum Deans.

10FRL
Front Row Lance Castaneda, Daniel Salami, Ellie Wilson, Rory Ellson, Emily Caughey, Meg Lynas, Oran Smyth, Ben Telford, Laoise Martin-O’Dowd.
Middle Row Mr A Mullan (Classroom Assistant), Lauren Ross, Alyssa McKibben, Toni Hutchinson, Emily Crookshanks, Ben Labourn, Louise Saunders, Henrieta Toblova, Courtney 
McGoldrick, Owen Todd, Aleksander Snowarski, Mrs Quigg (Assistant Head of Year).
Back Row Leon Skillen, Joshua Dickinson, William Wells, Conor McNulty, Jack Terrins, Aydin Kayaalp, Marcus Gallagher, Gintaras Naujokas, Olivia Parkinson.
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10ST
Front Row Kylie McAleese, Travis Blackstock, Melika Torabi, Ben Dickson, Corey Stewart, Lara Nolan, Emily Holden, Georgia Courtney, David McDonald.
Middle Row Mrs K Smyth (Classroom Assistant), Jason Lundy, Claire Patterson, Chloe Holmes, Caoimhe Dart, Ross Duff, Kaitlyn Ferguson, Campbell Dodds, Zoe Horner, Ethan 
Caughey, Mrs L Quigg (Assistant Head of Year).
Back Row Miss S Toner (Form Tutor), Alekss Dzirvinskis, Lauren Murray, Gareth Gibson, Jake Hehir, Connor Dunseath, Aedan Gibson, Jack Woods, 
Miss D Kirk (Classroom Assistant).

10MGE
Front Row Zach Crowe, Jordan McGrattan, Adam Glover, Nicole-Jo McDonald, Curtis Farrell, Tino Mhande, Joseph McGarvey.
Middle Row Miss S Kelly (Classroom Assistant), Chloe Young, Kent Irwin, Tiernan Downey, Elsa Lemming-Bates, Ryan Gibson, Chelsea Beattie, Ethan Todd, 
Mrs Quigg (Assistant Head of Year).
Back Row Miss G Damas (Classroom Assistant), Ross Falls, Michael Doyle, Ridwan Jama, Caolan McReynolds, Scott Hassett, Miss A Magee (Form Tutor).
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10CNL
Front Row Louis Davidson, Tom Warnock, Ian Deans, Archie Wilson, Charlotte Mellon, Luke Kennedy, Julia Klaniecka, Daniel McArdle, Ben Johnston.
Middle Row Katy Coulter, Amy Fraser, Cameron Parkinson, Natalie Hughes, Gary Cromie, Amy Sherry, Natasha Furusa, Lucy McShane, Niamh Loughran, Mrs L Quigg (Assistant 
Head of Year).
Back Row Mr G Connolly, Megan Crothers, Travis Peter, Cameron Finlay, Cameron Kane, Mason Weatherup, Josh Gowdy, Michael Graham, Beatrice Howard.

10KDY
Front RowCallum Savage, Rebecca Wilson, David McFadden, Ben Anderson, Caolan Carville, Julia Stopka, Ross Mullan, Michael Coomber.
Middle Row Miss J Kennedy (Form Tutor), Miss C McCrory (Classroom Assistant), Kerry Migan, Sherynne Azucena, Taylor Marsh, Jessica McBride, Alice McTear, Aoife Wilson, 
Sophie Livingstone, Mia McVeigh-Aritura, Kerri Donnelly, Mackenzie Cairns Watson, Mrs L Quigg (Assistant Head of Year).
Back Row Jack Lozano, Sebastin Supinski, Stephan Adrao, Caolan Prenter Lawrenson, Antonio Mulholland Ruiz, Rory Curran, Ben McCusker, Phillip Crichton, Jamie Spiers, 
Tara Latewood, Aran Chong Kwan.
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11CMS
Front Row Anna Lewis, Matthew Ferris, Lucy-Anne Chowdhury, Naomi Carson, Anna Glover, Wiktoria Budzinska, Mollie Taylor.
Middle Row Dr. R. Cummings (Form Tutor), Martha Day, Claire Smyth, Ashleigh Smyth, Rodney Campbell, Gary McAleese, Michael Downey, Ellie Magill, Mr E MacManus 
(Assistant Head of Year).
Back Row Lisa McCavery, Ajay Carlisle, Chloe Stevenson, Gerard Arnold, Adam Thompson, Brandon Robinson, Helena McClenaghan.

11 MJR
Front Row Aoife Smyth, Annie Tubritt, Joshua Gallagher, Rory Turkington, Beth Cameron, Daniel Moore, Sophie Stephenson, Sarah Duggan, Piper Wilson.
Middle Row Mrs N Major (Form Tutor), Oisin Sahafian, D.J. McShannock, Ella Bolster, Michael Beatty, David Martelli, Rory Graham, Caoimhe McCarney, Lucas Hindes, Ruth 
Hagans, Eva Babes, Mr E MacManus (Head of Year).
Back Row Kealan McAvoy, Krystian Wisniowski, Christy McCallan, Ethan McGrath, Charlie McKinney, Olivia McCloskey, Tom Bunting, Victoria Scott, Joe Bryson.
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11SH
Front Row Sophie Chan,  Bronagh McMullan, Lauren Trimble, Jamie Cotter, Morgan Davidson,  Nye Herink, Katie Nelson,  Rhys Speers, Sarah Simon.
Middle Row Mrs Connor (Form Tutor),  Andy Shek, Sarah Finn, Ella Mc Aleavey, Josh Smyth, Joshua Johnston, Tommy Moynagh, Mark Gunning, Megan Hill,  Emma McGowan, 
Hannah Price Henderson, Mr MacManus (Assistant Head of Year).
Back Row Holly Whiteside, Jonathon Luney, Oran Devlin , Thomas Marr, Rudi Summerville, Jason Trueman, Jamie Wong, Dawid Klos, Luis Letzner Hawkins.

11MCV
Front Row Emma Collington, Shannon Connolly, Jade Hewitt, Lara Mckinley, Amy Clyde.
Middle Row Ms M McConville (Form Tutor), Katie Moyes, Dylan Humphries, Georgia Hughes, Lauren Agnew, Jacob McNaughton, Mr E  MacManus (Assistant Head of Year).
Back Row Matthew Whitbourne, Matthew Trimble, Matthew McFarland, Jay Sturgeon, Conor Boyle.
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11WHT
Front Row Zoe  Coiley, Emily Calvert, Angel Barnes, Kelsey Magee, Amy Forsythe, Molly Allan, Nikita Wallace.
Middle Row Jessica Dunwoody, Rose McCartan, Amy Gibson, Nura Hassan, Hadron Ahmed, Olivia Prokop, Eve Seaton, Mr  J Wishart (Form Tutor).
Back Row Mr E MacManus (Assistant Head of Year), Lewis Ewing, Owen Ritchie, Ben Crone, Szymon Drobinski, Jack Reid, Ryan McCaroll, Miss N Doran (Classroom Assistant).

11BKT
Front Row Hannah Morrow, Martyna Eckert, Lenka Toderova, Luke Galbraith, Lucy Smyth, Regan Brown, Seth Kinghan.
Middle Row Mrs M Beckett (Form Tutor), Erin Patrick, Justin Armstrong, Matthew McAllister, Zach Blue, Ethan McCarthy, Fergus Wilson, Bronagh King, John McCartney, 
Mr E MacManus (Assistant Head of Year).
Back Row Ben McWilliams, Rebecca Gordon, Amy McCloy, Max Corken, Anya Nicholl, Jacob Elwood, Arthur Hughes, Erin Black.
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11HLG
Front Row Kathryn Scott, Hannah Allen, Carlo Corbetta, Emma Scott, Nicole McCabe, Joe Kane, Nathan Wade, Kira Burns, Sarah Irvine.
Middle Row Mrs R Halligan (Form Tutor), Niamh Agnew, Charis Crawford, Sean Paul Manongsong, Jade Hewitt, Oskar Klaniecki, Erin Tate, Cailee Warnock, Olivia Agnew, 
Eva McCaw, Mr E MacManus (Assistant Head of Year).
Back Row Ryan Harvey, Cathail Clarke, Marcus Finnegan, Matthew Strong, Sarah Young, Reuben Kane, Samuel Giaccardi, Milo McMullan.
.

11EL
Front Row Dalan Dunlop, Lauren Gormley, Tara Benson, Ryan Milne, Rose Curry, Bethany Presho, Robyn Lowey, Megan Sloan, James Lennon.
Middle Row Miss L Ellis (Form Tutor), Mia Stafford, Michaela Gray, Tom Boyle, Tori McKay, Bruce Elkin, Connor Scott, Daniel Young, Eva Thompson, Matthew Winchester, Carter 
Orr, Mr E MacManus (Assistant Head of Year).
Back Row Ms E Gomez (Classroom Assistant), Josh Leckey, Adam McStravick, Darragh Sloan, Andrew Darrah, Luke McGrath, James Howard, Ross Hindes, Patryk Pietruszka, 
Miss T Irwin (Classroom Assistant).
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12HOY
Front Row Amel Zaboub, Laura Campbell, Craig Hutchison, Kewin Philip,  Chelsea Lundy,  Mrs J Burke (Classroom Assistant).
Middle Row Mrs M Mills (Head of Year), Jessica Scott, Malachy Smith,  Victoria Caskey,  Aimee Nichol, Miss M Hoy (Form Tutor).
Back RowMiss M Bell (Assistant Head of Year), Mr S Grew (Classroom Assistant), Bobby McAleese, Youcef Cherif, Matthew McCay,  Karol Tomczak,  Mr B Strong Grew 
(Classroom Assistant).

12FLN
Front Row Areeya Thiengna, Charlie Magill, Saruttaya Thiankaew, Amy Prentice, Barthe McCormick, Alanna Stewart, Patricia Talens.
Middle Row Miss M Bell (Assistant Head of Year), Mrs M Mills (Head of Year), Cathryn Devenney, Katie Malone, Lois Hamilton, Jordan McCrainor, Joshua Gillespie, 
Amy Patterson, Wezi Ngoma, Daniel Pollard, Mrs D Dodd (Classroom Assistant), Ms K Mill (Classroom Assistant).
Back Row Ms D Fullerton (Form Tutor), Daniel McLarnon,  Cameron Barrett, Conor Engelen, Jason Young, Jude Peter, Conor Murphy, James McCarthy, Ethan McKechnie, 
Brandon McKibben.
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12CPD 
Front Row Beth Holden, Niamh Savage, Sinead McGuigan, Ciara Caldwell, Kara-Jane Deadman, Marie Lawder, Tea-Leoni McCartan, Dylan Jones, Dakota Thompson.
Middle Row Miss Bell (Assistant Head of Year), Craig Stinson, Jake Curran, Sophie Scott, Rhianna Turner, Eva Lynas, Daniel McKissick, Megan Thompson, Niamh Farnan, 
Vohn Galang, Lucy Rice, Mrs Mills (Head of Year).
Back Row Mr D McLaughlin (Form Tutor), Scott Ferguson, Michael McCloskey-Ooi, Daniel Smith, Ryan McKeown, Ethan Stewart-McGovern, Zach Parkman, Ali Ahmed, 
Bradley Martin, Marc Taylor, Warren Boyd, Mr P Mulholland.

12MNY
Front Row Katie Osborne, Laura Mills, Megan Wightman-Nimick, Erin Poots, Chloe Shannon, Hannah McMurray, Kate Brown, Charlotte McClenaghan, Rachel McFall.
Middle Row Ms Bell (Assistant Head of Year), Angela Parker, Erin Woods, Neghin Taj, Manus McColgan, Caleb Ruddock, Joseph Woodcock, Ben Millis, Dervla Smyth, Billy 
Blackwood, Cori McGeagh, Mrs Mills (Head of Year).
Back Row Mr McCanny (Form Tutor), Shannon Weatherup, Erin Todd, Jonah Boyd, James Smith, Carlos Barr, Ryan McCleary, Ben Grant, Roy Stevenson, Rose McKiernan, 
David Merron, Ewan Gracey.
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12DNT
Front Row Miss M Bell (Assistant Head of Year), Jake Collins, Owyn Powell, Ossian Diamond, Aaron Crothers, Josh Jones, Morgan Crangle, Caleb Diamond, Mateusz 
Rosinski, Ryan Dick, Miss S Moreland (Classroom Assistant).
Middle Row Miss N Danter (Form Tutor), Ellen Shanks, Zoe McCabe, Sarah Stewart, Chloe McCormick, Niambh Mallon, Curtis McBride, Jay reeves, Amber Williams, 
Mrs M Mills (Head of Year).
Back Row Amy McClure, Beth Devine, Morgan Ferguson, Courtney Fleming, Tori Murphy, Lauren Black, Thomas Scott, Eliza-Jo Flynn, Emma Milling.

12NVT
Front Row Anna Scott, Georgia Morrison, Chloe Blair, Giorgia Patterson, Ciaran McGarvey, Fiona Mellon, Tondra Chowdhury, Toby Winter, Shannon McNulty.
Middle Row Miss M Bell (Assistant Head of Year), Clara McKnight Téllez, Gemma Clawson, Konstancja Niscigorska, Ben McMinn, Harry Harte, Jason Ho, Michael McCartney, 
Katie Collins, Ewa Aksenczuk, Alise Biggerstaff, Mrs M Mills (Head of Year).
Back Row Don Miguel Ángel Navarrete Gutiérrez (Form Tutor), Yudah McCartney, Leon Midoukna Andela, Jake Melin, Jack McIlvenny, Joshua Martin, Tiarnan McBay-Doherty, 
Jack Knox-Bradley, Daniel Sloan, Scott Dunwoody.
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12EW
Front Row Mr D Ewart (Form Tutor), Noah Howie, Kaitlyn Johnston, Chloe Nesbitt-McGoldrick, Charlotte Wardlow, Rachel Shannon,  Molly Moore, Xara Wilson, Yvette Deans, 
John Patrick McBride.
Middle Row Miss Bell (Assistant Head of Year), Ben McGrugan, Tegan McMaster, Jonathan Murray-Gillott, Rebecca Cooke, Emma Lewis, Kaitlyn Carinduff, Evie McKnight, 
Diego Collado, Daisy Greene, Katie brown, Mrs Mills (Head of Year).
Back Row Mr Ewart, Ross Power, Tara Robinson, Hannah Finlay, Lucy King, David Laverty, Lewis Walker, Sam McCooey, Niall Prendergast, Jack Smyth, Greta Virsilaite, 
Rachel McCourt.

12PLT
Front Row Trevor Woods, Sophie Parkinson, Ciara Austin, Rebecca Coulter, Holly Andrews, Amber Pau, Georgia Magee, Levi White.
Middle Row Ms M Bell (Assistant Head of Year), Agata Kroplewska, Jack Scott, Aaron Wright, Enzo Atzori, Georgia Whitsitt, Katie Donnelly, Megan Stevenson, 
Mrs M Mills (Head of Year).
Back Row Dylan Wilson, Jake Fairfield, Eoin Burns, Ewan Donnelly, Joe Gibson, Andrew Irvine, Kyle Harrison, Ciaran McManus.
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13SM
Front Row Niamh Lennon-O’Keefe , Ellen Tubritt, Sian Horner, Emma Stewart, Bethany Gallagher, Rebecca Carney, Morgan Moffett.
Middle Row Stephen McStravick, Aaron Doherty, Klaudia Zak, Elle-Jo Lovell, Klaudia Paluchiewicz, Aine Gorman, Olivia McGivern, Mrs H Smyth (Form Tutor).
Back Row Leah Robinson, Joshua Lynas, Frederic Mathieu, Adam Sonebi, Lee Wilson, Victoria Neely, Luke McParland.

13MGK
Front Row Nathida Finlay, Emma McNulty, Lucy Symington, Saba Torabi, Nicole Graham, Riley McNeil, Abbie Coulter.
Middle Row Erin Garret, Shanice Mackin, Panashe Vellem, Lauren Spence, Rory Lynn, Anna Shaw, Kirsty McCrory, Mr F McGuckin (Form Tutor).
Back Row Conor Gorman, Tim McClean, Michael Hare, Talimul Ali, Oliver Bevan Woolley, Rachel Harwood, Jack Eaton.
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13TAG
Front Row Matthew Lynch, Ciara Tolan,  Sian Humphrey, Sophie Ryans, Jennifer Scott, Laura Skillen, Natalia Wysocka.
Middle Row Alexandra Clarke, Michael McKee, Lee Parkinson, Fintan Weatherup, Sam Orr, Shannon Mackey, Weronika Felus, Emily Beckett.
Back Row Andrew Reid, David May, Zac Elkin, Michal Aksenczuk,  Adam Elliott, Mark Spence, Matthew Curry.

13GHM
Front Row Hannah Eaton, Katherine Stanley, Amy Johnston, Katarzyna Swerhun, Abbey Lowey, Leah Ross, Emma Kelsall.
Middle Row Nial Preston, Orla McDonnell, Christopher Bateman, Peter Shaw, Jack Donnelly, Anna Matchett, Layanna Lukasik, Emma Toner, Mr K Graham (Form Tutor).
Back Row Megan McNulty, Karol Zieba, Caleb Keating, Leon Richardson, Leon Berisha, Luke McCarney, Warren Magee.
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14 BL
Front RowAnna Sadlier, Cara Smart, Aimee Sykes, Emma Woods, Naomi Bolster-Coates, Laura Quinn.
Middle Row Declan McMullan, Ben McKeown, Dean Burns, Nuala Hurley, Jake McCrea, Jack Auld, Olivia McLean, Miss A Bell (Form Tutor).
Back Row Charlotte Beattie, Simon Atkinson, Colm Latimer, Callum McCloskey, Cian Cazauran-Moran, Matthew Craig, Nicholas Jamison.

13CW
Front Row Lucy Sheridan, Sarah Hayes, Mary Stevenson, Michaela Stewart, Catriona McCabe, Alannah Crawford, Rhiannon Deazley.
Middle Row Nancy Eaton, Ellen Carr, Rachel Currie, Madeline Kelly, Robbie Taylor, Catherine McGrady, Emma Carlisle, Mr D Strain (Assistant Head of Year).
Back Row Marc Agnew, Sam Davidson, Ryan Tully, Ryan Wilson, Sam Kingsbury, Jason Merron.
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14MCY
Front Row Kathryn McKee, Cerys Speers, Abby Stock, Aine  Cafolla, Eva Hinds, Casey Patterson. 
Middle Row Mr S Hare (Head of Year), April Martin, Andrew Breadon, Keelan Sexton, Michael Kane, Joshua Hawthorne, Corinna McCoy, Michael Bingham, Hayley Carson, 
Mr J McCloskey (Form Tutor).
Back Row James Cooley, Jack Little, Ruairi Moyna, Christopher Carson, Declan McCartney.

14WLS
Front Row Olivia McVeigh, Eve Sumner, Keeva Herink, Loma Ngoma, Claudette Collado, Samantha Pizarra.
Middle Row Mr S Hare (Head of Year), Sarah Topping, Meadbh O’Grady, Flyn Warnock, Cathal McCabe, Matthew Breen, Ruby Heathwood, Daryl Castaneda, Miss M Wells 
(Form Tutor).
Back Row Callum Lynas, Thomas Cameron, Cain Freel, Ryan McCarney, Ayman Omar, Niall Shannon.
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14BR
Front Row Caitlin Smyth, Virginia Corbetta, Conor Martin, Natasha Longridge, Maeve Finn, Chantelle McAteer.
Middle Row Mr S Hare (Head of Year), Nina Cleland, Victoria Heathwood, Jack McArdle, Cormac Lally, Leon Letzner Hawkins, Pearse Gillan, Alexandra Powell, Mr P Burch 
(Form Tutor).
Back Row Ben Thompson, Mason Wilson, John Sinclair, Jack Burns, Conal McManus Absent: Katie Killick, Sophie Davis. 

14MGN
Front Row Desiree McKee, Megan Gray, Rebekah Ogilby, Sidonie Mussen, Victoria Scott, Yasamin Sahafian.
Back Row Mr S Hare (Head of Year), Colleen Bailey, Kirsten Rodney, Stephen Ross, Thomas Luney, Alex Thompson, Peter Coates, Alannah Conlon, 
Miss R Morgan (Form Tutor).
Back Row Daniel Francis, Dylan Dunbar, Gavin Stewart, Alexander Bingham, Tyler Powell.
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£30.00

£19.95

WWW.VISIONPROPERTYAGENTS.CO.UK

SALE £950+VAT  |  LET £250+VAT
NO UPFRONT FEES & INCLUDES FREE EPC

We base our fixed fee on value for money and not the value of your 
property. That means you can always rely on the same great service 

without paying over the odds. 

NORTH BELFAST
168b Cavehill Road 

BT15 5EX
028 9070 2999

SOUTH BELFAST
667 Lisburn Road 

BT9 7GT
028 9066 1600

DUNDONALD
977 Upper N’Ards Road 

BT16 1RL
028 9070 2999

BANGOR
25 Bridge Street 

BT20 5AW
028 9146 5000

EAST BELFAST
285–287 Castlereagh Road

BT5 5FL
028 9070 2999
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Just adding Linwoods milled and blended seeds, nuts and berries to any meal, 
any time of day is an easy way to ensure you're getting the fi bre, 

minerals and vitamins your body needs to stay feeling great! So go on...

linwoodshealthfoods.com

Available from Asda, Holland and Barrett, Sainsbury’s, Tesco, large independent retailers and independent health food stores. 
For more information on health benefi ts and for some great recipe ideas, please visit our website www.linwoodshealthfoods.com
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